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 Along the flow, a sacred river nourishes, refreshes and sanctifies many a lives before it 

culminates into the mighty ocean. The life of Mother Smt. Krishna Kumari has been one such 

gentle, deep and fulfilling life stream that touched multitudes everlastingly.

 This souvenir is a humble attempt to present a collection of expressions of joyful 

interactions and warmth that each one of us have experienced.

A humble offering at your lotus feet...

Rama Prasad Joshi
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Gratitude

 She is an ideal for all women. Without her, Master Kumar is naught, if I say this, it is 
not exaggerated. She is an embodiment of Shakti, while he is embodiment of Shiva. Many a 
times in close family circles Master Kumar shared many things about Mother Kumari. I 
mention here a few of them in this brief. 

- Guru Prasad Kambhampati

16th May 2020
Visakhapatnam

 

 Mother Kumari is an embodiment of Goddess of Motherly Love (Annapurna) and 
Goddess of Splendour (Mahalakshmi). It is very appropriate to elucidate and explain about 
Mother Krishna Kumari on the occasion of her departure. For my entire life I have received 
plenty of love and life from her. In return I always ensured her happiness. A loving mother is 
happy when her family is always around. But Mother Kumari's family and her love was not 
limited just to her family. She showered her motherly love and advise to all those who followed 
Master. She was always alert to know their needs and she was always connected with them. 
Seeing them happy and fulfilled is all that she wished and wanted. To such a mother, in 
gratitude and humbleness, I write this brief note. Having witnessed her, observed her, 
respected her and received her boundless love for over 44 years, and having witnessed her 
departure from the mortal, personally, I write this short note on her.

“Gently to read and kindly to judge”
-HPB

A Mother to many!
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Birth and early life
 The life of Mother Kumari began in Guntur in the year 1951. She was born on 
22.07.1951 at 7.00 AM, Sunday, to her parents, Sri G. Someswara Rao, father and Smt G. 
Satyavathi, mother. She was born on Sunday and in the star Satabhishak. She was born into a 
family where hindu traditions were followed with great intent. That is to say, she was born into 
a very orthodox traditional hindu family. Though born in Guntur, the town where her 
mother's parents were living then, she was brought up in Hyderabad, where her parents had 
settled down for good. She is third child to her parents. While the second child passed away in 
natal stage itself. After her two more children were born to her parents. She has 3 siblings, one 
older brother, one younger brother and a younger sister. 
 Father was a radio engineer, who worked for Indian Airlines and mother a house-wife. 
Father was a very self-reliant, resilient, self-ruled, esteemed and a disciplined man. Her mother 
Smt G Satyavathi, was very orthodox Hindu traditional lady who was entirely devoted to her 
family and upbringing of her children. 
 Mother Kumari who was her father's pet child imbibed all the good qualities and 
virtues of both her parents. She grew up into a self-willed, self-reliant, disciplined lady and yet 
carried in her the orthodox hindu traditions. Her father once said to Sri Kumar, “Kumari is my 
favourite, she is disciplined, self-governing and is an upright person. Whatever she does, she 
does right.” 

Path of Devotion
 As Mother Kumari was growing up, devotion in her family towards, Satya Sai Baba also 
grew into abundance. Her mother later took up to herself, service activities with inspiration 
and with devotion towards Satya Sai Baba under the banner of Seva Dal. Mother Kumari 
started her journey towards Spirit, with this devotion. She saw her parents closely and followed 
them. She laid her first steps into the Path of self realisation in this life, through devotion. Her 
devotion to Satya Sai Baba grew with her age. She also took up the service activities with 
inspiration coming from Baba. She sang bhajans with great devotion. She sang well and people 
who gathered for bhajans used to like her singing and used to praise her. But Kumari garu was 
singing for her own bliss. She was getting mused into her own self while she was singing. 
Surroundings used to disappear for her, when she was singing bhajans.  As she began her 
journey with devotion towards Baba, her devotion took a turn towards Krishna. She gradually 
built a great devotion to Lord Krishna. Her devotion to Krishna probably paved way towards 
Master Kumar and the Hierarchy. These were the years of her adolescence. 
 In the mundane life she successfully completed all her education in Hyderabad, from 
St. Francis educational institutions. She graduated in Public Administration and Political 
Sciences. Being a Christian Missionary Educational Institution, her school and college had an 
in-house church. She used to go to the church regularly. Though she was from a traditional 
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orthodox hindu family, her devotion used to lead her to church. She also grew devotional to 
Jesus Christ as well. She gradually grew over the limitation 
of religion while she was treading the path of devotion. 

  The marriage proposal was approved 
by Master EK and accepted by Master Kumar's 
family and marriage took place at brides place as per 
the Telugu Brahmin tradition. Their marriage took 
place at Satchitananda Ashram on 09.04.1971, at 
7.33AM. There was a heavenly drizzle at the time of 
marital tie which was pleasing to all. After marriage, 
she moved to Visakhapatnam along with Master 
Kumar. From then on in her life a new episode had 
begun. Her family, her surroundings, her priorities 
totally changed. Her spiritual journey towards 
Spirit had taken to a good turn towards Master EK, 
the hierarchy and the work.

Marriage & Family
 Mother Kumari garu grew up into a beautiful lady: 
slim, tall, fair, with sparkling eyes and with long hair. It was 
the right age for her marriage and her parents started 
looking for matches. Through Sri V V Rao, a renowned 
person in the field of shipping in Visakhapatnam, they 
came to know about Master Kumar. They offered her 
daughter in marriage to Master Kumar. On one occasion, 
in fact Master Kumar, himself shared the following which 
Master EK had said about Mother Kumari:
 It is 1971 and Master Kumar took the marriage 
proposal to Master EK. He took Natal chart of Mother 
Kumari and his own natal chart and gave them to Master EK for his analysis and approval. 
Master EK closely looked at the Natal Charts of Sri Kumar garu and Kumari garu and said this, 
“You are a very important person for me. That's why I analysed the Natal Charts of you both very 
thoroughly for 3 hours. I have placed her natal chart and your natal chart on a balance scale and 
examined. Her power measures equally with yours. Her Purva Punya (past good karma) is just as 

good as yours. She possesses great power and devotion.”

 Gradually to suit to the family of Master 
Kumar, she gave up her orthodox traditions. But 
her devotion grew much more. She grew devotional 
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Advent of Master & Induction into Order of Goodwill

Mother Kumari and Master Kumar were 
blessed with two children: a daughter in the 
year 1972 and son in the year 1976. Master 
EK named both the kids. Daughter was 
named as Sailaja Sailaputri Santhi Durga and 
son was named as Chandra Sekhar Guru 
Prasad. She was a caring and loving mother 
and children grew under her love and 
protection of Master EK.

 On 22nd April,1977, when Master EK entered to live in Radhamadhavam, Smt 
Kumari gained induction into the order of Good-will (Hierarchy). When Master EK proposed 
to take the 1st floor of Radhamadhavam offering appropriate monthly rent, Mother Kumari 

instantly reacted “You are a father figure to us. If 
you wish to pay rent I cannot offer our house. 
Forget rent and stay as long as you wish. For now let 
us celebrate this event with a delicious dinner”. At 
that time Smt Kumari was mother to a 2 and 1/2 
year old daughter and son who was 8 months old, 
besides she was taking care of Master Kumar's 
mother and brother. Master was deeply pleased and 
lived to breathe his last in Radhamadhavam.
 In fact if Master EK could comfortably live in 
Radhamadhavam for 7 years, it is mainly because of 
Mother Krishna Kumari. Visitors, followers, guests 
who used to come for Master EK, Mother  Krishna 
Kumari garu used to treat them with respect. She 
use to freshly prepare and serve all of them with 
coffee, tea, tiffins, lunch and dinner in a timely 
manner. She used to prepare favourites of Master 
EK: dosa, puri, pickles and chutneys and such other 

to Master EK and her husband Master Kumar. To her Master EK was everything: father, guide 
and guru. She did not care for herself while at 
Master's work. She served Master EK with 
great devotion and surrender. She not only 
served Master EK but also all those who 
followed him and who were around him.
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 Sometimes when Master EK returned home, fully tired around 11pm in the night to 
Radhamadhavam, immediately Kumari garu used to prepare chutneys like Kandipacchadi, 
Pesarapacchadi (Master Ek's favourite chutney) and served him with freshly cooked hot rice 
and yogurt. She used to prepare in such quantities so that, all those accompanying Master EK 
could also eat well. Once at midnight, Master EK while eating Pesarattu (a variety of Dosa) 
said, "Kumari knows other persons hunger; she also knows what other persons like and how 
much they like. This is Mother principle. If she cooks and serves food, the one who has taken 
food is very fortunate. The speed at which Kumari cooks and the taste of the food is awesome."     
At Radhamadhavam, around 11 pm, varieties of Dosas like, Pesarattu, Minapadosa, & 
Ravvadosa, Puri & curry, chutneys like Kandipacchadi, Pesarapacchadi, etc used to be served 
in good quantities. It is a splendour. Daily from morning to evening 50 - 60 cups of coffee and 
tea were being served by Mother Kumari garu.
 For Master EK, Kumari garu was Atma Putrika - Soul daughter. He used to have a lot of 
freedom with her. For his patients, He used to get special diets prepared by Mother Kumari  
and used to send them by carriages to Master Homeo Nursing Home and to KGH hospital in 
Visakhapatnam. 
 Once Master EK said, "Kumari is an innocent girl, therefore I will always be around 
her through my Presence."

 Mother Kumari was then of 26-30 
years of age where she was in thick of her 
family life, she had two very young children 
who were frequently unwell. Not only that, 
she had the mother and a younger brother of 
Master Kumar also at home. A normal 
mother would have had her entire time spent 
only for caring, nurturing and nourishing her 
children and taking care of her family. But 
Mother Kumari's family was a much 
extended one. All those who followed Master 
E K  a n d  w h o  we re  a ro u n d  h i m  i n 
Radhamadhavam were her family. While 

food items. Like this she won the heart of Master EK.

 In the year 1973, one and half years after Kumar garu's marriage, in the month of 
August Master EK carried out a programme of examining the palms of his followers. Then he 
looked into the palms of Kumar garu and Kumari garu together and examined and said to 
Mother Kumari, “without you this 'fellow' will fly away; without you he has nothing, your power is 
his strength. He is like a kite. You stand on the earth and you give stability to the kite. The splendour is 
all yours.”       
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Her role in the work of Fusion of 
East & West was pivotal. Western 
brotherhood started visiting 
India since times of Master EK 
i.e., since 1982. She used to 
receive them as her personal 
guests and treated them as verily the Master, Atithi Devobhava. She used to personally cook for 
all of them as per their taste. She was a quick learner; she prepared food that was suitable to 
European pallet. She used to take care of the children of western brother hood as her own. She 
used to feed them with her own hands alongside her children, Santhi and Sekhar.

taking care of her young wards, she did all possible service to this extended Master family, 
which was impossible for any other women contemporary of her times. I see her extraordinary 
will, love and power in accomplishing this.

A dutiful life partner in fulfilling the Plan 
 After Master EK left the physical, her life took to a change. Her work now is to be with 
Master Kumar, take care of him, protect him with her shield of devotion and love, to support 
him in every aspect of Hierarchical work. She provided right atmosphere for him to focus on 
self study and Hierarchical Work and writings while she took up on herself certain family 
responsibilities.
 She cooperated with the tour plans of Master which were hectic ever since 1981. 
Wherever her duties permitted she also joined the travels. Once the children had become self 
reliant, she accompanied the Master and added glory and splendour to the work. 
 She demonstrated family system and was a model to many. Since 1994, she developed a 
knee pain but cared a hood when it came to work. She climbed up mountains & pyramids and 
walked long distances. Her 
inspiration overpowered her 
bodily pain. In Hyde Park, where 
Madam HPB found Master 
Morya, she insisted upon a 
photograph which i s  ever 
preserved.   

 The visitors from west started coming yearly and their number also grew gradually. 
Even as number grew, until 1994, they were being personally taken care of by Mother Kumari. 
She was quick to gaze who likes what and how much they eat. She used to prepare food 
accordingly and served them. She used to prepare many food items for them: morning coffee, 
milk with cereals, sandwiches, salads, vegetables suitable to westerners' pallets, varieties of 
puddings, fruits and fruit salads and sweets. She used to also introduce to them Indian 
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 She demonstrated to all, the value in Indian family system and how a housewife holds 
the key to a happy family system. She was not only a motherly figure, to many western 
brotherhood she was a guiding star, who used to guide them and advice them in their dreams. 
Many experienced her protection at times of their health crisis. With her blessings and good 
wishes, many who were not able to find the right spouse for marriage, got married, many 
couples who could not beget children could give birth to children.

delicacies by making them less spicy. Even now there are many western brotherhood who crave 
for her hand cooked foods particularly her pickles.

 Mother Kumari is a true dutiful life partner, (                ) Never there was an instance 
where she woke up after Master Kumar woke up. By the time Master Kumar woke up, Mother 
Kumari garu used to get ready and appear to him. After she woke up, she used to carry out 
padanamaskara to Master 
Kumar, used to clean herself and 
only after that she used to enter 
the kitchen. She never cooked 
anything without cleaning 
herself (bathing). Before sun rise 
she was ready like a lady of 
fortune and lit at least 10 lamps 
in Radhamadhavam. Rain or 
thunderstorm, come what may, 
at least 10 lamps had to be lit by 
her in Radhamadhavam. 
 Waking up, carrying 
out pada namaskara to Master 
Kumar, bathing, entering the 
kitchen, preparing lamps, 
lighting them, preparing and 
serving coffee: all these activities 
used be over by 5:30 am. In this 
aspect, there was never a 
compromise. All these are some 
things that all women should 
learn from her without fail. In 
the later part of her life, even 
when she had the  comfort of 
children, daughter-in-law, 
grownup grand children and 
even when her body was not 
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 In spite of her unbearable joint pains she continued to work with Master Kumar, not 
only because she willed: It is because she loved it. She was experiencing a muse in work which 
was giving her the related bliss. That is how I see. That is how she is connected to the Work. She 
was also a regular scribe to Master Kumar at home. She scribed many books in telugu, 
including Lalitha Sahasranama, Occult Meditations, Jesus the Christ and so on.

 Even when her body was not cooperating, she never failed to attend even a single 
program of Master Kumar. For hours together she could sit with Master Kumar and carry out 
Puja. She was always present for all Gurupujas along with Master Kumar. Not only this. 
Without caring for her body condition and weather, she travelled 40 intercontinental tours 
with Master Kumar. 

cooperating she continued doing this morning ritual all by herself. I see that she was doing this 
not as a routine or duty, she was doing this because she was happy doing it.

 Three 
times she, the saintly lady, travelled around our planet Earth as a Pradakshana, along with 
Master Kumar. Literally she is dutiful life companion (                 ).  Constantly moving with 
Master Kumar garu as a shadow, she is the one who also inspired many. 

When it comes to Master's work, she never hesitated to team up with any worker. She was 
equally amiable with the simplest and most refined worker. She was sitting quietly and 
applying paste to stamps and covers to post Navani with or without others support or 
cooperation. Be at home or at Master's work, she was timely and did not look for others to 
come. Even in cooking, she was an example to many and guided many. She never hesitated to 
correct a mistake while Master Kumar was modest and even hesitating to correct.
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She had a very strong vital body and did not fell ill like her family members. To her cold or hot 
weather meant nothing. Even in freezing cold, she only wore chappals with socks and in hot 
summers of India she never complained of weather. Weather never deterred her work. Seeing 
her at work, Master Kumar used to draw many times more energy for the Work.  Not a single 
book of Master Kumar, she missed. Not a single ritual that Master Kumar did, she missed, not a 
single teaching she missed. Her connection to the work is unparallelled.

 In the initial 10 years when DurgaPujas were being carried out at 
RADHAMADHAVAM, everybody understood the power of Mother Kumari garu. She was 
waking up at 2 am, preparing everything for puja, decorating photos & idols with flowers and 
was personally cooking 4 varieties of Prasadams for Mother Durga. In those times over 70 to 80 
people used to attend to pujas. It was a wonder for everybody that for all of them, for all 10 days 
she used to prepare 4 varieties of Prasadams, offer them first to Goddess Durga and later used to 
serve all the 70-80 devotees.
 In the aspect of cooking and serving, Mother Kumari is an embodiment of Goddess 
Annapurna. It's personal experience for all those who have received food prepared by her. As 

much she is Goddess Annapurna, so 
much she is Goddess Bhadra Kali, 
when it comes to discipline. 
Committing a mistake and escaping 
from her, was impossible for 
anyone. Her eyes are as much alert 
to observe 100 things at a time.

Radhamadhavam & Rituals & Charity

 Her connection to Master's 
Work is utmost and unparallelled. 
Her recital of veda and mantras, 
while conducting Pujas/rituals was 
exceptional. She never used to 
murmur.  Whenever  she was 
reciting, she was reciting very clearly 

and with great devotion. Her voice used to perfectly match with the tone of Master Kumar. As 
Master changed his tone, she also used to change equally to suit with Master Kumar's tone. At 
times when Master Kumar was not well due to common cold or fever, and was resting, she used 
to continue the rituals with the help of other members at Radhamadhavam. Many times I have 

 Ever since the Master EK left the physical, if rituals are being conducted 
uninterruptedly and food is being served as Prasadam relentlessly at Radhamadhavam for over 
35 years, it is only due to the strength of Mother Kumari.
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 Her life is not only one of glory and splendour as it seemed from the outside. It was a 
life with prolonged periods of pain, problems and troubles. She had encountered many 
troubled times. While there was constant pain in her joints throughout her life since her 40th 
year, her pains grew with her age. This apart, there were prolonged painful periods in her life 
due to ill health of her children and at times husband. Moreover, people around her were very 

 The virtue of Charity is not limited only to Master Kumar. In the aspect of charity, 
Mother Kumari garu is strides 
ahead. When she sees anyone, 
she used to become restless unless 
she served them or gave them 
something. She found 'giving' as 
a way out of bondage. The more 
she gave the more happy she was. 
In giving and in spreading love, I 
have never seen anybody like 
that. There is no question of 
thinking twice when it comes to 
spending money for good things. 
With free flow she distributed 
food and clothes in charity. 
Yearly, hundreds of sarees and 

clothes were distributed by her.

heard Master Kumar saying, “I have heard your recital, your voice is very vibrant & melodious 
and you sing with great intent.”  Her commitment to work was quite uncompromising. 
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Love & Protection
 Her love and protection for Master Kumar, her family and all those who followed 
Master is something I witnessed from close quarters. If anybody is unwell, she was always with 
them through inner channels. She used to carry them inside and used to constantly enquire 
until they are back to health. Even if someone is travelling, until she is sure that they reached 
safely, she used to carry them in her. It is the motherly protection she was always extending to 

all those who walked the Path of 
Master. It is an involuntary act 
of healing which was very 
natural with her.

Journey into higher realms

 She is a godly person, whom, 
every follower of Master Kumar 
fondly worships in their heart. 
Master Kumar together with 
Mother Kumari, are verily 
Arthanarishwara, male-female 
god.

quick to judge her, frequently she was hearing opinions about her, which were causing deep 
mental agony. But pain and problems in her life, did not deter her devotion. She held the feet of 
the Master with utmost and renewed faith and did not, even for a moment, pause Masters 
Work. 

 In Mother Kumari, straight 
fo r wardne s s ,  ha rd  work , 
discipline,  accuracy,  wil l , 
charity, devotion to husband 
and God, love are the ideals one 
s h o u l d  n o t e .  I n  t h e 
contemporary times these are 
rare qualities. In her inner self, 
whom so ever she blesses, they 
become victorious. This is very 
true.

 Every mortal life shall have to 
come to an end, however noble 
and glorious it may be. The 
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 When Master Kumar was in hospital on 
17.04.2020 and was not conscious, in the afternoon 
hours at 1:55 PM, she felt the discomfort at heart and 
in my hands, she passed away due to heart break. The 
day after, Master Kumar came into consciousness 
and noted her departure. But he says, he knew of her 
departure three days before, though he was not 
worldly conscious. It looks as though, the destiny 
separated the couple by Master  Kumar's 
hospitalisation, for it was not easy to take away the 
life of one in the presence of the other. It was always 
her wish to depart before Master Kumar, without 
getting hospitalised and without getting bedridden. 
As she carried strong Will, she could fulfil this wish in 
leaving the mortal. 

failing health of Master Kumar over 2 years was a matter of concern for Mother Kumari garu. 
She was tensing up with the deterioration of Master Kumar's health.  Mother Kumari's health 
has always been strong except that she had paining knees, which were eventually operated, 
much against her will. In the fag end of February, 2020, Master Kumar became very weak. He 
was unable to walk and do his daily duties without help. Having seen Master Kumar and his 
gait for over 49 years, she could not bear the health condition of Master Kumar. When Master 
Kumar was hospitalised on 14.04.2020, she felt deeply pained. She saw Master Kumar in 
hospital in 1985 for liver treatment, she again saw Master Kumar in hospital for heart 
treatment in 2006. At those times she could do her part to ensure Master Kumar recovers from 
ill health. But in the year 2020, when Master Kumar was totally down with multiple sicknesses, 
she felt helpless. She could not understand what she 
could do. She could not bear the thought that Master 
Kumar could leave her behind and ascend into 
higher realms. She could not imagine her life without 
Master Kumar, in whose service her entire life passed. 
She felt totally disheartened. 

 Mother Kumari garu was born on Sunday, in the year 1951 (22.07.1951) at 7AM. She 
was LEO by ascendant and Cancer by Sunsign. She lived 69 years of glorious life and returned 
to Master's abode on 17-04-2020 which was a Friday and the star was Dhanishta. It is but not a 
surprise that Mother Kumari walked into higher realms on the Passover Day. She was born in 
Satabhishak star and she passed away in Dhanishta. I hear several times Master Kumar saying 
that Mother Kumari was well received into the abode of Master EK and remains to bless all 
those who think of her.
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 I am blessed to have born to her and Master Kumar. I have received boundless love and 
protection from her, for which I would crave for the rest of my life but will ever remain grateful 
to her. She has demonstrated love, will, undeterred devotion and selfless service, which I would 
trace in my entire life. Though she is mother to me, she showered her unconditional love to 
many and guided many and has been mother to many.

Matru Devo Bhava - May the divine Mother be favourable to us!
Deep gratitude to our beloved Mother Krishna Kumari.
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Together For Ever

Together Ever After
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fulfils us with

sending ripples and waves of light 

22nd July, 2008

The sound of your name plays on this heart

Namaskarams MOTHER Krishna Kumari
Your presence in our heart is constantly with us and 

 

My Compassionate Mother of Life

Like a softly drawn bow on a perfectly tuned violin

- Christina Ambach

cascading out into endless space

Thankfulness and joy.

Devotion to the Sacred Heart of the Mother
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 First time I met Master and Ammagaru was during 1992, Master C V V Guru Pooja 
Celebrations at Simhachalam which made me really admire such Divine couple. And the next 
time I met them was along with their children Chi. Shanthi and Guru Prasad at Bellary. We all 

Sadguru Tapovana, Bangalore

  Ammagaru was immensely fortunate that during her life, she had an opportunity to 
serve two Grand Masters of higher order, one Master Ekkirala Krishnamacharya (Master EK) 
and the other Master K. Parvathi Kumar Garu (Master KPK).  It is very difficult to get one 
Guru in one's life but she had the grand opportunity of serving Two Masters. 
 Ammagaru spent her childhood in the path of Bhagwan Satya Sai Baba and after 
wedlock, with the Grandest Master of Aquarian Age, Master C V V. Her devotion to Masters 
was absolute and brotherhood learned many a thing from her, especially, in respect to the 
devotion with which the rituals are to be performed. 

- Rama Prasad Joshi

 Smt. Krishna Kumari Garu, a grand lady, towering personality, and wife of our Grand 
Master Sri. Parvathi Kumar Garu, was popularly known as “AMMAGARU” in the circles of 
The World Teacher Trust.  She possessed all the qualities of  True and authentic Indian Mother. 
Therefore, every one irrespective of their age called her lovingly as “Ammagaru”.  The whole 
life of Ammagaru was dedicated to welfare of family.  But the definition of family for 
Ammagaru was not confined to limited circle consisting of a father, mother, sisters, brothers, 
husband and children. Her family was beyond common man's comprehension. The entire 
brotherhood of The World Teacher Trust shared the same feeling, that she was treating all with 
the same smile without any exception and it always has been an exceptional quality which I 
admire! The unfathomable love, compassion and concern for all without any exception as one 
of her positive traits.

A Tribute to Ammagaru
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visited Hampi (Vijayanagar Kingdom) and travelled with the family of Master Parvathi Kumar 
Garu. During the travel, I exposed myself by asking certain ignorant questions and the answers 
given by Master were very lucid. The keen observation of Madam during the conversation was 
immaculate and her cheerful face ever since, imprinted in my mind. That was “THE JOURNEY 
WITH THE MASTER COUPLE” which has paved way to a new path in my life.   

 At every congregation such as Guru Poojas, Master C V V May Call, December Call 
and Guru Purnima celebrations, the guidance, advice and instruction was remarkable. Her 
presence with the Grand Master added splendour to every event. Her advice to the groups has 
ever been invaluable.

 Her loving concern and intense care for her children and grand children was 
remarkable and her communication with both Master and children used to be very effective 
and wholesome. 

 During one of the Guru Pooja celebrations as part of cultural programme Hari Katha 
was organized and when the programme was extended beyond the schedule, Ammagaru 
became very angry.  Such anger of Ammagaru was always in the interest of organizers' and the 
brotherhood. The anger of Ammagaru was momentary and always in the interest of others.

 Ammagaru had photographic memory and remembered all events, persons and places 
without exception. She knew their individual likings too. During 2003, one day after lunch I 
took Betel Nut powder and Ammagaru observed that and ever since whenever I visited 
Vishakhapatnam, she used to get a packet of “Crane Supari” for me without fail. (little things 

 Next event I remember and recollect is the Marriage of Chi. Shanthi Durga; thousands 
attended the marriage, hundreds of cars parked on both sides of the road, a grand feast of both 
north and south Indian food, Telugu movie SeethaRama Kalyanam was also played. At that 
juncture both Grand Master and Ammagaru were very calm, composed and greeting all the 
attendees with their cheerful faces without exception. I was really astonished at the gesture of 
Ammagaru and Master.  I thought it was possible only for such Grand Couple. Next morning 
without fail, by name, brotherhood of Bangalore, Mysore and Bellary received gifts from 
Ammagaru personally under her supervision. More surprising was the organizational 
capabilities of Ammagaru in arranging gifts which were labelled with individual names. We 
were called one by one and Ammagaru ensured the gifts to all.
 It was a routine for her to supervise the floral arrangements, lamps arrangement and 
prasadam every day at Radha Madhavam in a systematic way with perfect order and rhythm. 
Those who are trained by her and who assisted her in those arrangements are fortunate to 
receive perfect advice and guidance.

 It has been our fortune for this life to be associated with such Grand couple. They 
(Ammagaru and Master KPK) were personally present during the marriage celebrations of 
both my daughters and guided us throughout the occasion. As they occupied the front row, 
witnessing the marriage, their presence added splendor to the function.
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that count). Especially such little likes and dislikes, food habits of many who visited them used 
to be in her memory. 

 She had a strong Will and Determination. She strongly willed to leave her physical as 
“SUMANGALI” and she attained that.  Her exit was so magical that I am not convinced that 
she left the physical even today. Day in and day out, her recollection is ever-green in my mind. 
My mind always says, she is there and always will Be. The same was confirmed by our beloved 
Master during pravachanam on May Call Day, 2020.

 Madam was very bold and used to call a “Spade as Spade” without hesitation. Her 
concern was always about the health and welfare of Master. Many times, she used to protect 
Master like Maa Durga.

 One woman with so many virtues can never be imagined. Who else can be the wife of 
Grand Master Parvathi Kumar Garu ?  No one but only Krishna Kumari Ammagaru.
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 Your transition was so suddenly and without a farewell. My heart cried and I refused to 
believe it and, in this moment, I was glad to be alone. I lit up all candles and placed a Tulasi 
plant in front of the door. From our garden I picked some flourishing rosemary and placed it 
together with a white rose on the bedside table by Master‘s bed.
 During the evening prayer when we were singing the song of Master EK, we heard Your 
voice and we felt in-folded into Master‘s and Your sound.

- Christina Ambach

 Dear Mother Krishna Kumari, we offer our salutations to You, who has been uplifted 
into the splendour of “I AM”.

 On Sunday morning during group meditation I experienced the same, even deeper. 
We began with the hymn in honour of Lord Sanat Kumara and Lord Maitreya, which was sung 
by Master and You in the refrain. While listening we were absorbed by the sound and felt One 
with all. We were filled with gratitude in the awareness that you did not leave, because the laws 
of immortality, love and forgiveness are but one.

 Once You asked me to come along with You to the greenhouse. You held your left hand 
under the cherry tomatoes and without touching, two of them fell into Your hand. When we 
passed by the rosebush You stood still and raised Your right hand towards those little roses. You 
moved your fingers back and forth and suddenly something subtle bounced into Your left 
hand. Then You formed a cup with Your hands and started to play with a little Deva with your 
thumbs. You were very delighted and I felt deeply touched to be able to witness Your joyful 
connection with the natural beings.

 This morning, while walking through the garden I was enjoying the sound of the birds 
and was amazed about the growth of the plants while a magic breeze of rose scent was coming 
towards me. I paused for a moment close to Your rosebush and discovered the first of hundreds 
of little roses which have started to blossom. You always have been delighted at these roses since 
they have been climbing up almost towards the top of the fir tree, together with the jasmine. 
There was silence in me and a wonderful memory came into my mind.

 Oh, Mother Krishna Kumari! I offer my salutations to You, full of gratitude and joy for 
everything You have taught me. You have folded Your hands for greeting, for prayer and for 
giving blessings to all of us and to all beings on this planet.
 My deep inner gratitude and love flows like a small mountain stream again and again to 
You.

My Letter to Mother Krishna Kumari
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 "I honour the place in you where the entire universe resides. I honour the place in you 
of light, love, truth, peace and wisdom. I honour the place in you where, when you are in that 
place in you, and I am in that place in me, there is only one of us.”

- Gandhi
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Visakhapatnam

 
 I look-up to her in admiration,

  and take her life as an inspiration.

 She wanted things to be done faultless,
  as she herself was flawless.

 
 Due to her affection and care,

  she was a mother to none to spare.

- K. Krishna Kathya

 When she had works to do in her brain,
  she did not care about her physical strain.

 She remains as a guiding star,
  also for those who are wide and far.

 

 Her heartfelt blessings are with everyone,
  as she carries the blessings of the Divine One!

 She is unique in her style,
     and spreads happiness with her smile.

 She proved to be a dutiful wife,
  and led a happy and glorious life.

 

My Dear Mamma!
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 She taught me and my sister Telugu, with joy. She always used to see our Telugu and 
other examination answer sheets in detail and used to be curious to know our grades in the 
class. She always admired us.

Visakhapatnam

 

 When Dussehra came, she used to plan and prepare everything in advance with lot of 
enthusiasm. She was always cheerful for 11 days, she worshipped the Mother offering the best 
flowery decoration and prasadams.

 When anyone comes to the house, she always offered something or the other, such as 
coffee, juice, food or clothing as per the occasion. She taught us the giving nature.

 She was a multi-talented, hardworking and self-depending person. We learnt a lot 
from her. We love her and she ever lives in our heart.

 She is a very disciplined lady. She was always first to get up and get ready in our house. 
In the morning, she used to write Sri Rama namam regularly. She used to write the Master's 
dictation also.

 To me and my sister it was very interesting to see our grandmother preparing 
VaraLakshmi Devi with coconut and other items. She decorated the Goddess with a saree and 
ornaments. It was a treat to the eyes of many.

 When any festival came, she used to decorate the house. We used to assist her and she 
joyously took our suggestions also in decorating our house. For every festival she used to cook 
my favourite food, which was always delicious. She taught cooking to my mother, father and to 
many others. She liked cooking and serving.

 She used to play with me and my sister. She liked playing monopoly and snakes & 
ladders (Vaikuntapali) with us. She also used to share her childhood stories with us.

-  K. Krishna Kaustubh

 My grandmother (Mamma), Smt.K.Krishna Kumari garu is very very dear to me. She 
is very much admired and respected in the WTT groups. Many members regard her as their 
spiritual mother.

 When she was free she lied on bed and spoke on mobile with her daughter and her co-
borns. She also spent time with her co-sister, who lives in the 2 floor of Radhamadhavam, by 
visiting them in 2nd floor.

My Dear Mamma!
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- K Sreelakshmi Gayathri
Visakhapatnam

 “Attayyagaru”, get habituated to call me like this', said “Ammagaru”, the one whom we 
knew since 12 years. This was a new beginning to my life. After marriage, my husband 
expressed that he loved his mother very much and he wanted me to assist her in all her works in 
such a manner that slowly she gets respite from her duties, which she had been carrying out 
exemplarily since her marriage without any rest. He opined that it was about time that she gets 
relieved off some jobs at this juncture and her body could get some rest, in response to all the 
body pains, with which she managed to do so much for so long.
 However, the initial days went by observing her, the way she managed the household 
and the kitchen. As is a known fact, her culinary skills were amazing. The way she prepared 
dosa was exceptional. It could be any kind of dosa; she made them thin and soft. They were just 
lip-smacking. I used to be just beside her when she prepared meals and did petty jobs as a helper 
or maybe an intern, if I could say so. Kitchen was a completely new place to me, I hardly 
entered it before marriage. There wasn't any need and moreover, I got married immediately 
after completing my graduation.
 It was only in her absence that I was required to do the practicals of what I learnt 
observing her. Gradually I started preparing lunch and dinner, but for some specific dishes and 
chutneys which she continued preparing. Whenever I had a doubt in the procedures, I used to 
consult her, have her verbal instructions and follow them. She was a true tutor who understood 
the apprentice completely. She would never come and stand beside me, while I was cooking, as 
it would make me nervous. Just like how we cannot write our answers during an examination, 
when the invigilator stands near our bench, staring at our answer sheets. She provided that 
comfort. And after the examination, she always announced the results. Everyday, till the last 
day, she always acknowledged that the dishes made were good and if any improvement was 
required, she gave the suggestions very convincingly, which I could follow in preparing that 
dish the next time. These gestures of her gave me so much comfort in taking care of the kitchen.
 She showed confidence in me and let me prepare the meals daily. But when there were 
guests at home, she could not rest and let me do all the work alone. She suggested the menu in 
such a manner that she herself had to prepare those one or two special dishes, and so it was a 
combined effort in those situations. At such instances, she would make sure to include the 
favourite dishes of the coming visitors, which she remembered so well, as if she had a very 
special personal connection with them, even if they visited after a gap of many years.

Attayyagaru
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 All the visitors were also presented with clothes. Now this was one of the processes in 
which I was with her. I was given a car and she could sit comfortably in it. Though having a car 
driving license, I wasn't confident in driving a car initially. She accompanied me in my initial 
days of trials. Though she was anxious when others drove, she never showed her anxiety on her 
face when she sat beside me while I was driving. This boosted my confidence and slowly I 
became a confident car driver.
 It was my pleasure to take her shopping to buy clothes or even presents for all the 
visitors and for those who were performing some events such as naming ceremonies, 
upanayanams, weddings, housewarmings, and for those who had birthdays and marriage 
anniversaries, etc. She always kept track of all the upcoming events and kept the gifts ready well 
in advance. All this planning was so meticulous and nowhere on paper but inside her mind.
 Once she had things to do in her mind, she usually expressed them to me and I 
completed my household work and assisted her. But at times when she sensed that I had other 
duties, she prepared herself to go and get things done all by herself, by commuting in an auto 
rickshaw and not wait for another day when I would be available. This was a time taking and 
energy demanding task, but she used to very enthusiastically accomplish it. Each and every 
piece of garment was carefully selected by her. We used to mix and match the suiting and 
shirting according to her selection and not settle to the already paired ones. She used to keep in 
mind the receiving person while selecting the clothes for them. It was not a casual work for her.
 In selecting sarees, she had so much clarity. She would always choose vibrant and 
auspicious colours like shades of yellow, red, blue, violet, and green and never set her eye on 
earthy colours like grey, brown or black. The colours should suit the one being gifted; the 
material should be suitable to their age. There has to be a contrasting border, good pallu and a 
clear bold design, which would be pleasing to the eye. Believe me, each and every saree she 
selected in this manner, as if she bought for herself. She hardly had opportunity to buy sarees 
for herself. But she was immensely satisfied after getting her hands on the choicest clothing, 
even if they were the garments for the kids. She would remember the presented clothing and 
would feel happy when they wore them on some other occasion. She also used to remember all 
the sarees she received and made it a point to wear them when she would meet them again, so 
that they would feel happy. Such was her memory and planning.
 She was 'Ammavaru' as I always used to refer to her within me. She was that Divine 
Mother who took care of all her children. For instance, if anyone that she knew was not well or 
having an important event or making a long travel or was very sick or was getting operated or 
facing a very important examination or was waiting for some reports or results, she would 
travel and be with them mentally, having heart-full of love and good wishes in her thoughts. 
And yes, many times, or should I say, almost every time, they were fruitful and successful. 
Having the thought of, she being 'Ammavaru' herself, I personally would tell her problems or 
should I say situations of some whom I knew from my side to her, like someone who wasn't 
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getting married or someone who wasn't begetting children and the like. I personally believed 
that, if she just heard that situation, the one in context would be relieved of their problems, 
because she was 'Ammavaru'.

 She was a role model wife. The way she shared every thought of hers with Him and do 
everything only with His acceptance, such small things as finalising the menu, to arrangements 
of Idols, objects, or the decorative pieces, everything was done by her in accordance to Him. 
Amidst such busy schedules as days of festivities or travel also, she made it a point to sit and 
have her early morning coffee and breakfast with Him, at leisure. All things could wait for such 
instances. She always chose the clothing for the day according to the colour of that day of the 
week as suggested by him long ago. Not only for special occasions or Gurupujas, but everyday, I 
mean everyday she chose her saree for the day in accordance to that colour of that weekday. 
Such doings show how she followed a certain rhythm in life, including her routine.

 If this was her Prema to the community at large, do I need to mention her compassion 
towards the family members and especially her grandchildren. She loved children in general 
and her grandchildren were completely pampered and received all her love and concern. Each 
one shares sweet memories and have a very special bond with her. However, she never 
compromised on discipline. Right was right and wrong was wrong, immaterial of who has 
done it. I always tried not to do anything undesirable to her, which would put a negative mark 
on my performance. With the support of my husband and my children, I hope I managed to 
not get into her bad books. In the initial days after marriage, whenever my husband went out of 
station, on official tours, she insisted that either I accompany him wherever possible or visit my 
parents' place. When I used to hesitate, because I recently had met them, she would say that I 
only had such privilege until the kids start going to schools, and send me. After schooling 
started, she made it a point to send me on a vacation to my parents' home during my children's 
summer and winter holidays, just like how she used to take her children to Hyderabad during 
their vacations.

 She hardly engaged herself in those usual pastimes of ladies of her age, like watching 
serials or movies on the television or speaking to friends or shopping for herself, etc. She only 
kept contact with her parents, siblings and children on a daily basis. She only went shopping 
for others. She could not tolerate watching television. Rarely would she watch some old 
classics, mythological movies, or new movies, which her grandchildren forcibly wanted her to 
watch, as they thought, she would like them. For the sake of her grandchildren, she 
accompanied them to the movie theatre once in a blue moon. On occasions when she stayed 
back and we all went to the theatre, Sri Gurugaru narrated the whole movie in complete detail. 
It was as if a four-hour narration for a two and a half hour movie! It was so interesting to listen, 
also to those who had watched already. After watching her last movie in theatre, “Ala 
Vaikunthapuramulo”, she became a fan of Allu Arjun. She never praised any actor for his 
dancing or fighting or acting skills before.
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 She also kept track of the travel time taken from the nearby places to Visakhapatnam by 
road. In occasions where her son used to travel by road, she kept a track if he reached certain 
junction at a said time to check on his speed of travel. If he reached faster, she warned him to 
slow down and if he got delayed, she enquired the reason and so she traveled with him until he 
reached home or destination.

 The grip of her hands was notable. She could hold things, especially the cell phone, 
which she always held in her hand, without dropping. She had a typical gesture of holding the 

 She always had a wrist watch and was a lady who respected time. She was always ready 
at least 5 minutes before time and expected all of us to be so. She kept giving the countdowns of 
time for all of us to get ready in time. She kept a track of exactly when she got up after a nap and 
this wouldn't be a round figure but the exact time. For example, she would refer to an exact 
time like 4:24 and not casually say 4:30 for an event that occurred at that time. Such was her 
precision. Not only in the important things, but also in the simple things.

 She had the knowhow of everything that an Indian traditional woman ought to know. 
If anyone had any doubt on any procedure of a ritual or method of conducting a ceremony, she 
had all the answers, which needn't be cross checked. Everyone felt assured of those said 
procedures once she gave the directions. Not only this traditional knowledge, she also had 
knowledge of the current affairs and the sports. Once heard she could remember any piece of 
information. For example, she had complete understanding of the varied visa types like h1, 
green card, its rules, procedures etc. Her memory was extraordinary. She remembered all the 
places she visited and also the events that took place on each of her visits and all the people that 
she associated with in all those places. She also knew all the variety of airplanes. This knowledge 
she acquired, as her father was in a related field. She knew the name of each carrier, its capacity 
and speed. She also kept track of all the flight timings of the varied companies from different 
places arriving at Visakhapatnam. As she heard the flights over roof, she reassured that it was a 
so and so flight, coming from such and such place.

 Personally, she found pleasure in all things spiritual. Many a times, while she sat alone, 
she sang a string of Satya Sai Baba Bhajans that she was habituated since her youth. She got 
immersed into a trance while singing. She used to always think about upcoming festivals, 
events or auspicious days and be very busy planning them mentally first and then physically. 
She loved decorating the altar, the house and Radhamadhavam for such days. She could not 
rest until all that she planned was executed. She wouldn't wait for anyone to come and assist her 
but she herself got into doing it in a way of liking to her. She executed the thought and rather 
the plan that she had mentally visualized for such arrangements well in advance.  A week before 
she left, it was their wedding anniversary on 9th April. Due to the lockdown situation then 
only individual flowers were available. She prepared garlands with those flowers the previous 
day. She garlanded the idol of Lord Krishna and Sri Gurugaru with them. She cooked special 
delicacies too on that day.
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 Though staying in the same house, I have never seen her not being dressed properly. At 
any point of time she was neatly dressed, hair properly combed, with kumkum brow mark and 
kajal in the eyes. She loved to have flowers in her hair every day and also applied turmeric to the 
feet on auspicious days. Her favourite was the Jasmine flower. She was very fond of henna. She 
herself used to prepare the paste at times and have it on hands and feet before any special day. 
Even now, we have a henna plant in our garden. She had a very special interest in plants. Her 
love of them is proved by the greenery at Radhamadhavam, be it the old premises or the present 
one. She took special care in getting them groomed from time to time and also buy the seasonal 
ones accordingly. It was as if she spoke to the plants.

key ring of the house as a finger ring, while going out and it would remain so until she came 
back, doing many things with her hands. She also had the habit of cleaning things after coming 
from outside. She used to immediately change her clothing once she came back home from 
shopping. After returning from any travels she used to wash her footwear, clean her handbag 
and also get her suitcases cleaned. All these she did without the present cleanliness spree on the 
wake of the spreading of corona virus.

 She used to always do something to others and not for herself and she led her life 
without getting things done to her by someone else. There were rare occasions of her being sick 
and two instances of having her two knees operated. In all such instances, for not even a single 
day, did she look like a patient. From the day one that she came home after the operations, she 
did her personal daily cleansing all by herself. She took bath, dressed herself neatly in a saree 
and looked as if she were very much at home as on a normal day. Such was her will, a strong will 
at that. She didn't let pain come in her way at all. She never gave that discomfort any 
importance in her life. She lived her life according to her wish and left it according to her wish, 
as I may say so. A strong-willed lady indeed, who left me behind, orphaned in her kingdom in 
such a short span of not even 15 years. As I used to say to my parents, that I was given to her in 
marriage, as I spent most of my time with her, for her and in a way she wanted. And now I 
fondly wish that she guides my thoughts in a way in accordance to her, in carrying forward her 
kingdom. Hope you keep watching over us, as we tread our lives purposefully. Thank you for 
everything Ammagaru, Attayyagaru.
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 Mother kumari garu is a perfect example of this journey. My first interactions with her 
were through our family acquaintance. She was our beloved Kumari aunty . She was someone 
who was into learning interesting things - even stuff from discovery channels. She was very 
artistic. Ammavaru decorated by her was always so splendid and lively. She was a great cook. 
There was always something special about her Pongali. I started to see her real self when we 
started attending Dasara pujalu from 1989 regularly. I noticed that the conviction she had to 
support Master garu in his journey was coming from the deep love she has for him. She is very 
protective of her family. She knows how to keep it real for her family. I learned from her how to 
embrace one’s own personality and channel it towards the greater good. She was instrumental 
in bringing in discipline to various events conducted by WTT.

-M Lalitha

 Mother - All our ancient wisdom teaches us about a woman’s transition by representing 
the journey in the form of Goddesses Saraswati, Parvathi and Lakshmi. We all start in the 
caring guidance of our father embodying the energies of Goddess Saraswati. We transition to a 
more administrative role embodying the energies of Goddess Parvathi and keeping all things 
together. We then transition to a subtle authoritative role embodying the energies of Goddess 
Lakshmi - represented in hindu mythology as the one living in the heart of Lord Vishnu and 
born in a lotus. At this final transition, a woman knows what her folks need without anyone 
expressing explicitly. She is so strong and beautiful, unaffected by any chaos around and knows 
exactly how to handle any given situation.

 She could be so strong yet gentle, so fierce yet compassionate, so passionate yet 
rational, and so disciplined yet free. She is the perfect embodiment of a Mother.

Mother - Through the eyes of a Goddaughter
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- Fabiola Abraca Andres

 Beloved Kumari Garu, by just thinking of you, many memories came to my heart, 
memories that I will always have very fresh. You have been an example of strength, love and 
generosity. You are the mother that we all saw in you.
 There are many memories that come to me, difficult to mention them all, but I want to 
name some of them that are engraved in my heart: In 1996, I attended a group meeting in 
Onda (Spain) where you and the Master were going to install a statue of Lord Krishna. I knew 
not much about Rituals so we were informed how the Ritual would be performed, what we 
should do, the Mantras we would sing, etc. Our great surprise was that you would cook for all 
of us. What a tasty meal!!! We were all very, very happy. We could not believe it: cooking for so 
many people, everything was so good and tasty and in such a simple way. Then came the Ritual, 
we were also surprised by your voice so powerful that we could hardly keep up with its rhythm. 
"I think,  that day you stole my heart.”

Spain

 I always really enjoyed the walks, walking beside you, although in silence due to my 
inability to speak your language and so many times I have reproached myself for not trying  
hard to speak with you. I was also able to experience your generosity towards me: When Master 
announced that he would celebrate my wedding with Josep, in my mind the concern appeared 
"what clothes should I wear for the ceremony?" Such concern lasted a short time because you, 
as soon as Master announced the wedding, gave me a sari so beautiful that I will always keep it. 
And, hours after the ceremony, when we were ready to return to Spain, Master and you came to 
say goodbye to the whole group. Then, Master asked me to come closer and informed me to 
think about being a mother. "My God, I thought that I had not understood it well because my 
age no longer believed in that possibility" but, I looked at you and saw your face with such joy 
and such brightness in your eyes that, instantly, I knew that I had well understood.
 For all those wonderful moments, your generosity, your love as a mother to all of us, 
Thank you, thank you very much, you will always be in my heart, forever.

At your lotus feet.

To our beloved Krishna Kumari garu
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 Whenever I think of Mother Kumari, it brings to my mind, a barrage of fond 
memories of moments enjoyed with our beloved Kumari Garu.

Spain

 Her presence, her smile, her dedication to the Master, her strength and devotion, have 
always been a fragrance that emanated from Her with a naturalness that made her the most 
beautiful of the stars in the sky.
 At this time we ask the Beings of the "Higher Circles" to allow us, once again, as we 
have done so many times with respect and love, to give you a garland full of the most beautiful 
and pure flowers, that represent our love and gratitude to the one who was and will always be an 
example of an authentic disciple on the Path to the Light.

- Maite Amigó

To your lotus feet.
Maite Amigó

Love Garland
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 Krishna Kumari Garu is a great soul, who represented the motherly principle with her 
whole being. She was pervaded and blessed by qualities of the Divine Mother. According to her 
nature, she lived a devoted life of protecting and serving others. The family was most important 
to her and she saw God in her husband. The two were real role models expressing the true 
meaning of a family: how to live as a family in the present time and how to live through ups and 
downs, worries and joys together.

 The well-being of her beloved husband was very important to her. She was focused on 
him with much love, affection and accompanied him silently and in the background. Like a 
protective shield, she stood behind him. Krishna Kumari Garu supported the Master in his 
activities and was of great help to him especially in the realization of the Divine and 
Hierarchical Plan. Despite great knee and joint pain, she accompanied the Master everywhere 
and fulfilled her part of the great Plan. There was no obstacle which could stop her. Her will was 
incredibly strong and for many she was an example of devotion, sense of duty and strength. 
Everything she did was carried out by her with great commitment, accuracy and care. I was 
deeply touched to see how Krishna Kumari Garu lit the lights in the house of Radhamadhavam 
every morning. She performed a daily ritual with lots of love and dedication and transformed 
the house into a holy temple. Every hand movement was full of attention and alignment with 
everything she did.
 Krishna Kumari Garu was a great cook. She expressed all her love in the preparation of 
food. Needless to say, that her food was always extremely tasty. Even the coffee, prepared by her 
hands, tasted more delicious than any other coffee, even Nespresso can not stand against it. 
Everyone, who at least, once enjoyed Krishna Kumari Garu's culinary art, knows what I am 
talking about. That was the reason that many western ladies wanted to get introduced by her 
into the Indian art of cooking, so also I was allowed to learn from the Master-Cook. She was 
also gifted in teaching cooking. Everyone was blessed who had the opportunity to eat Krishna 

 During the many journeys together in the West but also in India I often had the 
opportunity to observe with how much devotion and love Krishna Kumari Garu cared for her 
family. She was so happy, when her children Guru Prasad and Shanti were around her. This 
devotion and love she later extended to their families, especially to the grandchildren, when 
they were all with her together on long and far journeys. One had the feeling that her happiness 
was complete when she was together with her husband and when the whole family was united.

- Sabine Anliker
Switzerland

Krishna Kumari garu - The Mother of The World Teacher Trust
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 Every single person in the big WTT-family was important to her. Children and needy 
people were especially close to her heart. With much love she cooked for the poor and helpless. 
She gave them food and clothing. She did these things quietly and without being showy. The 
life of Krishna Kumari Garu consisted of service, sharing and distributing, devotion and 
motherly care. - For us she is the great Mother.

Kumari Garu's food. With her love, she transformed every food into a healing meal. She was 
born in the Nakshatra constellation “Shatabhishak” meaning, “a hundred healers”. The Shakti 
of Shathabhishak is the power of healing. Krishna Kumari Garu had the ability due to her 
lovingly prepared food to heal and bless many people.
 Krishna Kumari Garu was also an excellent observer. No detail escaped her. She knew 
from everyone who once had been with her what the person likes, what clothes she likes to 
wear, what food she loves and also what are the needs and worries of that person or her family. It 
was incredible how she was able to remember all these details. Again and again, it showed me 
how important people were to her and with how much care and attention she expressed it. All 
the people who came into her house and who were under her care felt this motherly energy. For 
many women and families, she was a good and helpful advisor for many problems and a great 
role model.

 Dear Krishna Kumari Garu, we know your subtle presence will be there at every festival 
activity of the WTT and at every Guru Puja. The blessing melody of your chanting will 
continue to be heard on the subtle plane at every fire and water ritual. Your motherly energy 
will be carrying the brother- and sisterhood of the World Teacher Trust forever.
 Krishna Kumari Garu we miss you. We thank you for all your love, your care and for 
everything you have done to us. You will stay forever in our hearts!
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 My life was enrichened when Master and Guru patni came into mine. She sought to 
give me the needed food for thought to bring about the needed change and I kept her on a 
pedestal as an iconic figure of Amma Garu. I saw great benefit in following her life and trying to 
be the simple women she was. She bore our Master's ring and his task was shared by her with 
equal love and respect.

 Krishna Kumari Garu came into the life of our Master and touched us all with her 
kindness and sheltering nature. She was as warm and kind as our Master and she gave us the 
needed support along with him. She walked his walk and talked his Soul.

 She welcomed my love and innocence for my Master and she became my solace in my 
inner journey sharing the pain and sufferings of the hardness of the Path and simply wishing I 
was successful. Her charm and smile gave me the needed encouragement as she choose to keep 
me sheltered and close to my Guru. I always chose to follow her for her simplicity and her love 
for all. She wrote her own journey that was flowery and bright. There was never a dull moment 
around her and her interaction with me was full of life and love. Her portray of love for her 
family was what she stood for and gave her life following her journey wisely. She stood tall for 
me given her closeness in her family and kept me wanting to be with her always. She was kind 
and considerate to me and my parents who also share my sentiments.

 She will be remembered fondly for many reasons by many. I hope to I will be able to 
convey a few words of love from her and also record my love with a few more.
 Please carry the torch to heaven with light that is bright and illuminated so all who love 
can see her light. She will be with me always as a personality that I shall adore and remember. 

USA

 She was a mother to many. When she saw tears flow, she would involve herself and turn 
them to happiness. Her love for humans was as clean as the soul she carried and she was 
respected by all. She carried the torch for some with a smile and worked tirelessly to see others 
through. A kind deed she was always and worked all through her pain and suffering with a 
torch that never stopped.

- Anuradha Chirala

 She touched many a life and blossomed into flowers many a soul. She reached out to 
the stars and she reached out to the world with a cherishing smile. She was the embodiment of 
power and simplicity in one and calmness and righteousness in the other. She was like Lalitha 
Devi for me as she chanted with rigor applying her soul that the women around her would 
wonder how she would apply herself to the chanting flawlessly.

Mother Krishna Kumari
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All in all, I saw Amma Garu in her all bright and lighted form with full of love and respect and 
this I carry with me. I shall always see her as someone I cherished and loved.

Like a daughter, I will miss her and hope to see her again.
Sincerely with respect and reverence  to Amma Garu and Master garu
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 Absolute silence surrounded her, she hardly ever uttered a word - it was not necessary 
since her only presence was so intense that it was beyond speech. Speaking was unnecessary for 
her to communicate; with just a glance she would put one in touch with the Divine mother 
within her.

 She may not have been perceived as a role-model by the Western woman. However, 
meeting her was a breakthrough in my life. Now she is beyond form but still dwells in each of 
our hearts. Dearest, beloved Durga - Mother Kumari - you have grown out of your body.

Dearest Mother Kumari,

 I remember the first times I saw her. I felt such deep respect for her. She used to be 
wrapped around in an aura of light, which startled and refrained me from getting close to her. 
As time passed, I managed to understand that it was but her energy which had that effect on 
me. Much against what I had thought, she was full of unlimited love, the smile on her face 
promised the beatitude one would attain when she greeted and her sparkling eyes shone like 
gold.

- Patricia Monica Couceiro

 

Argentina

Hers were the eyes of the universe.

 Her presence would flood light wherever she was and it was possible to feel some kind 
of electricity. A full-time server, her love and dedication have been inspiring for each one of us.
 Always silent in the backstage, she knew everything that was going on around her and 
had the power to lead our attention where needed with just a single question.

 Now you live within us, your presence has showered the devotion one can only learn 
from a mother. She herself fed us in the WTT beginnings. Today, if we have received and 
understood her love, we can share it with others as service… Service is indeed our best offering 
to her.

Mother Kumari garu
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- Alicia Deluca
Argentina

 To turn into a text what vibrates in my heart regarding our Great Mother Krishna 
Kumari, is not a simple thing. At times infinite words flow, situations, memories and at times 
that great emptiness of not finding the right words that can reflect accurately, the feeling of my 
heart. But one thing is certain: everything is Gratitude and Love.
 We know that an Initiate never comes alone to the incarnation, he always comes with at 
least one companion. We have always been able to see this in the magnificent marriage between 
Sri KPK and Kumari Garu on the physical plane and which continues now on the subtle 
planes.

 So, they came to Argentina, this country that is so far away for some, located in the 
southernmost tip of South America, and not just once, but many times, bringing with them 
the message of the Yoga of Synthesis of Master CVV. In the early years, Kumari Garu did not 
travel with Sri KPK, but later she did.
 Every time the Master confirmed his visit to Argentina, the question that immediately 
arose was, “Will he come this time, accompanied by Kumari Garu”?, and if he answered yes, 
our hearts were filled with joy knowing that she would be once again sharing with us, with 
softness, tenderness, from silence, radiating, always radiating light.
 When I met Kumari Garu, in December 1992, in Radhamadhavan (her home), I 
found in her, first a friend, but then as time went by, I was able to discover her capacity as a 
Great Mother and a true example of a life dedicated to Service.
 In those years, for us students, everything was practically new, most of us had never 
been to India before; and she took the trouble to take care of all of us with great delicateness and 
tenderness. These were times when we shared the table in her house, with our beloved Master, 
Kumari Garu and their children, and there were also Tiziana and Jesus. Times of talks and 
teachings where everything was joy and good humor. And the years went by and many 
moments were shared. She was always attentive to everything while we were learning.

 While it is the Master who has been deploying all his work around the planet, his wife, 
our beloved Kumari Garu has been the one who has helped and supported him during all these 
years of endless travels in the West and India. She has been a great protector of the Master and a 
great support for the unfoldment of the Master's work with the groups. She has accompanied 
Sri KPK to every corner of the planet, helping him to sustain this great assumed task, as it is the 
Fusion of East and West.

Great Mother Kumari garu
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 She took care to know exactly what day each of us would arrive and what day we would 
leave, and she would prepare a welcome as well as a farewell for us. If we went on a group trip, 
she always tried to make sure that the food was perfect for everyone and that we did not lack 
bananas! At least three for each of us... Taking care of us in every detail.
 She was always attentive to the movement of each one of us, the Western students, 
having someone accompany us to do some shopping or take a walk, saying as an excuse that it 
was so that we would not get lost in the intricate streets of Visakh, when in fact it was to take 
care of us. It was India in 1992, 1995. So many years ago.
 In those days, Master and his family, during the month of January, used to receive us 
several times in the courtyard of the house, in Radhamadhavan. We sat along the side of the 
courtyard, men on one side and women on the other and then not only her, but the Master and 
their children Sekhar and Shanti, gave us in hand, coffee, cookies, rose petals one by one.
 A living example of Love and Service. It was enough just to see them and learn, the 
simplicity, the humility, the love. What a beautiful way to learn to serve, right?

 Their arrival was during the winter days, in the month of August, in one of those days 
of wind and soft drizzle. But she did not care about the drizzle or the wind; and it was like a Sun 
shining not only on the place where our beloved Master gave his lectures, but also on my house 
and on every corner we visited in the city. During the entire tour of Argentina, she always 
remained, silent, radiating her light and taking care not only of the Master, but also being 
attentive to the needs of the members of the group. I keep very much alive in my memory every 
moment shared with her.
 You've always heard me mention it with a lot of love. And what can I say about how 
they have been, first with my son Gaston, they have always taken care of him and welcomed 
him as if he was their own son. A few years later it was my other son, Juan Manuel who met her 
and the same thing happened again as with Gaston. And they have not been the only ones, she 
has been like that with all of us. That's why we all say she's a great mother, because she has really 
taken care of us and protected all the students, as if we were all her children. She has been and 
continues to be a practical example of the True Servant.

 In 2015, on one of Master's visits to Argentina, Kumari Garu arrived with Sri. KPK 
and during this tour they visited all the groups in Argentina and arrived in Olavarría, a city in 
the south of Argentina, where I live and where we have been running a WTT group for more 
than 25 years.

 Everything about her was 7th ray. She is a great example to follow whatever aspect of 
her life we take. Example of right angles. And because of this, she was able to perceive those 

 Whenever we were in Master's presence, she would become the Master's own eyes and 
show him details and things of some of the brothers and sisters who came to consult him. We 
have witnessed many such situations, where Kumari Garu very gently alerted the Master to 
some special situations.
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 If we search for an example of virtue, it is she, Kumari Garu. A great Light that has left 
only the physical plane, but that remains and sustains us in the etheric planes. It has only 
changed plane, nothing else. Her work continues, only now it is next to the Hierarchy and 
from there, she will continue to be as attentive as ever that we, her children, do not miss and do 
not stop seeing the Path of Light, Service and Love; and she remains beyond time working 
together with our dear Master KPK.
 It has been only the Grace of the Master that has allowed me to know her and that she 
with our beloved Master Kumar, visited us and lived some days in my house, with my family; 
and shared very special moments with the group, this group that is the southern most of the 
Planet, here, in Olavarría, Argentina.

I bow to her Lotus Feet!

acute and/or obtuse angles in people. She was very intuitive. She just "knew" and what she 
received intuitively she communicated to the Master without hesitation.

 The Presence of our beloved Mother Krishna Kumari, will always remain alive and 
pulsating in our hearts, like a flame of radiant and vibrant light.
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- Dona Diaz
Spain

 There is one episode that was never expressed before. After the departure of my father, 
from the physical, due to some circumstances, my mother was away from the whole family. I 
could never meet her again.

 Beloved Mother Kumari Garu is verily an example for all to follow. From the very first 
time I came to India, I was very impressed by her strength, love, compassion and the splendour 
she irradiated.
 During all these years, we as group could witness and experience how she was always 
attentive to our needs, conscious of our problems. She was absolutely aware of everything 
concerning our welfare, like a Mother that always wants that all her children are well.

 On that time, I couldn’t imagine what life stored. But could only say that in all the crisis 
that came to be, always could be felt the Help, Love and Compassion from Master and The 
Mother.
 Verily Mother Kumari is Master’s Nature. Inseparable from Him. Verily part of Him. 
They lead a life of complete sacrifice and service, working for the Plan. Giving us Inspiration 
how to live a worthy life. Our indebtedness cannot ever be paid. Mother Kumari will live for 
ever in our hearts.

Eternal Gratitude to Master and The Mother!

May Her Presence continue to Bless us eternally!

 Master told me to sublimely find her in the Divine Mother. Then, secretly in the core 
of my heart, very humbly I begged to Mother Kumari Garu, to be my mother. Her response 
was immediate, and from that moment, was felt motherly nourishment and support, always as 
a sweet feeling, and specially in times of need.

 Eternal Gratitude to The Mighty One for allowing us to have met Her, to be in Her 
aura, to learn from Her, and for all the experiences lived with Her that we treasure in our hearts.

Mother Kumari garu
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- Rosy Diaz-Duque
USA

 There is a saying that states that behind every great being or leader, there is a great 
woman, and this is the case with our beloved Master. Mother was always and continues to be 
the support of Master KPK’s work. I have been privileged to have known Kumari Garu for 24 
years. In those years, I learned to love and appreciate all her qualities and spiritual attributes.
 Her spiritual force had no equal. She was quiet, but with a heightened awareness that 
made her presence be felt. Her perennial smile became a beacon of her personality and soul. 
She was sweet, loving, and caring, not only to her family, but to all of the East and West 
brotherhood. Whenever she went shopping, her only concern was to find gifts for others, 
especially children.
 Once in a while, she would utter a subtle statement that would carry much Wisdom in 
it. It might have seemed like nothing, but, upon contemplation of her words, one realized the 
depth and rigor of the teaching.

 My dearest Kumari Garu, thank you for gracing my life, thank you for all your 
unspoken teachings, thank you for being a great disciple role model. You are forever in my 
heart. Eternally at your lotus feet!

 And speaking about cooking, it was always inspiring to see her radiate when she had 
prepared and shared her delicious meals. Her love transferred to the food she had cooked with 
such dedication and joy. I loved her food, in more ways than one!
 I give thanks for having met her; to have experienced her dedication and sacrifice; to 
have breathed her poised and quiet demeanor; to have been blessed by her smile and to have 
been under her aura. While reading the beautiful invocation given by Master KPK in the book 
Occult Meditations, I cannot help but to think that Kumari Garu was the epitome of what we 
invoke with that prayer.
 She stood in Light and performed her obligations and duties to the surrounding Life 
and thus she was Enlightened. She floated in Love and she shared such Love and compassion 
with the fellow beings and so, she was fulfilled. She tuned up to the Will and thereby alerted her 
will to gaze the Plan and cause the work of Goodwill. Light, Love and Will synthesised her life 
into the “One Life”.

 She was very humble. In more than one occasion, I wanted to organize a gathering with 
few Miami group members so that we could benefit from her experience and knowledge, and 
her wonderful cooking skills, but she quietly declined.

The Beloved Mother, Kumari Garu - A Beacon of Light
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- Cristina Gonzáles Riquelme

 Dear Krishna Kumari,

 when our mind and heart was with Master Kumar, 

 One day, when I was not able to chant, due to my cold, after the prayer, you 
approached to me asking why I hadn’t chanted. When I was about to lose my job, as you and 
Master saw me crying, desperately, from that day on you always asked me about my job. Even if 
Master came to Europe without you, he used to tell me that you asked him how my job was. 
You were always worried about other’s sufferings.

 you left during the Passover… 

 I have only words of gratitude and devotion towards you.

 You left when we didn’t expect to,

 You were always concerned about our care, our needs, our food. You are the protecting 
one. For me, you are an example to be followed.

 I will never forget you, dear Mother Kumari, I won’t ever forget your deep voice and the 
way you used to chant the Suktams.

Namaskarams!

 I met you in Tarragona, around 1993. I saw you behind the door of your room. I 
looked at you with curiosity. I found you so pretty, with those penetrating big eyes. You looked 
at me also with the same curiosity and with the innocence of a girl. I couldn’t stop looking at 
you.

Spain

 I feel that thinking of you during moments of pain, my heart gets relieved from many 
sufferings and the Love that I feel is the one I want to establish in my heart forever.

 when the world was in the middle of “the transition”,

Thanks for your always presence.

Gratitude and Devotion
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My Beloved Kumari garu,

- Aurora Mahedero
Spain

 You are so present in my heart! The moment I think of you, 1008 memories come to 
my mind, they are as precious stones that I will carry with me forever. The Master knows how 
much we love you. And sometimes, when he came to Spain without you, he used to speak to us 
about his beloved wife.
 Once he told us that when you were young, you only used to ask one thing to the 
Divinity: a God devotee husband. The Divinity loves you so much that it gave you the most 
devotee husband, the one so full with light, one of its loved sons, a member of the Hierarchy.

 This magic that made disappear time and space when you used to sing the 1,000 names 
of Lord Krishna, then there was only you, the Gopi, dancing with your voice around the Lord. 
How to forget you, beloved Kumari Garu, How to forget when, with the sweetness of a mother, 
you always used to ask me about Edgar, my eldest son!
 I treasure as a very precious memory something that happened when I was pregnant of 
Gaby, my youngest son. We were in Switzerland in 1994, where I received the blessing ritual for 
pregnant women. We were already leaving, after the seminar, when the Master told me: 
“Remember that I am always with you.” Kumari Garu, dear Mother, you were there, behind 
the Master, waiting. You approached me and taking my two hands you told me with so much 
love: “I also bless you very much.“ Uauuuu !!! I still feel the emotion of that moment. And the 
most endearing moment, this last year in India, when you were telling Gaby about it, saying: “I 
blessed you when your mother was pregnant…”. And you also told Gaby and Tania, the 
daughter of Jordi and Elisa: “I prayed a lot for you when your mothers were pregnant…”.

 I once told the Master: “Kumari Garu is so radiant, so majestic, she is the most 
beautiful, so smart, she is always wearing the prettiest sari and shawl, and time does not get on 
for her…“. His face shined with a sweet smile and he said to me: “She takes a sari and a shawl 
randomly and the colours always match perfectly; and she only puts some oil on her face”. How 
beautiful, to see the love of the Master for you, his beloved spouse, his companion.
 Kumari Garu, you were so silent, always one step behind the Master, and giving him all 
the power. But this could not prevent us from seeing and enjoying your Greatness, your Light, 
your Strength and Power, your Firmness, your Majesty, your Beauty, your Devotion, your 
Sweetness, your Love, your Dedication to the Divine Plan, your Sensitivity, your Magic.

Beloved Kumari Garu
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 The Master also told us how you protected and helped us through the dreams. And 
how you prayed for us.
 Beloved Kumari Garu, how much nostalgia. How unforgettable, the last trip to India. 
How many memories: how I used to queue up where you used to distribute some (very hot) 
food, just to receive it from your hands. There is no more exquisite food than the one you had 
cooked.
 During the Guru Poojas I used to see you with so much strength, as a light column 
upholding the temple.
 My beloved Mother, I know that you are in the higher circles, you are in the dwelling 
place of Krishna, you are with the Master, you are with your family, and you are with us, with 
those who love you. Even so, beloved Kumari Garu, beloved Mother, I will long for you for the 
rest of my life.

To your lotus feet!

 I thank the Divinity for the privilege and the honour to have shared the life with one of 
its beloved daughters. Thank you so much, beloved Mother, for being an example to be 
followed.

 How not to love you, beloved Mother. I also want to remember our dear sister Elisa and 
express to you how much she loved and respected you, she felt you very close and she knew how 
much you used to pray for her and how you used to help and protect her in dreams.
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- Sarada Palisetti
USA

 Namaste Master garu and Amma garu, my parents whom I met finally few years back.

 Mother, her boldness teaches us to be free from fear. Her love is same for all. With her 
strength and justice, she brings compassion, peace and calm to her children. She has the urge to 
remain honest and fair in every dealing as her name Kumari explains. She is a mother with high 
spirits and forever clean. She is greatly knowledgeable, strong, intelligent, who gives great 
happiness and great valor. She is the personification of happiness, caring, wisdom, courage, 
light, compassionate and many more.

 Master May Call 2019 was a great time for me that Amma garu spent her time with me. 
She is always joyful, never lets anyone witness her tiredness or pain. She is a person with great 
humor, so is Sekhar Annayya. I felt no pain or tiredness in the whole trip, and I will never forget 
the time that was spent with her. I will never forget her caring or her love or her food or her 
smile.

 Personally, I always feel her blessings. The way she loves, the way she protects and 
shields, the way she observes is very hard to explain in words. I feel the divine couple presence 
most of the time, and in times especially when my mind plays all kinds of tricks on me. We 
always remain in her thoughts. Around the Mother and the Father, my personality completely 
fades, and makes me an innocent child who is always happy and does not have to worry at all. 
Her selfless loving nature makes everyone comfortable and she wraps us in her warmth.
 Along with Sekhar Annayya and Shanti Akka, she is the mother to most of us. And, I 
do feel that Master garu and Amma garu spend more time with everyone than Sekhar Annayya 
and Shanti Akka.

 Thank you Amma garu for being there with me always and make me feel safe and 
secure. When I came to Master garu for the first time I was so attracted to His smile (isn’t it so 

 Amma garu, our beloved Mother, this relationship is beyond words. To me Master garu 
and Amma garu is the Divine couple and more so, my Father and Mother whom I met 9 years 
back. I do not know any divine couple but this couple always spreads light, their caring and 
happiness for all the beings which is divine for me.

 She doesn’t utter a word, but her actions teach one how to live a sacred life. With her 
innocent smile, all the sorrows can be removed and only happiness and protection remain. Her 
love and caring instantly removes the darkness in the mind which cannot be measured. She is 
beyond any characteristics or anyone’s understanding.

Amma Garu
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Master Namaskarams!

obvious!) but once started experiencing Amma garu’s love and caring, it is just complete.
 Thank you for allowing me to express my gratitude and respect to our beloved Amma 
garu. I will always keep her warmth in my heart.
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 When I think of Smt. Krishna Kumari, I feel a lively, warm and very strong, warm-
hearted energy with powerful presence. Even now, her warmth and deep cordiality is 
immediately felt when I think of her – and of her smile, her incomparable smile when she was 
with the groups.

 In India everything was different and of course quite new for us – the way of 
communication, the gestures, the hand and head movements of people when speaking and 
listening, the way of looking at others, the way to dress, the way of moving, the way to drive a 
car and in doing so using up three horns per year, the way of preparing the food, of cooking and 
eating. In her loving way, Smt. Krishna Kumari overlooked all the mistakes we made and gave 
us the feeling to be her personal guests.

Germany
- Dorle Pleissner

 Although she had to take care of her family, she also took a lot of time for us. She never 
made us feel that she was in a hurry. One day, when it happened that the Master was talking 
about the importance of piercing ear holes and wearing earrings, we listeners from the West 
who had no ear holes, wanted to have them, of course.
 Without complaining about the strange western wishes she took us into the city and 
went with us to one of the typical Indian booth shops to make us get our ears pierced. When it 
was my turn, a heated verbal exchange between the employees started and it became quite loud. 
For a moment she watched the scene, then she took me by the hand and quickly moved me and 
the others away and we went to another shop. After getting the ear holes there, she took care of 
our swollen earlobes in the following days and gave us coconut oil to apply daily.

 In December 1988, when I came for the first time to Smt. Krishna Kumari’s and the 
Master’s house in Visakhapatnam, together with six other people and a child, we all were very 
warmly welcomed. We were allowed to stay in their house in the HPB Lodge. There I felt like in 
paradise.

 Every day Smt. Krishna Kumari personally cooked for us all the Indian delicacies that 
were unknown to us until then. Most of them were very unusually spicy, some were really 
sweet. South Indian style. I enjoyed the unusual spiciness and particularly liked her pickles. 
Smt. Krishna Kumari‘s food was always excellently flavored. But in the food, which she gave us, 
was a very special ingredient, which you cannot buy in any restaurant or seasoning shop.

 She is very much present and she will always remain a strong, warm presence for me. 
She looked splendid in her red saris. She radiated splendour and strength and warmth.

Lovely Memories
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 In a mysterious way Smt. Krishna Kumari had everything well in sight without talking 
much about it. Once during a group life in the west, when the food supplied was not really 
sufficient, I could go to the buffet only quite late, because there was still some translation work 
to be done. So I went for lunch when most of the others had almost finished their meal. There 
was hardly anything left and I thought where to get something to eat. She must have seen that, 
since a few moments later she came to me with a plate full of Indian delicacies and gave it to me. 
I was very touched and at that moment I felt again very clearly, with every food she gives love to 
eat.

 In the later years, as the group grew larger and larger and was staying at the retreat 
center, I saw Smt. Krishna Kumari going into the dining room and inspecting the food buffet. 
She checked and tasted to see if everything had been prepared well and in the right way for the 
Western group. This she did although physical activity was often very hard for her.

 Her genuine connection with group members was tangible in many ways. I was always 
touched by the silent power with which she supported the work of her husband. Though she 
did not speak in front of the group the way he did, all of us could feel her as an important 
support to his work, his travels, his activities.

 When she prepared the meals, the food contained all her warmth, love and care. It was 
like a medicine that had a magical effect against inner unease and also against physical 
disorders. And it had a special, unique taste, which you cannot find anywhere else or with 
anyone else.

 We are very grateful for the time we had with Smt. Krishna Kumari. She will remain in 
our hearts forever together with the Master.

 In January 1992 Dierk and I married in Smt. Krishna Kumari‘s and Master‘s house in 
Visakhapatnam. She arranged an unforgettable wedding ceremony for us. During the Guru 
Pujas, which had taken place shortly before, she invited many guests. Our wedding ceremony 
was very festive, but also especially cheerful. After the ceremony, when we were all in front of 
the house, even a typical decorated white Indian Pongal cow came to visit and look in.
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 The strength that I always felt in her, that security and poise with which she led her life 
is, to me, a testimony of the grandeur of her soul.

- Carmen Santiago García 
Venezuela

 When I think of her, I see a fortress of love. I see the woman who can, from her 
sweetness and kindness, manifest an unbreakable will power.

 That strength of spirit, when she masterfully performed the role of wife, mother and 
friend was transformed into her sweetness, beauty and tenderness, like a sacred aroma that 
impregnates and bless everyone that came to her.
 I always see her as a column of force always vigilant and always available, supporting 
and defending the immense work of the Master.
 Beauty is the feminine part of God's will and it is the force that dissipates chaos. Thus, 
Kumari went through life dissipating chaos with her presence.
 I never expressed to Kumari how much I learned from her, that art of being a lovely 
woman and being strong and supportive at the same time. I put wings to these feelings and ask 
heaven to please tell her.

I remain eternally grateful for her presence in our lives!

Kumari Garu - A Fortress of Love
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I HOPE, WE MEET AGAIN, YOUR PRESENCE IS WITH ME

 I recognized her in my heart as soon as I saw her, her presence and elegance shocked me, 
and although we could not communicate through speech, she connected with her eyes and a 
smile illuminated her face. My heart was filled with peace and love. Like being in heaven here 
on earth.

THANK YOU, MOTHER, FOR EVERYTHING YOU HAVE TAUGHT ME.

 For me, she has been and will continue to be a great Master, I observed her and through 
her example, she gave me a valuable lesson: as a Mother, Wife, Daughter, Grandmother, 
Disciple and Server of the world.
 So much love was felt when she was with the Master and her family. Her voice while 
singing mantrams and Vedic chanting transported us to our inside, to the subtle worlds, at 
Krishna´s feet. The vibration surrounds us, and from then on, nothing else exists. When we 
travelled to India, she hosted us like a mother and made us feel at home, a home that you may 
find in the depth of your heart.

NAMASKARAMS TO YOUR LOTUS FEET

 She watched what happened around her, and if she perceived any uneasiness, she gave 
comfort: with an act, a gaze, and that smile that took you to the Soul.
 I remember with great love when the small temple was installed at home to Krishna the 
Lord, his devotion, and his vibration in singing transported us, and we could feel the presence 
of the Lord, right there. Then she held my hand and explained how I had to do the ritual. I felt 
so much love and devotion that now when I sing to Krishna the Lord and invoke her every 
Sunday she guides me from the background and I feel her by my side.

THANK YOU FOR SHARING THIS LITTLE SPACE OF TIME IN THIS LIFE

 I hear the name Kumari Garu and the word Mother comes to my mind. My heart 
expands when I hear it and a great joy goes through my body and soul.

 Her work carried her silently and very effectively. A ray of light that illuminates the 
path, filling it with splendor, collaborating in the work of the Master and the divine Plan. She 
had so much devotion to work that her strength made nothing seem impossible to achieve.

 Even today, when I see pictures of her, I feel her in every step I take.

- Teresa Torner 
Spain

Mother
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 A special highlight was the tour together with Master KPK and Mother Kumari 
through Germany visiting the different groups in East, West, South and North of Germany in 
2009. All groups greatly enjoyed the presence and company of Mother Kumari. These 
memories will be kept in my mind forever.
 My gratefulness to Mother Kumari cannot be expressed in words. She has always been 
a great role model to me.

 With the divine blessing of Master K. Parvathi Kumar, I would like to express my deep 
feelings I cherish for Smt. Krishna Kumari Garu.
 I first met her in 1989 in our house in Wermelskirchen, Germany. It was her first visit 
to the West. On the first day already, she had to face some unexpected event. But how strong 
she was in handling everything in her deep trust in Master CVV was amazing to me. From that 
time till recently, I had manifold encounters with her where my admiration, respect and love 
toward her have constantly grown and deepened.

- Doris Zwirner
Germany

 I admired her silent working, her care, her humbleness, her humour, and attention for 
all people in her surrounding, how she touched the hearts of the people. Due to her motherly 
nature, her patience and empathy, she really became the Mother within the World Teacher 
Trust worldwide. She never felt proud of her status, on the contrary, her devotion and 
commitment, not only to her own family but to the global brotherhood family was expressed 
by her with such a divine, loving, selfless attitude. Everywhere she had spread light and love.
 How many precious events I was allowed to experience with her together. We have 
cooked together, eaten together, studied together, laughed together, organised things together, 
etc. etc.

 In loving memory to Smt. Krishna Kumari Garu.

Loving Mother
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Hyderabad

 Amma garu,  an embodiment of pure Love and affection, is a God given gift to all 
WTT Brother-hood.Her LOVE is purely Divine with out any barriers like the Golden Rays of 
the SUN on one and all.This is the experience of all those who come proximate to mother 
Smt.Kambhampati Krishna Kumari garu. We have seen an affectionate mother in her when 
ever we met her.
 Since we started our journey at Divyakalanjali we are experiencing her divine presence. 
She is very much concerned about the family members of every Family. She is used to ask every 
body's welfare and used to give the needed advice. She is very friendly and approachable to all. 
We had an opportunity to prepare an Album depicting completion of 60 years of life journey of 
Amma garu with the caption "A Journey With The Divine Light"with relevant photos of her 
life events. Amma garu felt very happy and it was a memorable event for us.

- A. Ramakoteswara Rao & A. Lakshmi Prasanna

 She used to love children like her own grandchildren and pampered them with 
attractive gifts. We were fortunate to have Guru Dampathi visiting our house at our request on 
few occasions . They blessed our family which is an unforgettable memory for all of us. We 
happened to attend morning prayer at Radha Madhavam on 7thNov. 2019 while we were in 
Vizag in connection with a family function. Since it was Guruvugari birth day, we decided to 
attend the morning prayer . Ammagaru observed us in the prayer and immediately asked one 
of the volunteers" where are our people from Hyderabad staying? Please find out and make 
necessary arrangements for their stay and food". So caring and so concerned was Ammagaru. 
This is her care towards each and every one coming to them which is very memorable.
 With her all-round abilities in every walk of life Ammagaru stands out as a role model 
to all those gathering around her. Her thoughts will ever remain fresh in our hearts and provide 
the needed inspiration in walking on the path of light. 

Amma garu - An Embodiment of Love
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- Murali Mohan R

Mother,

In every sweet sound,

Bangalore

In every nice word,

In every good thought,

In every tender touch,

In every fragrance,

In every smile,

In every good deed,

In every morsel of food,

Mother, YOU have permeated across the globes, into the higher realms, you have moved 
beyond the physical,

Mother, I have your presence.

I remain in your presence, at your lotus feet, till we meet again after this interlude.

Interlude
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 From then on, through direct and indirect interactions, the Master couple cleared 
many our doubts clarified and allowed us to interact with them, besides showering their great 
blessings on us. On many occasions, we were blessed to travel with them within and outside 
Bangalore too, which itself is a great feeling.

- Purushotham & Subbalakshmi
Bangalore

 The English year 2001 didn't start well for us. We were physically tired and mentally 
exhausted. During those difficult times, in July 2001, on a Dhanishta Dhyana day, we met Sri 
Joshi Sir. He gave us the mental First Aid, giving the first taste of a Grand Master. He 
introduced Master CVV yoga to us. He explained to us how to face the sequences and 
consequences in life, yet move forward. He told us, his Master couple would be coming to 
Bangalore the following month, who are an incarnation of the Artha-nareeswara swaroopam 
on the Earth. We eagerly waited to see the Master Couple. The time came, and in  Sep 2001, we 
first saw Divine couple: Master KPK garu and Amma Krishna Kumari garu. The first sight of 
the couple gave lot of relaxation to our tired minds and started pumping in some unexplainable 
soothing energies.

 Mothers are always very compassionate and can't bear the difficulties faced by their 
children. They look at each and every child with love & compassion, and notice the difficulties 
faced by them. Since the Mother has the highest access to the Lord, she can narrate the 
difficulties of the devotees in a more pictorial form to the Lord, so that he is convinced to fulfil 
their wishes. The very famous keertana of Bhakta Ramadoss "Nanu brovamani cheppave 
Seethamma talli" clearly brings out this concept, where Ramdoss requests Amma Seetha, to 
recommend to the Lord to eliminate the difficulties he is facing. We can observe this through 
the stories narrated in various Hindu scriptures.
 Amma Krishna Kumari garu is no different in this. She used to keenly observe the 
difficulties of students of the Master and work with the Master in fulfilling their acceptable 
wishes. Many a time, we asked the Master couple about the penance done by great people, as 
narrated in Hindu scriptures, for begetting their vamshodharaka and whether it is wrong if we 
too wished the same. May be our negative karmas are yet to reach the stage of salvation, so 
Master used to be silent on this. But Amma Krishna Kumari garu used to console us. After 

 An embodiment of Love & Compassion, Laughter and Light, Inspiration and a  
Mother for many who accepts and embraces everything, a life of pure giving and celebration - 
This is my small pen picture of Amma Krishna Kumari garu.

The Divine Couple - Ardhanareeswara Swarupam
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 We are one among the many children for them in WTT. But whenever we met Amma 
garu, she would enquire about every member of our family by name and giving her blessings 
personally.
 29th December 2017, which incidentally happened to be a Friday, is a very grand day 
for us. That morning, we met the Divine couple and requested them to grace our house. They 
readily agreed. We eagerly waited for the moment. Though Amma garu had physical difficulty 
in walking, she accompanied the Master and came to our house. They entered our house at 
8:40PM and spent next one hour in our house. They went round the house and showered their 
blissful sight on every inch & corner of our house.
 Whenever she was, Amma garu looked after every child like us in WTT, enquiring 
about their well being with her loving eyes. We always prostrate to her loving and affectionate 
personality.
 
 What we are today and what we have today is purely due to the grace showered on us by 
the Divine Couple in general, and due to the love and compassion shown by Amma Krishna 
Kumari garu in particular.

nearly 5 years, when once we were with them, Amma garu asked Master why he is silent and 
requested him to fulfil our wish. Good times might have come and at the request of Amma 
garu, Master immediately blessed us saying that our wishes would be fulfilled. He said 
"Aswametdha yagaaniki Jayam Jayam Jayam". From the bottom of our heart, we strongly feel 
that whatever we have today, is purely due to the blessings of the Divine couple and Amma garu 
played a very crucial part in that. We are indebted to her throughout our lives.

Ever at the feet of the Master.
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First Meeting!

 Honestly speaking, I noticed Ammagaru properly only when we got down in Mysore. 
Till then it was some kind of an unexplainable joy of the presence of Master and there was no 
other person around me for those three hours.

 Nearly two months later, in Jan 2000, it was time to attend Visakhapatnam 
Gurupooja's. A group of brotherhood from Bangalore and Mysore travelled to Visakhapatnam 
by Prashanthi express for first time in this visit. It was a Gurupooja being conducted in 

 After this journey, the Mysore Gurupoojas's happened and it was a sight to behold 
when the fire rituals and water rituals were conducted by Mastergaru and Ammagaru. Since, it 
was the first experience for the group, we were all so excited and except for the bliss of the 
presence and company of the Master, nothing else actually registered. The heart was fully filled 
with so much of happiness!

- Shankar Prasad B, 
Sadguru Tapovana, Bangalore

 It was 5.45AM in Bangalore central railway station, on Saturday morning in the 
month of November, in the year 1999. On platform No 7 of SBC, Cauvery express rolled in 
from Chennai. A boy started from one end of the platform and started to slowly run towards 
the approaching train. He was searching for someone who was in the train! Suddenly he saw a 
smiling face in the window of a sleeper coach and ran towards the person. As soon as the train 
halted, the boy asked the person “Are you MASTER PARVATHI KUMAR?” the smiling 
person said extended his hand outside the window and said “YES”. The boy held the hands 
with both his hands and immediately rushed inside 
the compartment and straightaway prostrated to 
the feet of the Master. I was that boy, and it was my 
first meeting in this life with Master KPK and 
Ammagaru. Mastergaru permitted me to join the 
group for the 3 hour journey from Bangalore to 
Mysore. I was so excited, that I could not feel 
anyone other than the Master for quite some time. 
There was a barrage of questions and Mastergaru 
patiently answered all of them. Along with us, Ammagaru, Jesus and Tiziana Diaz had also 
travelled and from Bangalore Sudhirnath uncle and Annapurna aunty accompanied. 

First Visit to Radhamadhavam and Visakha Gurupooja

||Matru Devo Bhava||
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Pushkarini Pranganam near Simhachalam Foothills. We had heard many stories of the 
grandeur of the Gurupooja from Joshi sir and it was like a bunch of kids going on a picnic. I was 
fortunate that my parents accompanied me to the Gurupooja. We reached Visakhapatnam one 
day earlier and the entire group went on a tour of  important places associated with The World 
Teacher Trust. We visited Healing Center, Ramadri- Hamsavanam and also Master EK 

Sundarvanam at beach road. 

 When we were all prostrating 
to Ammagaru, she asked me “How are you Shankar?” I could manage a simple “Fine” as my 
answer. Then she looked at my mother and said “Your son gave us very good company when we 
came to Mysore Gurupooja”. I was overwhelmed with emotion and could not utter a single 
word. Ammagaru meets a few hundred persons daily and thousands of people in a month, and 

 G r o u p  p r a y e r s  w e r e 
conducted at all the places and then 
came a message that we have got 
permission to meet Mastergaru at 
Radhamadhavam for a short while 
before we proceed to the Gurupooja 
venue. A large group of around 70 
members (from Karnataka centres 
and few other centres) went to 
Radhamadhavam (it was the older 
version of Radhamadhavam). The 

entire group was sitting in the front lawn in front of Lord Krishna Statue and Mastergaru was 
sitting on a chair next to the Krishna. As usual he was smiling and everyone was lost in his 
presence. Joshi sir and Ramakrishna Sastry sir were sitting in the front and Sastry sir mentioned 
to Master that it was a great blessing for the group to be in Radhamadhavam and to meet in this 
manner before the commencement of 
the Gurupooja. Mastergaru at that 
point said, it is the will of the Master, 
he also said please have Tea. Sastry sir 
said, “No need Master, we are such a 
large group, Why take the trouble”, 
Mastergaru replied “It is nothing for 
her, this is a very small thing” and lo! 
The Tea and biscuits appeared in no 
time for 100+ persons. Ammagaru was 
serving the entire group along with 
volunteers. 
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Sister Santhi Durga’s Marriage

 Later, I asked my father as to 
why  such  an  ove r whe lming 
emotion came over me in this 
meeting. He just replied, “Ask 
Master, he will tell you the answer”, 
but he also advised that is not good 
to become emotional in practical 
life as we cannot function well in 
day to day life if we are emotional. 
We used to be hall discipline 
volunteers in Gurupooja, and the 
next day,  after  the morning 
pravachanam, we were walking 

along side Mastergaru to the adjacent dining area. There was an opportunity to ask Mastergaru 
about my previous day's emotional experience, while he was having a 
cup of coffee. Mastergaru replied in a simple manner, “Don't worry 
Shankar, it is the continuation of past life relationship. Master Agastya 
will drink away the Waters of your emotions”. I further asked, what 
should I do, and he replied with one word “Observe”. This lesson is for 
a lifetime and it always continues by itself.

 A few months after the Gurupooja, we were all pleasantly 
blessed with the news of marriage celebration of Sister Santhi Durga 
with Dr.Krishna Prakash. I can still remember the soft touch of the 
invitation paper which had a beautiful picture of Lord Krishna and the 
names of Masters. It was heavenly indeed! This time my mother came 
along with me and we once again travelled to Vishakhapatnam. We 
were all accommodated in nearby lodges though our visit was barely for 
few hours. Each family was received well and then we were personally 
greeted by Mastergaru and Ammagaru in the marriage hall. It was the first time we saw Master 
KPK garu in a dress other than Kurta and Paijama. He wore a white dhoti and a banian in the 
evening and was looking totally relaxed even though it was his daughter's marriage. 
 Everything about the Master was wonderful. The venue was Andhra University 

we had met only once in Mysore and still she remembered my name and also knew my parents 
and connected the dots. I just couldn't believe that she remembers us. Over the years I have 
always been amazed at the way Ammagaru and Mastergaru recollect the names, persons, family 
backgrounds, relationships etc., for brotherhood from so many countries.  
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 After the marriage, we all got 
to say Goodbye's to Mastergaru and 
Ammagaru, and then while we were 
returning back home, my mother 
informed that she prayed that my 
brother should get a good life 
partner. After returning back to 
Mysore, Joshi sir returned on the next day and he had brought along with him new sets of 
clothes sent by Master and Ammagaru for the entire group of brotherhood that had attended 
the marriage. It was the blessings of Ammagaru and Mastergaru. I still remember the grey 
colour pant piece and golden yellow colour plain shirt piece. We all got it stitched and were 
feeling very blessed! 
 In a few weeks' time, my brother's marriage was finalised and it happened in a grand 
manner. Mastergaru and Ammagaru sent their blessings and Joshi sir and Shailaja aunty 
attended the function in person. My mother's wish was fulfilled in no time in a mysterious 
fashion.

Sadguru Tapovana
 In the year 2001, Mastergaru came with a large group of western brotherhood to 
Bangalore and laid the foundation for formation of Sadguru Tapovana. In a span of less than 
one year, fast paced developments happened in a magical fashion. Sakshi Ganapathi was 
installed, the Wisdom Temple at Sadguru Tapovana expanded thrice, and group homes of 
identical shape and size (30'x40' and 60'x40') came up on either side of the road. After many 
Gurupooja, the 100th Full moon fire ritual (specially conducted by Master KPK coming all the 
way from Mangalore to Bangalore by road) and also the December call functions, the entire 
group was highly vibrant and fully energised.

Convocation Hall and it was a grand sight to behold. There were so many cars parked along the 
approach road and everything about the function was just GRAND!  The marriage Muhurtam 
was at around 1.45AM and along with few other brothers, I was holding a camera on stage and 
was eager to capture the auspicious moment (Chupulu Kalasina Shubhavela). I remember 
hearing at that time, that the purohit 
who was performing the ceremony of 
Sister Santhi was the same purohit 
who performed the marriage of 
Mastergaru and Ammagaru. His face 
was so bright, it looked as if 
Devaguru Brihaspathi himself had 
come down to perform this function. 
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 It was the month of Aug 2003, 
w h e n  t h e  M a s t e r  C V V 
Gurupooja was to be conducted 
in Sadguru Tapovana. My 
parents had found a marriage 
alliance for me in Bangalore and 
sought the blessings of the 
Master.  Master  KPKgaru 
blessed the marriage thrice and 
he also gave the date of the 
marriage as the 12th of Feb 
2004, after going through the 
horoscopes of the boy and the 

girl. He also wrote to my father that he will be present for the marriage which was coinciding 
with the Gurupooja at Mysore. 

 There were deliberations in relative circles and friend circles, whether to conduct 
marriage or not. Everyone was afraid of asking my father directly. My father said only one 
thing. The marriage is the blessings and instructions of the Guru. It is the Guru who has fixed 

Marriage & Parents Departure:

 In the month of October, my engagement was scheduled to happen on Kartika Suddha 
Saptami and elders from both our families were eagerly looking forward to it. I was working in 
Qatar at that time and my fiancé was working in Mumbai and both of us were not physically 
present for our engagement. Our upbringing in both families was such that trust in parents was 
100% and we were both agreeable for 
marriage as per parent's and Guru's 
guidance. It was a happy occasion. The day 
before engagement, without any prior 
indications, my mother suddenly left the 
physical on Thursday evening due to 
sudden cardiac arrest. While I flew back 
from Qatar, my brother's family returned 
from New Delhi. We both were returning 
back home from the airport. On the way 
two Autos were moving in front of our 
vehicle and one auto had the word “Mala” 
(name of my fiancé) and adjacent auto had “Tande Taayi Aashirvada” (Blessings from Mother 
and Father). It was a clear message from my parents.
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 The ceremonies were completed same day and we returned to Mysore very night as per 
instructions of Master. Next day once the newly married girl had reached her new home, my 
father left the physical and was brought back in an ambulance next morning. Mastergaru and 
Ammagaru came to our home and blessed my father. Later, I asked Master one question. 
“Master, my father always wanted to leave his body consciously. Did he succeed?” Mastergaru 
answered “Your father was a great man! But your mother was greater! Your father had three 
desires (duties which he wished to fulfil before he departed) but your mother had no desires!” 
Our father had told three of us (myself, my brother and my sister) that his Guru has given him a 
word, that he will be present with him at the end. So, if this word of my Guru is fulfilled, then 
you may follow the words and instructions of the Master 100% and he will take care of you. If 
not, you are free to do as you like and need not follow him! It was fulfilled to the last word and 
Mastergaru and Joshi sir was present with my father during his last journey and they continue 
to guide our families till date and we pray in future too!.. 
 It was a time of multiple events happening in quick succession in my life, and it was 
only the grace of the Guru which helped sail through what was a highly abnormal type of 
transition which ended up as a smooth sailing going forward. What could have been a major 
catastrophe was totally averted and we were like kids playing in the lap of the mother when 
there was a storm brewing around. The mother protected us all through the storm in her loving 
care and the incidents kept happening as if it were a movie with twists and turns.

the Muhurtam. Guru's word will manifest come what may! So, I will follow my Guru's 
instructions, so everything continues as planned. He even said to me, if the girl's parents don't 
want to proceed or you don't want to go ahead because of the customs then it is fine, but I will 
not be there afterwards. We were unanimous that my father's word is final! And so it was finally. 
Mastergaru and Ammagaru reached Bangalore one day before the marriage. I was informed 
that Mastergaru enquired my father's health as soon as he reached and after the evening prayer 
sent across homoeo medicine to be administered to my father on the night before the marriage. 
It was administered and after that my father could sleep for few hours. On the day of marriage, 
Mastergaru and Ammagaru along with brotherhood of World Teacher Trust came to the 
venue. Master was sitting next to my father for the entire function and made sure that it gets 
completed. Immediately after marriage, my father was admitted in the hospital in a silent 
manner without disturbing the function. He had suffered a major heart attack for the third 
time. 

 Two days later, our entire family attended the Gurupooja at Mysore and we got a 
opportunity to sit in the front rows. That year, in the Mysore Gurupooja's Mastergaru spoke 
about the topic of Death and how there is no death, and how it is just a passing phase. 

Presence of Master Gudes the Life:
 By the grace of Master and Ammagaru, we never ever felt even for a single moment, the 
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departure of our parents. We are so well protected physically, mentally, emotionally, spiritually, 
financially and in all other planes of existence. We were given the opportunity to start our 
married life in Radhamadhavam, Sadguru Tapovana. It was such a blessing indeed! The waters 
of emotions were being drained away and the life continued to be one of offering rather than 
suffering!. 
 The Master's presence has also been the Mother's presence especially in my life. I have 
always felt their loving protection wherever I am. In a worldly sense also, Mastergaru and 
Ammagaru have been present in our lives at all milestone points in life, just like any parent 
would do for their children. 

 b) In the morning during the Gurupooja and December call programs, my sister 
would usually be the earliest to get ready before 4am and she would prepare coffee for 

 a) During one of the visits of Master, the group members came in to take blessings of 
Mastergaru and Ammagaru. Usually, fruits were kept in readiness for offering as prasadam. 
That day, it so happened that all fruits got exhausted and we offered biscuits. Even biscuits got 
exhausted and members continued to come in. My sister said, keep offering whatever is 
available, and no one should go empty handed. So, next came sweets, then came savouries 
(kodbale) and so on. The supply was continuous till the last person in queue received 
prasadam. We had an opportunity to see happiness in Ammagaru's eyes when everyone got 
prasadam and we were ready to distribute more if need be. That loving look in her eyes 
conveyed a lot silently.

 They blessed us during our marriage, they have named our son as Abhijith Bhaskar, 
saying he will shine like the meridian sun, they performed his aksharabhyasam, and also 
upanayanam. They blessed us during our current home foundation laying and then during 
house warming. All along, I have just been a observer while it is the Master who has been 
guiding all that is happening in our lives. I learnt to enjoy it as it happens, and try my best not to 
interfere in what normally goes on in my life. 
 Master also guided me through emails along my career growth and in my experience of 
life journey during various domestic and International travels. Ammagaru has blessed us by 
giving us an opportunity to stay in retreat centre during one Durga Poojas in 2005. We also got 
an opportunity to install one of the Ramanama Stupa at Ramadri. All the important life 
occasions have been fulfilled with the blessings of Mastergaru and Ammagaru and also by the 
grace and blessings of my parents and Joshi sir family. There are no gaps, no breaks. It's all 
smooth sailing despite tough times and everything in life is always full!

Life of Offering:  
 The years of stay at Radhamadhavam (Bangalore) (from 2004 to 2010) and later on in 
“Sreekari”, in Sadguru Tapovana have blessed me with several wonderful personal experiences 
with Ammagaru and Mastergaru and some of it I am sharing below:
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 c) We were like innocent kids when it came to Master. Once, myself and my sister were 
in Jayanagar complex in Bangalore and were looking for some items for arranging Master's 
room before his next visit. We found some nice soft footwear (slip-ons) which looked very soft 
and comfortable. Immediately we bought two pairs and sent it to Mastergaru by courier. It 
never occurred to us that you normally don't gift footwear to your Master. The thought was 
only full of love and a wish that the lotus feet of Mastergaru and Ammagaru should be 
comfortable. It was a pleasant surprise for us to receive a letter of acknowledgement signed by 
Master KPKgaru in his letterhead thanking us for the nice gift and he sent us blessings! It looks 
so innocent in retrospect, but may be that is what love of the Master is.
 d) During one of the visits of Mastergaru and Ammagaru, myself and my wife went 
and purchased a Mysore silk saree for Ammagaru. It was a coffee colour saree which I liked very 
much and we also bought a silk cloth for Mastergaru. We offered it to them and in the next 
visit, when they came to Bangalore, Ammagaru specifically wore that saree and sent me a 
message that this is the saree you had given and I am wearing it. It felt so wonderful that they 
accepted our humble offering. She had a way of conveying her messages and blessings in a very 
personal and soft manner that it would reach only to the intended person even in the midst of 
hundreds of people.

 During one occasion when Master had completed his lunch and Ammagaru was 
having food along with the other ladies in Radhamadhavam at Sadguru Tapovana, I wanted to 
ask one personal question to Ammagaru. “Amma, we all have heard that Master EK used to be a 
very good cook, and he used to cook for many people and also prepared food in his disciple's 
homes whenever he visited them. Whether Master KPKgaru also cooks similarly?” For the first 
time, I saw a kind of anger in the voice of Ammagaru and she sternly said “Why should he cook 

 On another occasion, when Master and Ammagaru had come to Mysore Gurupooja, 
Amma's slippers got broken. I along with my brother were blessed to get a new pair of Bata 
slippers as per her requirement and were so happy when she continued to use them on several 
occasions in future also. It was blessing after blessing in small personal services that we have had 
the opportunities year after year to offer at the lotus feet of the Master.

Ammagaru as a Teacher
 Normally my conversations with Ammagaru used to be limited to one or two sentences 
or generally a smile due to my limited knowledge of speaking Telugu in initial years of our 
interactions. Though my Telugu has slightly improved over a period of time, by then I became 
more silent by nature. 

Mastergaru. One day Ammagaru came down around 4.30am and wanted to get some hot 
water for Master. She was so happy to see my sister fully ready after bath so early. Like a small 
child, she went back and reported to Mastergaru that my sister was ready and has prepared 
coffee. It looks like a small incident, but it had a profound impact. 
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when I am here! (Ayanenduku cheyyali? Nenunnanu kada!)” And within a split second, she 
was back to normal self. Later, my sister called me aside and explained that it is not good to ask 
such questions to people like Ammagaru who has dedicated her life in service of the Master and 
in serving food to entire humanity. Be careful in future in asking such questions!
Overaction!

Namaskarams Master to your lotus feet!
You are my Master!  

 In addition to many lessons learnt, there have been, in last many years, several 
occasions where I have had many experiences like visions or dreams in relation to visits to 
Radhamadhavam at Visakhapatnam (though I was physically living in different towns) and 
few other unknown places without actually travelling physically. I don't know the significance 
of such visions and dreams, but they do come unasked and they leave an impression which 
sometime stays for longer periods and sometimes it is short lived. I do make note of some of 
these in my diary, but many of them go unwritten. The experiences of meeting  Amma garu are 
many and frequent, and it feels like she is always with us along with the Master. 
She continues to bless us with her motherly presence through 
all ladies around us and t h r o u g h  t h e  Mo t h e r 
Nature herself. 

 During break time in between Gurupooja events in Bangalore, there were private 
consultations with Mastergaru and Ammagaru. Brotherhood would come to 
Radhamadhavam to discuss personal matters like marriage and other issues. On one such 
occasion, Mastergaru had a family visiting for personal consultation and he told me, Shankar 
get me some sacred rice (akshata) for blessing these couple. I gave it to Mastergaru and 
Ammagaru and then kept it back inside. After this family left, another family came in and out 
of my over enthusiasm, I took the sacred rice once more to Master garu and Amma garu. They 
both looked me in the eye and Master garu said, “Shankar – No Extras!”. I immediately, 
withdrew my hand and along with it, learnt an important life lesson that “just do as is told, and 
not be overenthusiastic and overactive”.

 From a limited form, she has moved to 
an expansive cosmic state and she is now 
become closer to all of us; inside us, and a part 
of us. It feels like she is the guardian angel 
who takes care of all her children' and she gives a 
whole new meaning to Master's Children as she 
has also made it as Mother's Children. She is the guiding 
light and shall always continue to shine in our lives and show the 
path. She has nurtured me like her own child for past two decades and I shall always feel 
comfortable in her lap like a baby. 
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Bangalore

 Samaana is the principle of the golden middle. It balances the upward and downward 
airs. In each of us, there are these five airy principles. There is an upward pull called aspiration 
and there is a downward pull in the worldly obligations or through the desires we may have 
from the objective world. For a Yogi, there is no question of which one is to be sacrificed at the 
altar of the other. For a Yogi, both are balanced.
 In the context of a family, mother is a tireless yogi, balancing the priorities of her 
husband and children, balancing the fun and studies of children, balancing the indulgence and 
nutrition in dietary matters of her family, balancing the revenue and expenses of the 
household. 
 As for individuals, so for groups. A group is mature in the path of spiritual progress if, 
collectively, there is an equilibrium between moving up without neglecting the worldly 
obligations. There has to be a sutram or a string that ties the flying kite to the ground below. 
There has to be a central pin on the scales of balance. There has to be a fulcrum to the compass 
of life that makes angles between the subjective and objective, ultimately guiding towards the 
equilibrium of being a right angle.

 Amma garu has, at innumerable times provided balance between the Father, who has 
shouldered greater responsibilities for the larger good, and her family’s social obligations. She 
has played the role of a bridge between a Great Soul, our Master, who can take off into the 
seventh sky and the infantile aspirants in the groups. She has been like the spirit-level 
indicating the horizontal, such that the groups don’t tilt too much to one side. She has been like 
a plumb ensuring there is no skew in the vertical journey that the group is undertaking. She has 
demonstrated to us how horizontals meet verticals.
 She has, like a mother and a true Yogi, treated all the members of the group alike, fed all 
of them alike, remembered all of them alike, enquired about all of them alike and stood as a 
personification of “samaanaadhika varjita”.

 Out of the pancha pranas, Samaana plays a vital role in the progress of an aspirant. It 
denotes the necessary equilibrium required for attainment of poise that furthers the progress 
on the path.

- Ratnagiri Ashok Kumar

 If a mother brings that balance to a family, our beloved “Amma garu” brings the same 
to the groups of the World Teacher Trust.

 Whenever one thinks about Amma garu, it is but inevitable to recollect the words of 

The Art of Equilibrium

9
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9

 By serving and following one Grand Master, Kulapati Master E.K, by being the saha 
dharmacharini of another Grand Master, Sri. K. Parvathi Kumar and being devoted to the 
personification of love and service, Sri. Satya Sai Baba, Amma garu’s higher triangle is hallowed 
and glorious. By being a responsible householder, a loving mother to her children and an 
affectionate motherly guiding light for the groups globally, her mundane triangle is full of 
splendor and compassion. She stands as the bindu, the resplendent dot in the centre.
 If there is an art of equilibrium, our beloved Amma garu, Madam K. Krishna Kumari is 
undoubtedly, a matchless artist of the same.

 

the great Adi Shankara who says, kuputro jayet, kvachidapi ku mata na bhavati. We, as the 
members of the group, looking up to Amma garu as the Sri Mata, Sri Maharaajni, might have 
erred many times, but she has only treated us like the ever compassionate Divine Mother. If she 
ever had to err, she always did so on the side of compassion and affection.
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Bellary
- Jayaram

 She had affection, compassion, love, caring and has been graceful. Amma garu seems to 
be the Goddess Annapurna when she cooked and served . At times she seemed to be Maa 
Durga, tolerating mistakes, at times as Lakshmi, filling glitter in eyes of devotees.
 Amma garu was an ardent follower of Sri. Satya Sai Baba. Like Baba she has a special 
faculty of mesmerizing a large gathering with her gracious smile.
 For Amma garu, world was very small in spreading her love for WTT members in 
particular and human beings in general.
 Amma garu, for the love and affection that you have distributed, you reside in the 
hearts of lakhs of people. Amma garu, a worthy instrument in the life of the Master for 
distributing love and affection in abundance to those who followed him , in the path of Master 
of Master C.V.V.

 For me, attending the Gurupoojas is for having the darshan of the Divine Couple in 
person. Whenever I get the opportunity to touch their feet and see them smiling at me, I used 
to feel jubiliant. For me everything is Master and Mother (Amma garu) in the Gurupoojas. 
Amma garu in spite of her physical condition, would accompany the Master in all the travels in 
any part of the globe. I heard Amma garu used to arrange personally the clothing and other 
needs of Master during the travel. Amma garu used to take extra care of the Master in all walks 
of life. The main strength of the Master is ̀ Amma garu' She would always stand next to Master 
as an embodiment of Shakti.

Namaskarams Master
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- Lakshminarayana

 I met Ammagaru for the first time in Vizag when I went to meet the Master. I was asked 
to come and meet the Master at his residence in the morning. I reached Vizag a day before and 
stayed with Ganesh Prasad in a hotel room, next to the retreat center. When I went to 
Radhamadhavam, Amma garu was playing with Krishna Katya, who was a baby back then. 
Amma garu enquired about me and I told her that Master had asked me to come and meet him. 
Then, Amma garu mentioned that Master had left on a visit to the healing center near the 
beach along with the western brotherhood.
 I went back to the hotel room and informed my mother. My mother suggested that I 
should go to healing center too and hence I immediately proceeded to the healing center. I 
initially thought of reaching the center by walk and started walking. Soon realized that it is too 
far to reach by walk and then took an auto. When I reached the center, the same time Amma 
garu was getting down the car. The first word she said was “Oh! you have come here and how 
did you come?” Later I met the Master and Master had asked me to have food. After food, 
Amma garu enquired from where I have come. She was surprised to know that I have come 
from Mysore to meet the Master. Amma garu expressed her happiness and later Master 
instructed me to come to Ramadri along with western brotherhood. At Ramadri, Master and 
Amma garu distributed clothes to the students who are studying there. It is a different 
experience and Amma garu wished every child while giving the clothes and could see the 
happiness in the faces of every child. On the next morning, I got an opportunity to attend the 
morning pooja and homa. After this, Amma garu distributed prasadam to everyone.
 Next time, I met Amma garu during December Call. I was in the bookstall and 
Ammagaru along with Shailaja aunty came out for a walk and saw me. Amma garu herself 
inquired about me. The love and affection that Amma garu has shown cannot be forgotten. I 
could see the love the inmates of Tapovana have shown on Amma garu. Everyone there were 
active in doing the work and no one had tiredness in their faces.

Mysuru

 I recalled the Gurupoojas at Vijayawada. In my childhood we used to be active in 
serving food to brotherhood who come from other centers. Once while serving food I saw 
Amma garu talking to others and inquiring about their welfare. While serving I asked one of 
the brother, “Do you want our Bezawada water?” hearing this Amma garu also cracked jokes 
with others and proceeded further. Till then I used to think Master and Amma garu will be very 
strict and going close to them will be difficult.

My Learnings from Ammagaru
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 Another incident I saw was in Bhagyanagaram. Amma garu was so concerned about 
Master having food on time. She saw one after the other coming and meeting Master and it was 
already time for Master to have food and take medicine. She immediately instructed indirectly 
the brother who has come to meet Master to meet him after food. I used to observe how 
Ammagaru took care of the Master. I used to observe smile on her face always and never saw a 
serious face. While receiving pada pooja she used to chant Gurupadakukastava continuously 
and give the mementos to everyone who visited Gurupoornima. No tiredness on her face and 
always glowing with light. I also saw Ammagaru being strict in Vizag while during the 
arrangements for morning pooja. She used to check each and everything on the stage and 
ensure that everything is perfect. I saw a normal and disciplined approach while she was 
instructing to brethren on arrangements. When anyone folds their hands and offer 
Namaskarams, Amma garu used to receive with great devotion and reply back with 
Namaskarams to them.

 Another incident is during Master’s birthday. I am entering into Radhamadhavam and 
as soon as Amma garu saw me she said “Raa amma, yeppdu vacchavu”. I was surprised to hear 
this. I felt happy because she remembered me well. On that day, I saw Amma garu inquiring 
each and everyone about what they are eating and asking to eat items explaining them each and 
every item. At the same time, she was strict with those who are serving the food. She inquired if 
everything is normal and she was present till the last one had the food. She was very happy 
seeing everyone having food and moving with everyone so freely and this is a teaching for me to 
be normal and happy with everyone.

 Namaskarams to your lotus feet!

 These incidents taught me that to be normal is important in the path. Another 
occasion when I saw Master and Amma garu so jovial, was in Kumbhakonam. Master and 
Amma garu were surrounded by brotherhood and both of them were talking so jovially. These 
made me to reflect on how to be with others. I used to be very serious and used to think that all 
others will also be serious. But, from these two incidents I have changed my perception and 
started to be normal!

 The learning to me from all these is, to be normal, happy and be with everyone and 
enjoy the group gatherings, be responsible while serving the group, take care of everyone, ever 
joyful, never ignore anyone, be always with the Master, receive everyone with devotion, be 
disciplined, be helpful. There are no words to explain the love Amma garu has shown on all of 
us.
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- Lavanya Sanath
USA

 We cannot think of anything about Ammagaru without first thinking about her as a 
'Mother'. The first time I was introduced to Gurvugaru and Ammagaru, the only thing I 
remember about the whole meeting was the protectiveness and affection she showered on 
Sanath. I remember after my marriage my brothers and mother told Sanath in many words to 
take great care of me. But on Sanath's side it was just Ammagaru's protectiveness towards 
Sanath that seemed to tell me "take care of Sanath". After I was married I experienced the same 
kind of care and concern towards me. I was surprised and was wondering, what is the reason for 
such care and concern towards us from Guruvugaru and Ammagaru, they have so many things 
to handle, we are nothing. I personally saw Gurvugaru's feet get swollen by sitting for long 
hours. Ammagaru with her knee-joint problem supported Gurvugaru simultaneously 
handling huge responsibilities with enthusiasm. There is no answer for the "Why". What 
purpose does the Sun have in giving us life-energy? What purpose does the Moon have in 
soothing us? I hold them in the same light as Sun and Moon who are near us.
 To us girls, just as a mother she taught us multiple values at all times by being a role 
model and at other times by her talks with us. Her endearing personality and ever friendly 
nature made her very approachable. We could open up to her on many things for advice and 
opinion. I was so naive once I talked to her about how I find it difficult to complete my house 
work. She did'nt laugh at me, she gave me suggestions how I should balance job and house-
work by planning and preparing for tasks ahead with examples of how Parvati teacher ensures 
she saves time in the morning rush. She could take her own examples. she has tirelessly followed 
a tight schedule and there is no one who handled as many responsibilities. For her, I feel all 
responsibilities were part of her system, she never gave importance to the "I" part of fulfilling 

 Profound and heartfelt Namaskarams to the Divine Couple of Master garu and 
Ammagaru.
 For any person the greatest influence that they get is from their Mother and Father. We 
are fortunate to know in our lifetime and stay under the influence and caring protection of 
Master garu and Ammagaru. If I have to visualize the Universal Mother, the person that comes 
to mind is Ammagaru. She has nourished all brotherhood irrespective of age like a mother. As 
Goddess-Annapurna she has with her own hands fed so many of us. She always appeared as 
sAkshAt mahAlakShmi. And beside our beloved Master she was the life-giving mother 
Parvathi.

Humble Reflections
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 She has shown through her life how every minute of life can be made purposeful. Her 
youthful energy, child-like enthusiasm continues to and will inspire the brotherhood for our 
lifetimes. Every single moment spent in her presence gave us a new learning making her a 
"Teacher". In one lecture, Mastergaru says, "If someone asks you to tell about or describe your 
Guru, you may say I am not 'able' enough to talk about my Guru". likewise, I am too small to 
describe the multi-dimensional personality of Ammagaru.

 Her friendly and charming demeanor is an example of how every woman must 
conduct herself. She could manage herculean tasks effortlessly and at the same time took care of 
the minutest details and at all times giving great value to the human aspect. For example, 
during Sarannavaratri celebrations, every one of us would get new clothes. On one such 
occasion, she told me, this colour looks good on you so I picked this colour for you. It was the 
year when my grand father was doing Temple Pratishta in my own village and there was a ritual 
which required all AadapaDuchulu of the village to come to their paternal homes and 
participate. I wanted to come to Vizag and so skipped going to my village. With Ammagaru's 
words I felt this is my paternal home. That is how she enfolded us in her love. Even a child 
would remember the lovely touch received from Amma garu. Every small detail was taken care 
of. I used to stand behind others and not be in the forefront anytime in the presence of 
Gurvugaru because I felt I do not know the protocols. Once after their lunch when I 
accompanied Amma garu to the elevator, she told me, "You don't need to stand in the 
background. come to the forefront like others". She was observing every detail and 
encouraging the shy ones so that we are blessed by the graceful looks from Master.

 What she has given us is indescribable and invaluable, all that I want to say with folded 
hands is "Namaskarams Amma". 

 Once when we were in a very critical personal situation. I mailed to Guruvugaru for 
advice, that was my first mail to Gurvugaru. I was feeling bad that I am eating up Gurvugaru's 
time for my personal reasons. The next time I met Guruvugaru, he said, "Amma garu is proud 
of you the way you took responsibility". Those are invaluable words for me where she 
encouraged me from being a meek spectator to the critical situation we were facing, to growing 
as a woman of responsibility. One statement gave me volumes of learning on my responsibility 
towards the family I was married into. Just as we can get the learning of multiple janmas in one 
janma through the grace of a Guru, the learning of many years was given by her as a capsule in a 
short time.

tasks. She owned up all as her own and ensured completion without claiming credit for the 
same. It also showed me the friendliness that a woman must feel towards her husband's 
siblings.
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 Her way of chanting mantras is so profound and at the same time its a symphony to the 
heart. It gives you a ray of hope, urges one to grow internally and experience wonders.

Mother, 

May not be the best but with all my heart I have written a poem.

Your eyes will guide me to seek truth,
But your smile will restore the planet,

- Manasa KR
Bangalore

 It was a windy day during one of the December calls, conducted in Bangalore. As I 
closed my eyes during the prayer,  I started to feel the wind. It was a different touch. Followed 
by pravachana and the fire ritual. I decided to keep my eyes closed the entire time and involve in 
the moment completely, giving my heart and soul. I was waiting for the ritual to begin and 
then, all of a sudden i heard a voice! The very next second, I had a jerk and opened my eyes to 
see if its real. I had goosebumps all over my body. So was the experience proved! With wide 
opened eyes I heard the voice this time and saw a mirror image of a Goddess on the TV that was 
arranged outside. I didn't smile but had a droplet of tear - stagnant,  when I saw Amma Garu. 
That moment was ecstatic. I wish I could be lyrical.

 As we were nearing the end of the ritual, Ammagaru walked outside of the temple 
towards her house, I stood with folded hands just looking at her. I was in fear but as she 
approached nearer to me, she smiled so beautifully at me that words don't suffice to describe. 
For a fraction of a second she stood and asked "bagunava thalli?" meaning "are you doing good, 
Mother".
 Mother? She addressed me as a Mother? The embodiment of Godliness spoke to me. 
How lucky could I be!  Previously as I mentioned, tears were stagnant. But this time they were 
rolling down my cheeks. Her voice changed my perspective about life and her smile resided in 
my heart. Since that day I started to think about her, went through all the pictures I had of her. 
Her eyes taught me a lot. They sparkled like diamond, they also gave motherly comfort to the 
ones following her path. In this lifetime i will never find someone like her and I am grateful to 
the Divine for having giving me this opportunity to meet her. How fortunate could one be. 
This soul is in content.

Although out of words to describe, I write one for you.

Thunder doesn't always lead to rain, Sun doesn't always shine, flowers always don't bloom. 

Beloved Ammagaru
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Forever in my heart.
Your voice will uplift me to become better.

Forever I will see you guide me through the darkness— to the mother who though didn't give 
birth, I shall always pay my reverence.

Thank You for all the love you've showered upon us.

Namaskarams Master to your lotus feet!
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- M S Ganesh
Mysuru

 Reverence and Respect to our Holy mother Gurupatni Smt. Krishna Kumari.
 When I look back and remember her role in molding our minds and opening our 
hearts all these years as the life companion of our Grand Master and also as the center pillar of 
‘Radhamadhavam’, an abode that sheltered thousands of seekers in the search of peace and 
fulfillment, I am reminded of ‘Seven Mothers’ to whom we owe our gratitude, as enjoined in 
the shastras.

 The relationship between disciple or devotee and the wife of the spiritual Master, 
teacher or Guru is that of a son and his biological mother says the above sloka. The seven 
mothers as enshrined in the shastra’s are –
1. Biological mother,

 “Aatma Maata, Guroh Patni Brahmani, Raja-Patnika Dhenur, Dhatri thatha Prithvi 
Saptaita Matarah Smrtah”

5. Holy Cow

 The above seven mothers are worthy of our reverence.

2. Wife of the Spiritual Master/teacher or Guru,
3. Wife of a Brahmana,

 No one can ever forget the sense of responsibility and the deep commitment with 
which she served our organization along with our Grand Master, her beloved husband. It is well 
known that WTT has been growing from strength to strength because of the role played by 
both all these years. This great mother of ours has impacted my heart by her sacrifice all her life. 
Surely, she has ascended to that holy place and pedestal to bless us all, as ever being the noble 
mother of all of us.

7. The earth

4. Wife of the King or a Ruler

 In our organization, the World Teacher Trust, we had the great privilege of 
experiencing the motherly concern, care, love and affection of our Gurupatni, who always was 
found accompanying her husband and playing an active part, consistently in our trust. We 
were so much used to her being seated next to our Grand Master in all the special gatherings 
that I personally felt that I was seeing the energy of Parvathi- Parameswara emanating from 
them all the while in their presence.

6. The Nurse (the female household attendant)

Revered Ammagaru
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 Our holy mother will forever stand as a legendary personality known for her 
tenderness, love who was the greatest binding factor of our WTT community. May we all pray 
to receive the choicest blessings showered upon all of us, so that we may continue our journeys 
of self-discovery.
 Namaskarams Master To your Lotus Feet!

 “There is an Endearing tenderness in the love of a mother to a son that transcends all 
other affections of the heart”, says Washington Irving, the American Historian.
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 We have been fortunate to receive her grace and blessings for two decades to each one 
of us in the family. Our salutations and Namaskarams to The Divine Amma garu, Smt. Krishna 
Kumari garu.

Mysuru

 Amma Garu, Smt.Krishna Kumari by the very name, is symbolic of an embodiment of 
a compassionate Mother. She has always been a real and true follower of the Divine Master and 
his teachings. She signifies the meaning of ‘Better-Half ’ from the esoteric angle with our 
Beloved Grand Master KPK.

- Muralidhar & Lakshmi Nijagal

 Our daughter could spend time with Ammagaru in Vizag and she observed Madame’s 
great organizing skill and her very compassionate nature. She has treated our children with lots 
of love and affection . Ammagaru has laid a path for all of us to follow. Our life is fulfilled if we 
adopt her valued guidance in our daily life.

 Salutations to our beloved Ammagaru.

 Whenever we visualize Ammagaru we always get the presence of Grand Master KPK. 
We could approach Ammagaru with full faith for anything without any hesitation as, she 
would never send us with bare hand. She is a True Mother in the sense of subjectivity.

 We had the opportunity of spending time with Madame and Master in our house for 
few years whenever they came to Mysore Guru Pujas . Ammagaru used to enjoy and participate 
in our daily activities at home. We all use to make jokes and laugh together. She had great sense 
of humor.

Beloved Ammagaru
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 When we look into Ammagauru’s eyes; we know; that is the purest love we can find 
which is supernatural way to care for souls. It is a type of motherliness that nurtures divine life 
in others by working out Master’s Will. During the lunch, the hospitality of Ammagaru left my 
eyes dampened, in serving every ladle with measureless love, tenderness, with warmth of 
benevolence hurled me to resurrect the Presence of my biological mother who shed her 
physical body three lustrums ago. The next dawn was an auspicious day of my birth cheering 
my spirits like an impatient child for the invitation to feast together with Master under the 
unfurled generosity and magnanimity. I should confess that it was a really heavenly experience. 
Throughout the sumptuous breakfast, the endless hospitality of Ammagaru serving the food 
with countless details with ease is so hard to put words to. It’s a celestial feeling, not a narration. 
Borrowing the words of Madam H. P. Blavatsky, we are with those whom we have lost in 
material form, and far, far nearer to them now, than when they were alive. Again we say that the 
such pure divine love has a magic and divine potency which reacts on the living.

 Right from that time, I used to seize every possible opportunity to have the darshan of 
Master KPK and Ammagaru to submit my pranams and receive their blessings. In the year 
2019, on 7th the November, I was fortunate to step into Radha Madhavam, Visakhapatnam to 
receive the blessings of Master KPK on his 75th birthday. On this day, I realised the hours are 
long, but the days are short. I was literally drenched by incessant showers of divine love and care 
of Ammagaru which was measureless and I was totally lost in this eternal wisdom.

 For, pure divine love is not merely the blossom of a human heart, but has its roots in 
eternity. Spiritual holy love is immortal, and Karma brings sooner or later all those who loved 
each other with such a spiritual affection to incarnate once more in the same family group. I am 
really blessed to share time and space with Ammagaru in this birth. Always basking in the 
benevolence of our Ammagaru with Her energies! Namaskarams Master.

- Pavan

 I am just a toddler learning to tread gradually in the path of  the World Teacher Trust. I 
wish to share my precious experience I had, in relation with Ammagaru. In the beginning of the 
year 2003, my mentor and my Guru – Master RPJ (Rama Prasad Joshi) introduced me to the 
energies of our beloved Master KPK (K. Parvathi Kumar) and Mother - Ammagaru (K Krishna 
Kumari garu) and drew me to settle away the whole collection of the world while I was 
splashing in a perfect marsh of ignorance.

Chennai

The Holy Mother - Ammagaru
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Every act of hers is a lesson to us.

She is honourable, respectful and most adored Mother.

Bangalore

Ears of tolerance,

Soft as a feather, yet hard as a rock

She is all for love and passion,

Simple smile of her is all that took to light up our souls

Language of love,
Hands are strong, yet gentle as she held us in her care.

She taught us by being an example each day through every act of hers.

Eyes of compassion,

Calm as a sea, yet fierce as a warrior

- Priyanka

No matter what we needed, she was always there.
Without a doubt we knew, she always shows us  a way.

An embodiment of sympathy and affection.

Her beauty is of essence such as her presence.
She is full of integrity, compassion and kindness.
The courage that she brings is like a passion of a soldier at war.

“Inspire them, tell your story
So laying bare her heart,

The Mother  - The White Lotus!

She bloomed..........in all her Glory.

Her joyous petals whispered......

The Mother - The White Lotus
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 Sitting near the Mother’s feet, a way to her Heart is seen, Amma took me in her bosom 
during prayers and from there I perceived The Father’s abode where she resides. Amma led me 
through her energies and her gentle looks. Admired Amma’s smile, the care she took for every 
being around her, the unspoken words are unuttered songs lingering always in my ears like ever 
potential nourishment, perfumed by her own love. When we think its the Mother, no it’s ‘Both’ 
and when it is ‘Both’, the beyond is seen. An everlasting remembrance of THAT grace I 
received through Amma’s eyes, when I asked her once, “Amma, can I take a photo of yours?”  
That moment, that embrace, Amma absorbed me as her child.

Collecting these words as fragrant roses and offering at your Lotus feet Amma!

 Amma gave her presence subtly in Ashramic dream state, to realise her as Divine 
mother, a Master from Female Hierarchy. Ever thankful for this touch Amma! Have seen you 
always in Master’s eyes and Him in Yours. 
 Another incident that happened recently by the grace of Srimathi Shailaja Joshi garu, 
we got an opportunity to visit Master and Amma garu at the Bangalore Airport and got their 
blessings. Amma, the power of your utterance and divine energy always vibrates  in us every 
moment.  Amma, you are our living guide. We emulate you and follow your foot steps as your 
children.
 Thank you for gracing me with the opportunity to express my heart in this way, 
Master. Our koti koti namaskarams and eternal hugs to you Amma. Amma garu, we love you.

 To be said, not been in much physical proximity with Amma garu, but through her I 
realised how the Divine mother gives her presence beyond physical, which is to be cherished 
and nourished all the time. Never to forget is that moment, by the Will and blessing of the 
Master, we got to attend first Gurupooja Celebrations at Vaisakh. We all got an opportunity to 
offer flowers and  do pada Namaskarams to the Lotus feet of the Master Dampati.  I have been 
longing for that moment from the day I got the darshan of Mater Dampati. After the 
Namaskarams , when I was about to leave Amma called me with her hand gesture and with so 
much of love gave me a yellow Vastram which adorns the Altar as mothers blessings.

Bangalore
- Renuka Ganesh

An Ode to the Divine Mother - Ammagaru
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 There is never a reason to stop celebrating all the beautiful ways She, our beloved 
Ammagaru, shaped our lives. She bequeathed on us, the timeless wisdom, a legacy so precious 
and valuable. She shaped our world and remained our most powerful teacher in the hands-on 
laboratory of everyday living.

 Anybody, who chanced to be in her presence, even for a very short duration, felt the 
tremendous waves of affection and care emanating from her, ebbing and flowing. It is just 
overwhelming! All that one can do is learn; learn to swim in those waves. When one engaged in 
a conversation with her, it did look like fine piece of pottery in the process of being moulded by 
her words with love and care.

Mysuru
- Sharada Ganesh

Mother’s Love
 Of all her many attributes, all that comes down to is the heart- a Mother’s heart. It had 
everything to do with the tenderness and toughness, the compassion and conscientiousness of 
the heart. The Mother’s love impacted us in an incredible way, always guiding and protecting. 
And it is felt in every place she ever visited, every moment she spent with us, and every person 
ever associated with her.

 It is a “heaven upon earth” to have savoured the empathy and love of the Mother. No 
relationship on earth has been so compassionate, so deep-seated, so sincere and so genuine, 
based on highest and most selfless form of love.

 Scriptures are certainly consistent in reminding us that we reap what we sow, and for 
most of us, our beloved Amma garu, the Grand Lady in our lives sowed beautiful seeds of truth, 
wisdom, joy and peace, a spiritual harvest that is now bearing fruit in us and will do in our 
children next.

 Mother taught us how to pray in ways unique as much as our beloved Master K. 
Parvathi Kumar. Prayer was taught by example. It was lived and it is a legacy that has been 
passed on to us. The Grand Lady who can hear the Divine Word and talk the same has been a 

 Fortunate are those who could relish the presence of the Mother and much more 
fortunate are those who could relate and associate with her as she corresponded with greater 
understanding and wisdom.

Mother’s Light

Her Love and Light
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Her Love and Light live on forever.
Again, this newfound courage to put these words here is given by her.
Humble salutations to Ammagaru and Mastergaru!

source of strength and beauty like no other. Out of pure love emanating from her, she prayed 
for all and not just for those in need of help. Let us be reminded that a mother’s prayer is a 
priceless gift! A real treasure, an earnest heartfelt force of power. That force was so powerful that 
she manifested and materialized the needed prayer or help. We are indeed blessed with a 
mother who prayed for us.
 What one has enjoyed deeply once, one can never lose. All that one loves deeply 
becomes a part of them. There has been not a moment we missed her. Her voice and form are 
ever impressed upon our hearts. Even the idea that “though not physically, her voice can be 
heard from the heart” has been strengthened just by being in her presence all the while.
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 Namaskarams to the Lotus Feet of the World Mother, Krishna Kumari Ammagaru.

- Sravana Badaseshi

“या देवी सव�भूतेषु मातृ-�पेण सं��थता। नम��ै नम��ै नम��ै नमो नमः॥ “

Bangalore

 

 She gave birth to many traits; to name few, patience and poise, in all of us. I can 
proudly say, I consider myself to be one of the luckiest people on earth, because I was fortunate 
enough to be near to Ammagaru during the spiritual meets of May Call and December Call.
 If I remember well, our memorable moments were in the kitchen. Ammagaru is the 
symbol of affection and kindness. She used to come and check what we were doing in the 
kitchen and never hesitated to help us out with recipes. Every time she visited Tapovana she 
used to enquire about each person in the families of Bangalore Brotherhood. I was very much 
surprised to see her remembering the names of kith and kin of families. After the dinner of 
Ammagaru and Mastergaru, she used to wait till we all had our dinner giving us company.
 Another great trait of Ammagaru is that she is naturally friendly and welcoming. I 
observed that people were always attracted to her positive vibes and jovial nature. Ammagaru is 
the personification of supreme self-sacrifice. She is the embodiment of selfless Divine Love that 
does not expect any reward in return for the Love shown for her children! She is the perfect 
example of what the Lord said in the Gita! 

Ammagaru in one word - 'जननी '-या जनायि◌त सा जननी

कम��ेवािधकार�े माफलेषु कदाचन

 Let all our love, respect, adoration, service be for our dear Ammagaru and reach her 
Lotus Feet as an offering! I will forever be grateful to God, for giving me the wonderful and 
everlasting experience with Ammagaru.
Namaskarams to her Divine Feet!

The World Mother
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May god guide us through those footsteps.

Her actions are selfless,

She is now in him,

Where her compassion energizes the air,

May god guide us through those footsteps.

She is in our hearts,

She is in our prayers

Her devotion is boundless,

Where her every action imbibes service, 

Her rays of energy, her deeds of love,

Where her ardent devotion defines us,

She is an abode of true passion,

She is now with him.

Bangalore

May god guide us through those footsteps.

Her personality is mesmerizing,
Her journey of enlightenment is inspiring,

- Sushmita Murali

Where her every word spoken is a dew drop of love, 

Where her smile enchants and eyes sparkle, 
May god guide us through those footsteps.

May god guide us through those footsteps.

Her simplicity is splendorous,

Her words of wisdom, her songs of devotion,

Where her hands raised to bless our being,

Her knowledge is eternal,

She is in our thoughts,
She is in our deeds 

She is a reflection of him,
She is a shadow of him,

Thoughts are hers and actions are his,
Such a divine personality,

She is THE Mother. May god guide us through Her footsteps!

Her Footsteps!
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 Every time Master Dampati visits Bangalore, she used to bring loads of gifts and 
especially lots of Swiss chocolates to all the kids of  Tapovana, small and big. Every one of us are 
kids to her.

- Viswagupta & Kalyani
Bangalore

 We are lucky to have a long association with Master K. Parvathi Kumar and Mother 
Krishna Kumari garu. Doubly lucky to be part of Tapovana as Master Dampati always had 
intense personal affection to all of us. Whenever Master Dampati used to visit Tapovana, 
Amma garu remembered every one and used to greet each one of us name by name with whole 
hearted smile, such a memory power and affection. Not only in Bangalore, we observed, every 
WTT center is like her own family, and she used to remember every one by name and what they 
are doing – like what they are studying , job, family. She always used to be cheerful and smiling. 
She treated every one like her own children. During their every visit, she used to remember all 
occasions / functions happened at any of our houses from last visit to the current one like 
marriage, delivery, namakaranam, gruha pravesam, marriage etc., and used to bring 
appropriate gifts and clothes to respective family members.
 She is very supportive of kids. For every Gurpoojas at Bangalore – for Kids programs, 
many times, we may have been late – but she always came well in time – sit patiently through 
the entire children program. Appreciate and encourage kids, give away goodies after program 
to each one. Our son and daughter are very lucky that they got opportunity to present their 
skills in front of Master and Mother. Mother’s memory and Voice are astonishing and amazing 
to us. She knows all prayers, strotrams, Veda chantings, Homa and pooja by memory. Every 
pooja, homam and prayers – Master’s and Madam’s voice used to create lots of energy in the 
prayer hall.

 Whenever we visit Radhamadhavam in Vizag, after prayer she would recognize us,  
enquire our well being, about our family and each and every one at Tapovana by name. In 2010 
after our gruhapravesam Master Dampati visited our house and blessed us. They patiently saw 
each and every room, mother enquired about each and every item, gave some suggestions and 
spent some time in our house. We can feel their presence even today, Whenever we recollect 
that visit of theirs, it  feels as if it happened very recently. All the experience of mother’s visits are 
still fresh in our minds and we can feel her good wishes and blessings. We pray the Master to 
give strength to all of us to live in the path showed by her.

Memories of the Mother
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అమ��� (�మ� కంభం�� కృష� ��� ��)

 �తృ���� ���ంబ�� దర�న��� ప���� � .  �త��త���హ��, అత�ంత 

అ�మతత సర����హకత� �మర��� క��న �తృ�� � "అమ��� ". �

 ఈ �ణ� ��ష� �త �� ల��� మం�� అమ��� ��ట "అన��ర � పథక�" 

�ర��ంపబ��న��. స�� ట, స�� వ��ం�ట అమ��� �ర��తన� �తృత��న� ��క, ���� 

జగ�� � మం�ర� �ర�హణ� ��� ���ల� అమ��� �ర�హణ ��ర�ం దర�న����.  

�ర��ర�హణ� అలసత��, ఏమ��� �క జగ�� � �ఠం �ర��ం� �ర��మ�ల� 

�హ�ట� �క ��� �క�ం� స��వ� �ర�కరల� � అ�భవ�. �ర��మ� �భ�ధ�, 

జయ�ధ�� �ర��ంచబ�ట� అమ��� ఆ�ంత� అ�మతత� �ల�ట �ధ�ల� ఆదర��. �

 �స�� �ర����� �� ��తం� ���ం�, ��త �గ����� ��� �వ� �వన�, 

��న� �వన�నం� సమ�ల��� నడ�న �ణ�చ�త, �స���� �వ� కర�త��ర�హణ� 

అమ��� సం�ర � సహ�రం మన� ��త�. 

 ���ధవం ���న�� ��రణ� వ�� ��న �� �  �స�� E K �� ���ధవం� 

���ం�, �హ��గ� ��నవర� ��� �కరణ����, అత�ంత ఆదర�� �వలం�ం�న �తృ�వత. 

�స�� ��� �క �� బృంద�� �� ఆదరణ� ��న �మ��.�  

 �స�� �� �మ��ణ� ��� ��� �� ���క�� �ర��ం� సర��ర��ల� కర��  

మ�� �ర��మ�లం� సం�ర�� � ��� � మన బృంద�ల� ఆదర��� �ల�న "ఉతమ �

మ�ళ”

 �� ప��మ �దర బృంద�ల� అమ��� ��ష� �ౖన �వ� అం�ం�ట, అన����ల� 

అమ��ట, బృంద�కర��ల ఏ���� ఎ�� ���వ� �ర�కరల� � ���న "���వం���”

 

 అమ��� దృ��  ����ట అ�ధ��. ప��ల� యం�� వ� �రంతర� 

సర��ర��మ��, స��ల� దృ�� � ����� �ర�హణ జ���ం����. ఆ�ల��ల�, 

 అన��న� అమ��� అన��ర�� , ���� ఆ� అమృత హస��  �ం� ��ం�న�� 

కలర�ట అ�శ�� ���. అం� �ఖ��� ష��ల� �స�� E K ��, బృంద�� సంతృ� �

పర�ట ఒక �గ ��ష�. 

B.R.K. ��  

జగ����ఠం

��ఖపట�ం
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 అమ���� ��నంత� ఏ ��ర� �క �వరన�  స�మ�� ��ట �� ��న సత��. 

 �స���� �ర��ం� అ�� �ర��మ�ల� అ��గ��, శ�ర సహ�ర� �క��న�, 

��� అ�స�ం�� ����సవర� �స���� ��స� ��త�� �ర��ం� �న అమృత��.�  

 అమ��� కళ "�వ�కళ". ��తమంత� �స����� అ�స�ం�ట� ��. ��ంబ 

�ధ�తల�� అ�మతత� �ర��ం�, జగ� �త �ర��మ�ల�� సం�ర�� � �ర��ం� �స����� �

�����  ��ద�ణ ��ం� ���క జగ�� � �ఠ�� సంద��ం�, �తృ స�ర�� అం�ం�న 

�మ��.�  

అమ��� ���త�� ��త సమయ�న ��ంబ�� �ం�� ������ ����ం�ట �� 

ప��త� �హ��. ఏ�� ఎ��  అ��గ� ప����ల��ౖ� ఆ� �ందరవదన�, ���త�� 

ప��త� ��� ద��ంబ����.

బృంద�����, ��ధ�ం��ల��, ��ధ �శ�ల�� స��� ��� ���� క. అమ��� �� పకశ� �

అ�ఘ�. ద�బ� ��� �షయ�ల �వరణ ఆ� స�ృ� పథ�� ����ం�ట వలన ఆ� 

ఎ�ట అసత� �వరన� � అవ�శ� ��. అమ��� ��త�� ��� �ం���, ��� �ం���, 

�పంచ��ప�� � �న� జగ�� � �ఠ బృంద��,��ంబ�� ఇ�� �లమం�� తమవం� స�య 

సహ�ర�� అం�ం�ట� �థ���� �ం�ట ��ష�. 

 అమ��� ప��త�� నమ���ంజ�. 

అమ��� ��, ���,�  ���వ�, ��న� మన బృంద�ల� ఆదర��ౖ ��వవ�న� �స����� 

�����  ... 

 జగ�� � �ఠ� 
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అర�వంత�� ��తం - పరమ���ల కం�తం

 సం�ద�త, ప��త, సమర�త సమర���ల స��ప� మన �తృ� కృష� ��� ��. ఈ 

స�� �ల�� ఆ�� ����� ం��. సత�ం��య ��ంబం� జ��ం�న ఆ� ఎ�� ��ల� 

పర��ం�న� ���ంత� ఆ� సం��యబద�ం�� ��ం��. �� ��త అ�� ఆ�� మన� 

���త�ం స�ష� ం� �చ��� ం��. ఎ��� ఉ�జ� ం� ఉ��హం�� ఆ� తనవం� �ధ�తల� 

�ర��ం��. 

 కృష������ ఒక జన��న� �� �స�� E K �� �డ�ద �ం� �ంద� ��వ�� �శ�క� 

ర�ం��� ��� ర�ం�న "MAN" అ� �సక� ��� "�� అవ�శ�న���� ఒక ప��యం 

 భగ�� � సత��� �� �� అ��హం �ందడం, �స�� �ర����� ��� ధర�ప�� 

�వడం, �స�� E K �� �వ� ����� ����ందడం, తత��వం� �మశః పరమ���ల ���క�ఆ� 

వ��ల�డం అ�� �మబద��ౖన ఆ� ��గ�� చక�� ���ణం� మన� దర�న��� �. 1977వ 

సంవత�ర�� ���ధ��� �స�� E K �� ఆయన� �� న��, �ద�� ర��క� � ���� 

�ళ�డం జ��ం�. ఆయన� �� ��ద�ర�, �స�� �ర�� ��� ��, �ద�� �వశంక� 

ఉండటం జ��ం�. అ� � అదృష� ం�� ఎ��� ���� ం�ం! ఏ� సంవత�ర�ల �� (1977-1984) 

ఆ� �స����� ��న �రంతర �వ� వర�� �తం! ఆ� ��న ���  భ�� � �ధ�ల� ఆదర��యం! 

�స����� ఆ� అం� ఎంత �త�ల��! �వలం మ���� �బ��  �స�� E K ��� �వ �యడ� 

�క, ఆయన ���  ఉన� ��� ��� �� అం� ����� ఆదర�� �వ ����. "� �ద �వ� 

� ��ర��ల �� �య��" అ� �గవత పద�ం కృష������ �� దృక�థం� మన� 

���ం��� ం�. ���ధవం� �స���� �త�������� ఆచ�ం�న�� ఆ� �జ, 

అ����� ���� అమ��న ��� ఆ� �ద� క���� ం��. �వలం వంట, వడ�న, ��ంబ �ర�హణ 

�ష�ల� ��� ��. ఏ ప� ��� అం�� �తన ఉ�జ� � ఉం��. �ం�, �� �న� 

�ష�ల� ��� ��ల� ఇచ�ట ��య��� ���. ఆ� ���� ���ధవ� ���  �ద �� 

�ం� ఉదయం ఆ� గంటల��� స�యం� ���  ��� ం���. ఆ త��త� �� �ర�క��ల� 

నగరం��� ����ర�. �� ఎ���ౖ� ���ట�� � ���  వ� � �ంట� మ�� ��నం తప��స�� 

�యమ���. ఎవ�ౖ� �� ���� సర�డం �షయం� �� ���  ఉం� ఆ� అం�క�ం��� 

��.

Dr. �ంతల�� సత���

��ఖపట�ం
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 "ఒక మం� ��ంబం� ��� , మ�క ఉన�త�ౖన ��ంబం�� అ����� ం�. ��� ��� 

�ర� అ�ం�. ఈ� �ర� జన� �కృతం �ప��. ��� �� �� �త��� ��� � ఈ�� �� 

��హం ��� అ� �� ����. అత� ��ం��. ఈ దంప�� ఎ�� స����� �ర���� �. 

��ళమం� �����. �� �తకం� అ� ఉన��. కృష���� �త�యం�ం వం��. �వలం ��� 

�� ��ం��� �� మన జగ�� ��ఠం సంస� ��ం�ల �గ��ల� ���న �� ���� ం�. 

1981� �క���మ ఆ����క ఉ��పన ��� �� �ర����� ��� �� ����� నం� �ంట� 

'అ�� �స�� ��" అ� భ� ��వన� అం�క�ంచటం జ��ం�. "work is worship" అం�� క�! అ� 

కృష���� తత�ం"  �

క�క� ఆ� అం� భయ� భ� ��దర �ద�మ�ల� ఉం��. ఆ� ఉత��ల� ��� ం� ఒక కళ 

ఉం��. �ం�� ఉం�� అ�� �సవ� ం!

��� �ప�� సంవత�ర�ల �� �స�� �ర�� ��� �� �క���మ ఆ����క ��ల� ఆ� 

�� ��� � ఆయన� �ర��, �క���మ ��ల� ఒక త�� � తన వం� కర�� ��� ఆ� �కరణ ���� 

�ర��ం�న �షయం�� మనంద�� ��త� క�! �వలం ������ ����క ఆ� స�యం�, 

సమర�వంతం� �యడమ�� ఆ� స��వం� ఉం��. ��నం� ��వ� � అ� ఒ������ ��.

 ఉ�హరణ� ��ఖపట�ం� పర�� ల� �� సంవత�రం ఆగ��  11 �స�� E K �� జన���త�వం 

��, నవంబ� 7వ �� �స�� �. �. �. జన���త�వం �� జగ�� � �ఠం �ర��ం� ��డంబర 

�ర���ల� �స�� దంప�� ��� నడం ఒక ఆన���. ఇ� �వలం సర� ��న� జ��క 

స��శ�. �ల��కల�, వృ�� ల� ఆ� వ���నం, ����గ మ�ళల� ���  �షన� � ఆ� ఎం� 

�మ�, �త�ల� �వన� బ�క��� ం���. అ� ఒక పం�గ� జ���ం�ం�. ఒక సంవత�ర� 

అ��ర� �ర�లవలన ఆ� ��� న��. �స�� �. �. �. �� ��� �వడం జ��ం�. సభ అనంతరం 

అ�క మం� మ�ళ� � దగ�ర� వ�� "అ�ం� ��! అమ��� ���. ఆ� వ��� , ఆ� ��ల� 

ఇ���  �� ఆనందం! ఆయన ��� ఆ� �వత" అ� గద� ద స�రం� �� అనడం జ��ం�.

 �� �తృ� కృష���� �� ��ం� �� � ఒక �సక� ం �ద���ం�. �� స���వం వలన ��� 

���ల� ���� �. 

చ�వ��" అ� ఆ�ర��ం��. ఒక ప��యం ఆయన �����న ���ల� య�తథం� ఇచ�ట 

�ం�ప��� ���.

 �స�� �రన� ఈ �టల�� �త��ం� మనమందరం ఆ� �వన ��నం� ��న�ర� క�!

 �స�� �. �. �. దంప�� �ర��ం�న ����, �ర���� అసం��కం� ఉం��. 

��ఖపట� ణం వర� ��� � సంబం�ం� "�స�� ఇ � �ందరవనం", �ల�� ���లయం" అ�� 
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 � స��ష��� వ� � ఆ� న�� ఒక �ంత �ద���� ఆద�ం��. ��� 9 

సంవత�ర�ల �� �� ��ంబం�ఒక స���� ��ం�, �� �జ��క�ల� ఏ��� ��న 

�తృస���� కృష���� ��. న�� ���ధవం� ������� ���. � ��హ� �స�� 

దంప�� దగ��ం� జ��ం��. � ఇద�� �ల�ల� ఊయల� �య�డం, �మకరణం, అన��శనం, 

అ����సం �� ��ం��. � ఇం� గృహ��శం ��, �జ� �ర��ం�, మ�� ఆ�ర��ం��. 8-

3-2020 వ ��న � �థమ ��� �కృష�పవ� ��హ� ఈ �వ�దంప�ల �తృత�ం� �ౖభవ�� 

జ��ం�. �వలం � ��ంబ స��ల� ����క ఈ ��హం� ��� న� వంద�� నగర���, 

జగ�� ��ఠం ��ధ �ం��ల ��ం�ల��� ఈ దంప�� �మ� పలక�ం� ఆ�ర��ంచడం 

"�స�� ఇ.�. సంస�� సద� (పర�� ల)" శం��� పన� ఈ �ణ�దంప�� �యడం జ��ం�. అ� 

జగ�� ��ఠం చ��� �రస�ర�యం!

 �రంతర �మ, ఓ�క, �తృ� ��� సహజం�� మన� �చ��� ం��. ���, ��మం 

��ం� అ�� �ర���ల� ��� నడం, ఎవ� ఆ���ం�న �� ��క� మ��ం�, ����ల� �క� 

�య�క �హపర�ౖన అస�స�త� ప�� ం���ం�, ఇత�ల� సం�ష��� ల� స��వన� ఆ� అ��ం�� 

��� ం���. ఎవ� ��� న�జ� ���ధవం� ���� �రంద�� �తన వ�� ల� బ�క�ం�, �ర� 

ఆద�ంచడమ�� ఆ� సర���న�ల�ణం! అం��� ఎవ�ౖ� భ���  ఆ�� �ర� సమ��� � ఏ� 

సందర�ం� ఆ� ఆ �ర క�� �నడం అ�� �జం� ఒక �ప� �షయం! ���ధవం� �� సంవత�రం 

దస� �జల� �ర��ం� సం��యం� �గం� ఇతర �ం�ల �ం� వ�� �ధక ��ం�ల���, 

అ�� ��ఖ� �ర�కరల� � అ�త�ౖన �����ల� �తన వ�� ల�, �� �ల�ల� ఆట 

వ�� �ల�, ���ల� ఆ� ఉ��హం� బ�క�ం���. ����ం� అ�� �ం� అ��ల� ఉప�ర, 

�జన స���ల �షయ��ఆ� స�యం� �ధ�త వ�ం���. 

 �స�� E K �� �హప���గ సమయం� 9-3-1984 �ం� 17-3-1984వ ��ల న�మ �తృ� 

�� ��న �వ అనన��ౖనద� ����. ఆ ���� ��� �స�� ��� ద��ంచ��� వ��న 

�వన�ం�� ఆ� ����మం� ��న �జన స���� �దర బృం��� ఎ��� ��� ం��.  

"అన��ర"�  అ� ప���ౖన ���� ఆ� ��త�క సం�త�! ���ధవం� �� ���రం 

�మం, �మ�రం ��ష సమయం� �వ�జల� �ర��ం�న అనంతరం ఆ� స�యం� భ�� లంద�� 

��ద�తరణ ��న �ౖనం మనం మ�వ���. సంస�� �ల�ల ��� న ��� ఆ�� �� ��� ం��. 

�ంత మం�� ���  ��� ం��� ��! �ల�ల పట�  ఆ� �న� �మ�� �దర�న�.

 పరమ�జ� భక�� మ���, స�� � ��నంద�� ��� �త�ల�ం, ఆ�ర�చనం మన�నల� �

�ం�న కృష������ ధ������. 
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జ��ం�. అ��లంద� '�� దర�నం' మ� �గ�ం�, �స�� �� అ��హం� ��ం�, 

మహ�నం��� �ం��. ఇ� � హృద�ల� �ర�� �� ����� ఒక పరమ ప���ౖన ఘట� ం.

�తృ�� మ�వగల�!

ఆ� ఋణ�� �ర�గ��!

'అ���' అ� �స�� ఇ.�. ��

�� ��గ ���న ��...

'అమ���' అ� �దర బృందం

�� �ర�ం�న ��...

పరమ���లకం�తం!

�� �త�ల�ం� సం��ం�న ��...

������ ప��న ��...

'కృష����' అ� �స�� �. �. �. ��

మ�వ�� ఆ ���� �����...

అర�వంత�� ��తం!

'�����' అ� ��

మ�వ�� ఆ ���� �����!

- �ంతల�� సత���

 �తృ� కృష���� �� అమృత��!�  మన� అ�స�ర���. �క���మ �శ��ల 

హృద�ల� ఆ� �� న� ����� త�!
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కృష������ - అమృత���

 � �ర�� ����      ���ధవ� అ�నంత�

 �రత�యన� తల�     �స�� ఇ.�., �స�� �.�.�.! 

 పరమ���ల �ర��న 

 పర�తమ� �����

 కృష�����రమృత��!�     కృష�����రమృత��!�

 �శ, ��శ�ల జగ�� ��ఠ�    �ప�� ఆ� సంవత�ర��

 ��త �గ�����ౖ     మరలమరల ��� ���

 జగ�� �� ��� �ల�..     పరమ��� ��ం�..

 బృంద�ల��ట �ల�న      �ధ�ల� ఆద�ం�..

        కృష�����రమృత��!�

 తన�ణ� న��ం�న

 కృష�����రమృత��!�     భ�� ల మన�ల �ం�న 

 ��గ�� � ! �తృ��!�

 �� హృదయ�న ���న      �� స���న త�ం�న 

 కృష�����రమృత��!�

 �స�� ఇ.�. క���న     సప � సంవత�ర�� 

�ంతల�� సత���

�స�� �� స���� 
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�తృ ���

V. V. �మకృష� �� �

�ం���

 “అమ� అన�� ఒక కమ�� �ట అ� ఎ���� ��య� మమతల �ట " అ��� �� క�. ఈ �ట 

�జ� �� ప�� �మ� కంభం�� కృష� ��� ��� �� స���ం�. 

 ఆ�డ� అమ�� ��ం�న ���ల�న, �����ల �న అమ� �మ� పం��. జగద� � �ఠం 

�� స��లంద� ఆ�డ �ల��. �స�� �� ఒక ����, తం�� అ�����  వ� � ఆ�డ 

మనలనంద�� త�� � ఆద�ం��. ఆ ఆ��యత� అ��� �ం�న ��� ��� ఆ అమృతం �� 

����. 

 దస� నవ��ల �జల� ��, �ం�చలం ���జల� వ��న ��� అంద�� చక�� 

పలక�ం���. ��మం�� �ర�� �����. �జల� ��క��న ��ంబ స��ల �మ 

స���� అ����.

 �స�� E K �� ���ధ�ం � ��� �� అ��హ ఆ�ర�చనం �ం�న మహ��� అమ���. 

�స�� ��� సగ�ౖ ఆయన ఏ ���జ ల� ��� అక�డ � ��� అక�డ �ళ�� వ� ��నం ����. 

ఆ �ం�ల� ఉం� �న� �న� �ర�కరల� � ఆ��యం� పలక�ం� ��. ఒక �తృ�� �� , ��ప�� 

� ఆ�డ మనంద� హృద�ల� �రం��.  

 ఆ�డ� ���� అ��చ��� మన� �యవల�ంద��  ఆ�డ ఆచ�ం� ��ం�న 

�ర��� నడవడ�.

 ఎ�� జన�ల �ణ�ఫల� స�� � ���ధ�ం మన� క��ం�. ఆయన ధర�ప�� �, మనంద� �తృ 

�� �� కల� �ల� ���న ఆ�డ ఋణం ����వ��� అవ�శం క��ంచమ� మనమందర� �ర�న 

��� ం.
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త�� జగజ�న� �క�త శర�� శర�

 అమ��� ఆ�ర�ం అత�ంత ���కత క��న�. ప��  �ర� �ద��కం� ఉం� , �త �ర� 

�ం�� ఉం���. �ంథ�� �ర� �న���� ఉం���. ఏరకం �ర� క�� � అం�� అందం� 

ఒ������. అం��, ఆ �ర క�� � �ం�దనం, �రవం ఉ�� ప��. ఆ� క�� �న��� ����� 

వ�� ����ధం� ఉం��. తల� ���� ఎంత �ం���  �������! ��� �� �� �చ�ట� 

ఉం��. అ�� ఆ� మన� �ం�మ ��� చక��, �న��, �ం�ం� ��� ��. ఆ�� ఎ��� న��న 

��� ల� ��, ���న ��� ��� �డ��. 

 ఇంక �య� అ��క  ����, �� �� అ�� � ������ ��� చ����. �వ�జ 

��ం�, హ�మ �జ ��ం�, ల�� �జ అ��, గణప� �జ అ��, �మ�ౖ� చక�� 

ఉ��రణ�, � ��� �� ��� స� ���ం� అ��త�ౖన కంఠస�రం� ఆ� చ���ం� 

��రమ�� తరం�� ఎం� ��ంతన క��ంచడం అంద�� అ�భవ�. ����� గళం �ం� �లవ� 

తరం�ల అ����  ఎ�����  (����� చదవడం ��) ఉం������. అ�క అ��త 

అ���! అమ��� �జల� ��, ��� న��ల� ��, ఏ �భ �����  �� అ� �వ�ం� �� �ర�  

 �� తర� ��ం��  ఉండడం వల�  ఓ చక�� దృశ�ం �� అవ�శం క��ం�. � �����, 

అమ��� �ల��� ����. �� త�ర�� బయట� �ం� ���ర�. �వర �జ�ల గ�� బల�  

వద�  ఇద�� ���� �� ���, క���  ����ం� క��ం���. �వర� అ�క అ��ప దర�నం. 

 “త�� , జగజ�న�, �క�త, శర�� శర�'' అ��ం� అమ��� �ద పద��ల� 

నమస��ంచడ� �� అల��. 

 అమ���� త����� ��,  ఆ��యం� పలక�ం� ఆ న��,  ఆ  చక�� ���న �ల�� 

��� ����డ�, అమ���� అ��ం� అ��ప ��హం ��� �వ�� ం�. 

అమ��� ��� ���  �ళ� �� ��� �ద నమ��ర� ���� ��ల అమ�క� ��� ����. 

''�� �ం� ��� ���ంచం�” అ���.  అ�� �ల అలంకరణ సమయం� ''�� ���� 

�ట� ం�''  అ���. అ� ఆ��� �ద�  మన�� ���ణం. �ల దండ� �న��� ఉం� ��� మ�ంత 

���� ��� చక�� �యడం అ�వద�  ����న��. ''����� వ���� �, నమ��రం ���� �య� 

� ��� ���'' అ���. �� అ��ందం� �����. �� �య� � ������ర�. � ������ 

��� న �ం� అమ��� నమస��ం�����.

రమ�  ���

�గ�నగరం
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�ట� ఎంత ��ం��! అ��డ��� అమ��� తన� �� భజన� ���ం�ం� �నడం జ��ం�. 

�ం�ం�  ఎం� ��� ఉం��.  

���జ� ��ం�, ���� ���ధవం� జ�� �జల� ��ం� �జ� �క�వడం ఉం����. 

అ������ �� �క� ���� ��. మం�ల� న�����. ఓ�� �� దస� �జల ప� ��� 

ఉండడం జ��ం�. ఆ ఏ�� అమ���� ��� ��� జ�రం. �జ� ����� ఈ��  ��� న� 

అస� �� ఓ��ం�ం�  అ��ం��. �� �ల���స�� అమ���� �� ప�� ల�ణం� త��ౖ 

క��ం� ��. అ� ఆ� శ� �స����� �దర�నం. ���� ఉం� ���ల� ఈ ���� అదనం 

అన��ట. ఏ �ర��మం ��ం�, � ������ �శ ���ల ���ల� ��ం�  తన అ������ �క� 

��ం� ��.

 ఎవర�ౖ� ��� వ� సమర�ణ ���ం� మర� ��� క��న��� అ� క�� �� 

దస� �జ��  అంద�� ఆ ��క �ద �ర�� పర�శ��� �ం��న�� �� ���. స��లంకృ��ౖన 

అమ���� �� �   క�� అమ��� కదల� అమ���� �జ ��� న��� � ఉం��. ఆ �జ��  � 

�����, అమ���  �ల� అలంక�ం� ��నం �� �� ఇష� ం� ఉం��. ����� 

��ల�� ఎక��క�డ ��� � �ౖగ ���� అక�డ �ల  అలంకరణ ����. ఏ ��� ఎక�డ��� 

��ం�ం� అదక�� ఇ���. � ����� ��� న ఏ �వ���, ఇం� �ట ��� ��ం�ంద��� �  

అమ��� అ� స���  � ������ న��� ����. �� న����. ��� ఒక క��ల పం�గ� 

ఉం��. 

 దస� �జల� అ�� ���ల �ం� వ�� �ళ�ం. అంద�� వస� స����, అన����� 

స���  ఉన�� ��� స�యం� ����. � అంద�� బట� � ���  పం���. బట� � ��� ల��, 

ఎవ�క�� బ�మ�� ఇ��ల�� స�యం� బ��� ��� �� �����. �జ�ల సమయం� ఆ� 

�� వడ�న� ఉప��ం���. ఆఖ� మ��� �� ప��� � అం�� �� అ� గమ�ం���. 

ఇ��క ఉళ�� ��� ��� �ౖ�� � �జ��, ��� ఏ��� ��ం���. ��న�ంత వర� అంద�� 

స�యం� �గనం���. అంద�� ��� �ం�� వ�� ���న��� � అ��ం��. అస� ఆ అ��యత� 

క���వల�న�!

���ధవం� జ�� �ర�����  ఆ� పర���ణ అంద�� ఒక రక�ౖన �మ��ణ ఏర���ం�. ఎక�� 

�ర���� ����. ���� ఏం ���, ఎంత ���, �� ఎ� ఉం�� అ�� సల��, �చన� 

ఇ����. ఎక�� వృ� ������ ��. ఆ ���ల� నగ�, �లదండ� సమ��� �ౖభవం 

�����. �జ అ��� ���� ఆ� ��� �స� �స� వ��ం���.  అ� ఆ�� తృ�,�  �న���� 

ఆనందం.
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 ���� �ం� వ�� ం� �� వ�� వర� ఎ��  ��� ం���. �� అ�� �ళ�� �� 

����. � వర� �� ఎ��� �య� జ���ండ� ���ర�. ఇం�� � ��� స�� అమ��� 

న��� ''రం�, రం� ��ణం �� జ��ం�'' అం� పలక�ం�, ''�� ��, ���� �� రం�'' అ� 

�య� �� � �����. �వలం మమ��� కలవ��� మధ�� వ����.  అ�� ���� �� �����. 

అంత��� అ� �యవల�న అవసరం ��. అ�� ఆ �మ అ�వం��. అ�� వ��న�� �మం� 

�� �� �� ��� �� �������.

��ం���. అ��� ఎంత ఆనందం� ఉం��! 

 ��� ���న ప��� ఎవ�క�� ఒం��  ��ద��, ������య�� �� �మం �సం 

తపనప���. ఆ తపన అ�ం� ��� �����  �మం క��ం��. అస� అమ��� �� �ంట ఏమ�� 

వ� � అ� �����   అ���ం� అ��� ������. అ� �� అంద� �� ����.

�� �� పం�గ� ��� గడపడం జ��ం�. �� పం�గ ��ఖ�త� బ��  అలంక�ం���. 

���  �మ���నంత చక�� ��� ��. వరల��� అలంకరణ �� ��ం��. �డ�  ���� 

��� మ�మ��� �� ఎం� �చ�ట� �వణ మంగళ�ర ��� ��ం��. అ��పద��� 

జరగవల�న�!      

 పండగల� ��ంబస��లంద�� �జ�ల� �����. అంద�� �స� �స� వడ�న ����. 

క�� �ం� ఆ��యం� �జన� �ట� డం� �ధహ�� �. ఇ� �� ఇంతమం�� ఎవ� అ���� �

ఏ�� ���  ��� ����.  ఇ� అక�డ �జనం ��న �రంద�� అ�భవ�! అమ��� �� వంట 

మ�వ���. అంత అవ�ల�, అంత  ��� ����. ���, రవ� ���, ���, �ంగ�, 

పర�న��, బ�� �, వం�య ��� �, పచ���--- ఇ� ����ం��� �� ఉ���.  �ం� 

�����   అమ��� ��న ����, �� �� �� ���. వంక �� వంట. 

అమ��� �ౖద��� వ�� �� ��� ంట ఉం���. �న���� అ��ం���. త�� దం��, 

���� �ల�, వ�నల�  సంద�� ఉం���. ప�ళ� �ంద� వర� ����� ��ట� �ద �న� ��� 

�����. ఎం�క�� ��వ�� ��� �డ�మం�, �� సర� అ���. � ������ వ� �

�వ�క�ంజ� � ���� ఉం���. అక�డ �ం� ఒక�� �� ��� ం�� ���లం� ఆ�� 

�����న���. బ���, ��� ��� పం��ళ��. అంత '�� � ఎ�'�  ఎన��.  

ఒక స�� �� ఏ� సంవత�ర�� �� ఇంట ఉ��రం� � ఆ� ఔన����� అర�ం ���వ��. ���, 

�����  ఉం���� �వల�న� అమర�డం� ఏమ��� ఉం���ద� అప���� ��ం��. �

అన��ర�� , �తృ����  అంద�� �జన �క��� స�ంతం� �����రట. ఆ �లం� ఇ���న� 

����, �క��� ఏ�? ఇ��క ��� �దరబృం��� ఆ�ధ��. ఎం ����?  ఆ�� ఆ� ��! 
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  ఆ�� � ����� �ణ�ౖ� �ల�� ఇద�� �ం� క��. ఆ� ఆల� �ల� ఆ �ల�ల� అంత 

�ర�లం�, �రహం����, ��డంబర��, సం��రవం��� ������ందన��� ఏ ��ం 

సం�హం ��.  అ��� ఇం�� వ��, తన ఇం�� ���ం� ���� �గనం�, �మం� ��ం� �� 

క������. అ��� �జ��� ఆలస�ం� వ� � న��� ��.  ��ంబం అం� క�� �జ�� 

����. ����� ల�, అల�ర�� ఆ �జ�ల సమయం �� ��ం��. 

 అమ���� ����, ��య�� ఇష� ం ఉం�� ��. �� మనమ� �� ��ందం� 

�����. మహ�� ��య� ��ం ఇం��� �� ���� ����. అమ���� ��� �� ఇష� �ౖన 

ఆట. ����. ఇం��  �ర�� ఆ��ం� �న��డ� మనమ� ప�ం ���ం� ఉం���. 

�ద�మనమ� ఇంజ��ం� � �రడం ఆ�� ఎం� ఆనందం క��ం�న �షయం.  ఆ�� ఇద�� 

మనమల ఒ�� �ర���� �� ఆనందం క��ం��. ���, �డ� అ� �� ��. ఇద��� ఒ�� 

������.

 ప���� �� దయ� ����. అ�� అ�ద�� �� � ఒ������ ��. ��  అ����� 

ఆ�����. �ధ� �� �న�� క������. �రంద�� అం�� ఆ� అం� భయం� �� భ�,�  

�మ ఉ���. 

 ������� �శ ��శ  �����ల���� ��� స�నం� ��� న���  ఆ��న� 

�అ������ �� �న�క��ర�ం ���. అ� ఆ� వద�  �ం�� ఉం�. ఒక�� �శ��ం��ం� ఎ�� 

�వందల ��� � అంద�క�� �ం� ఎ�����. �త�� ��ల�  ��!  

 � ����� �వచ�ల� �ఖ� అం���ప�� �గల ������ క��న�� అమ���. ఎ�� 

�ర������ � ����� ���షన� � త��� ఉం���. ���� స� �� ��� �స�� ల� 

ఆ� ���ష� ������. �� ��� � ల��, ఏ�కధ ����  ఆ� ���న��! ఆఖ�� ఆ�� 

క��న���, 'ఏ�కధ �ర��  ��ం�. �� �� �:ఖం వ���ం�' అ� ����. అంత� 

�నమ���� అ� ��� న����.  

 � ����� ఆ�గ�ం ��� �� ఆం�ళన� ఉం���. 'అంద� రమ�ం��. ఆయ�� ��� 

ఆ��ంచ�.  ఆయ�� �ట ఇ���� �'. అం�ం���. ఆయన అల���ర� �ధ ప���. 

సహజ��! అ� అ� � ����� �ర���ల� ఎ��� �డ���� �� అ�� ����� ��. �� 

సహ�ర� �క��  � ����� ఇ�� �ర���� �యగ����?

 �మ��ణ, �ర���త, �ర�ద�త, �ర��శలత� ��  దయ, ��, ఇం�క�� ఎ��� ఏ� 

ఇ��ల� తపన, �రహం�రం, ఇ� ఎ�� స�� �� క��న�� అమ���. అంత� ������ 

సహధర�����, ఓ మం�  త�� �, �ం��ౖ�ల ��ం�ల� ఆలంబన�,  ఏ ఎం.�.ఏ.� ప���నంత 
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� ����� �జ���� �ౖభవం ���ం� అమ��రం� అ�శ�� ���. ఇద�� సమఉ�� �, 

అర���శ�ర త���� ��క� ఉం�ర� �� ఉన� �వన. ఆ�� ��� �యవల�న� ఎ�� ఉ���. 

అస� ఆ బం�� త�� � ��� ఎంత ��� త���! 

 అ�ం�   ఆ మ�����  ��త� మనంద� మన��ల�  �ం�సనం �ద ఎప���  ��న��� 

అల���, ఆ�ర���� , అ�����   �ల� �మ�� ��� ఆ� ��ల 'త��  జగజ�న� �క�త 

శర�� శర�' అ� తలవం� నమస���� ���.

సమర�వంతం� �ర��క, �ర �ం� �� ఎ�� �ర���� �ర��ంచగల శ� �స�����, 

సమ���ల�� సల��, �చన� ఇ�� , తమ ప��� ఉన� అంద� �మం�� �తృ���� , 

అంద�� తృ��� , �మ� క�� �ం� అమ�� - ఇ� ఎ����ల��  ఆ�� ఆ�ష��ం��వ��.
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మ�ర స����

�� దంప� ఇ��న ఆ�ర�చన బలం, ��� �త�ప� �ం�, �� స�ంధ�� �� ��య��� 

�హదప�ంద� � ��ఢ నమ�కం.

 ����ౖన అమ��� � �ద� ప�చయ� ���ధవ�� జ��న�. ��, � స�ద� 

�మ� ఇం�ర �� ��దంప� దర��ర�� ���ధ��� వ��, ఉదయ� �ర�న � ��� ���. ఆ 

త��త ఫల�రం ఆ�� స�య��, ��కరం�, త���� తమ స�హ�� ల� �� అం�ం��. 

ఆ�డ �� ��దం �� అదృష� � �� ద��న�.

 అప��� �మందర� ��� �� ���న �గవత� ���� సత�ంగ�� 

చ���ం����. అ� �న� స��లంద� ��దంప�� ఆ అ���� పం���ల� అ��ష 

ప��న� �రణ�� �� రమ�నమ� ఆ���ం��. � �న�ప� ��క�ం� � బృందం� �ంత 

సమయ� గడప��� ���పట�� వ���. బృందం�� �ద�మ�� �గవత అ���ల� 

మన� ��� పం�����. � ఇం��వ�� �ంత సమయ� గ��, �ర�� �జ� ఇక�డ ����న�ద� 

����. ఆ �� �� పర��నం. ఫల�రం ���� ��� �. �ంత �� అమ� ���  గడ పడ� 

జ��న�.

ఇ���లమం� సంఘ స��ల� ఆ� వ��� ల ���  ��� ��� �వడం ఆ� �� పకశ���  ���ణం. ఇ� 

����ం� �� ఎ�� మ�రస�ృ�� ఆ త�� ��. 

 �మ��గవత �థమస�ంధం ( �స�� K P K. �� �వచ�ల సం��) ఆ�ష�రణ ���ధవం� 

జ��ం�.  ఆ �� � అంద�� �వర � �న�. అమ��� ఆ �స�� �� �� తమ ఆనం��� వ�క� �

���. �గవతయజ�ం� ��పం��� అక��� వ��న � అంద�� ప��, �ం�మల� �� 

వ��ల� �� ఇ�� మమ��� ఆ�ర��ం��. 

 ఎ��� �రగ� ��న���, �� వ����  ఆ��యత� పలక�ం�, ��త దృ�� � అంద�� 

గమ�ం�, ఎవ�� ఏ� ��� అ� ఏ��� �� ఆదరణ ఆ�� వ�� ��� ఆభర��. 

 అమ���� �� ఎ��వ ప�చయం భ�చలం� లభ�మ�ం�. అమ���� అర�ౖ వసంత�� 

�ం�న �భ సందర��� ��� �ం�� �� అవ�శం క��ం�. అమ���� ���� �జ �� ��, 

����� ధ��లమ���. అప���ం� అమ��� �����ల� ��ల మ���. అ�క 

సంద��ల� � �ద ఆ� అ�ర క�� క��ల� ���ం��. 

�. ��త

నవ ��� సంఘ� (�గ�నగరం)
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 ��� �� ��� వ�క�ౖన �ంధ�ల ��క ఆ�డ ����, సహ�ర����. ఆ �స�� � �

అంద�� �ర�దర�క� అ�న�. మన�� �� ��ల�, ���ల��న� ఆ�చనల� �న�� 

ఇత�ల� అం�ం� ��� ��.�  పలక�ం��� ఆ��యత�, ఆ�� ��� ��న��� పం� అమృత ��.�  

ఆ �తృ����  ఇ� � ��మ��

ఆ� య�� ర�ం ��ం��. Master E.K. �� �నస ��క.   Master K.P.K. �� అ�� �డల� 

న��న ఆ ధన���, �ణ��� ���త� అంద�� అ�సర�యం. పరమ���ల క�ణ� ���ల� 

�� �ద పద��ల �ంత ఒక ��మం� ��న �ధ���.  ఆ�డ �టల� స�చ�త, ���తత��, �

�మ కల��న అమృ��య�ౖన ఆదరణ క��ం��. ���ద�� ��న కంఠ ధ��� �శ�మయ�ౖన 

�తృ�మ, క�ణ � ��న  �భ ప��� ఆ�డ �ౖఖ� ���� వ�క�ౖ అంద�� అ�సర�య�ౖన�. �
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�తృ���

 �దట ఆ�డ ప�చయం బ��� ���జల�. ఆ సందర�ం� �స�� ��, అమ���� క�� 

హం� �� �� �యడం జ��ం�. ఆ�డ �� �� ప�� గమ���  న�� �� స���� �వడం 

�ద� ��� �. 2000 సంవత�రం �ం� ��, ����, �స�� �� ��ంబం� క�� ���� �� 

అవ�శం ���ం�. �� ���, ఆ�డ ప� మం�� పలక�ం� ��న�, �� కష�  ��� అ�� 

����వడం గమ�ం� �������. �ం��� వ��న��డ��  ఇక�డ ఉన� ��ఒక��� తన��� 

��ం� ఆ��యం� పలక�ం���. ఎవ�ౖ� క��ంచక �� �� �మ స���� ���కం� అ�� 

����� ��.

 �� �� �షయం� �ర�దర�నం ��, ఒక ఆదర� ����  � ����� �ం�న �తృ��,�  

అమ��� �ద పద��ల� � నమ���ంజ�.

 � ��ంబ పరం� �� ఎ�� �ష�� ఒక త�� �, ��ప��� �� �డ� ఉం�, � 

�ల�ల ���ల� క��ణ �లకం ���  ఒక మర� �� �� ���.  త�వనం �ల�లంద�� �మ, 

ఆదరణ� పం� ఇక��న� అంద� మన��ల� అ��గ� అ� నం����� ���ం� స� తన న��� 

ఆనంద ����  ����. 

 2019� � అ��� ����� మమ��� ఆ�ర��ం� మ�� � ��ద�� ఎక�� �జ��� 

కష� పడ�ం� దగ�ర ఉం� ఏ� ��� అ�� ��� �� � అ��� దగ��� �ర�� ��� �� �� 

� ��ణ �వ�� �������. అ�వం� ఆ��యత అమ��� ���త�ం కనబ����. 

 ����� �తృస���� అ�న అమ���� �� గ��న 25 సంవత�ర�ల � 

అ�భ�ల� అంద�� పం���ల� � ఈ ��� �యత��.

�లజ ��

స��� త�వనం (�ం���)
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� �� నమః

 అమ���� ఉన� 15 సంవత�ర�ల ���ధ�ం �వం� �థ�క�ౖన �ధ�ల� ఒక 

అ��ప�ౖన వరం. �ఖ��� ��మధవంనం� జ�� �త� ���లం� అమ��� �మం తప�క 

��� � ��న�, �మ ��ణ, స�రబద��ౖన �క ��యణ� అంద�� అ�సర�య�. �

శరన�వ��ల� అమ��� � మ�ల� స��ప�� �చ��� �. ��యక చ�� �ద��� 

�జయదశ� �జల�ర� ఏ��ట� � అమ���� �లక�ౖన ��� �చ�ం��. �జల� �� ��ష 

అలంకరణ� సంబ�ం�న �షయ�లం� ��� � �ర�కరల� � ��ష�� �ధ� పర�� �మ��ణ 

అలవ�ట� మం�  అవ�శ�. ��� � �ధ�ల� ����� యక�. ఏ���� ��� �ధ�ల 

సంఖ�� ��� ���ణ�.

 �మ� కృష���� �� �శ� ��ం��. జగ�� � �ఠం నం� �ర�య �దర �ద���ల� 

�క ���త� బృంద�లంద�� �� �తృ�త�ల��� పం�న '��త'. అంద�� ��న��� 

పలక�ం��, అంద��గ �మ�ల ��ం� ������, తన అమృత హస�� ల� అంద� ఆక� 

��� 'అన��ర'�

 అమ��� �మ� కృష���� �� ��ం� �వపరంపర� అ�క����, �ష ��� 

అ�వ�ంచగ��న ��� �వ��మ�ల� అమ��� �ద పద��ల� నమస��ం� సమర�ణ� 

��������.

 అమ��� ��� న�� ��ౖ 22 ��� �ం�� �� �వణ�స� ఆరంభ�ౖన�� ం��. '� 

ల�త' ����న� ���దవ �గ� అమ��� ష�� �� �సందర��� అమ��� ��ల��� 

 అమ��� ��ం� �వన �య�� మ�� ��� �పం �ర�� పర�శ��� నడ� 

వ������ అన��� � �స�� ��� అ�స�ం��, ��న�� �ం�ం��, కం� ��ల�� 

అంద�� పలక�ం��, 'స��లం�ర ��త'�ౖ ���త హస�� ల� ఆ� కనబ� మమ��� 

ఆ�ర��ం��న���  కనబ� �పం. క�ల� పలక�ం��� ప�సర�ల� ప��ం��, 

క��ౖగల�� �ర�కరల� � ఆ��ం��, జరగవల�న �ర��మ�ల� �ద� �ం� �� వర� 

అంద�� క��, అం� ��ౖ ఏ��ట� � �త���� పర���ం��, ప���� �చన����, 

జగ�� � �ఠం, �ఖ�ం� '���ధవం'� జ�� �ర��మ�� ���జయ�� జ��ట� తనవం� 

కరవ� ��� �ర��ం�� మమ��� �మ� ��ం� '� మ� ���'.

��ఖపట�ం

Dr. V. ���
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ఆ�ష��ంపబ�ట ��ష�. ���� అన� అమ��� సంఖ� క�. ఇ� �స�� ��� అమ��� �డల 

ఉన� ��ష ఆద���న�ల� ���ణ�. భ�చల�న అమ��� ష�� �� �మ�త�వ�ల� 

��� �న జగ�� � �ఠ స��లంద�� మం� ����� ��న�. ��ష�� అమ��� అ�వం� 

�ణ����ల� ఆచ�ం�న వ��న�, అన��న� అంద�� ��� న�� జ����ట� ఒక 

అద�త�ౖన �ర�దర�క�� �ల�న�. �స�� �� దంప� �ర��ం� � �� �ర��మ�� అంద�� 

��� ��యక�.

  �వణ �స�న వరల� �త� �� అమ��� వరల��� � �� ��ష�ౖన అలం�ర� 

అంద�� ��� ల� ���. �లంద� ఆ �� అమ��� ఆ�ర�చనం �ర� ఎ���� �ం�� 

అ�ట� అ�శ�� ���. ఆ ����� � � ఇం�� �� �రంట�న� అంద�� ఆ���ం� 

�����ల ఆ�ర�చన� ����ట ఎం� �యస�రమ� తల� ఆరం�ం���.

 �స�� �� 'అంద�� అన�� ��� �. అ� మం��.' అ� �ప�� ఆ� ఇం�దగ�ర వం� 

కనకమ�ల� �� దగ�ర అ���� ల� అన� సంతర�ణ� ���ం�న� ����. అ�ల� అమ��� 

��� �ర��మ�ల� త�� ��న ��ద� �� అంద�� ����. ���త� �శ�ల�ం� 

వ��న �దర �ద�మ�లంద� అమ��� ����� ��ద� ����ట� ఉ������ం��. 

అ� అ���ద�� ��ం�ట ���ం��.

 ‘Circle of Good Will’ సంస� కృ��మ�న అమ��� �మ� కృష���� �� ��న 'అన��ర ��

పథక�' �రం�ం� ఎంద� అ���� ల ఆక� �������. స�య�� అన��న� �య�� ఎంద� 

ఈ �ర��మ�ల� ��� �ట��� �స�� �� ఆ�ర�చన� �ం�����.

 'ధ�ష� ' సంస�� �మ� కృష���� �� 'chairman' � ��ష�ౖన �వ� అం�ం� ఉ���. 

�స�� �ర����� �� ���� ర�ం�న �సక� �ల� అమ��� dictation ���� అ� 

��రణ� వ�� �� కృ� �� ఉ���. �ఖ��� '� ల�త' ����న� ���న�ప�� దృశ�� 

�� అత�ంత రమ�య�� ���. �స�� ��, అమ��� �ర�� ���ధవం వరం�� 

���� ఉండ� అ�క���  �� �ర��మ�ల� వ��న��� ద��ం�ట జ����. �స�� �� 

క�� ���� ����న� ��ట, అమ��� ��ం��ండ� ఆ దృశ��� ��న�� �స�� 

 �స�� �� దంప� ���ధవ�న��న �� ��ల� �స�� E K �� ఆధ�ర��న 40 ��� 

ల���యణ �జ,  40 ��� ����క�, 40 ��� �మ� �ల�����న 4.30 � 

�ర��ం��ర� �స�� �� ���ఉ���. ఈ �న�ల� ��ష�� అమ��� ఎం� భ� ��ద�ల� 

��ద�� వం� ��� �ర��మ�� �ర��ం� ���. ఆ� మ� శ�స� ����. అమ� �� 

'అన��ర'� .
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 '�వ�ర� స�ద��': 1972 సంవత�ర�న అమ��� ��హ� �స�� ��� జ��న ���ం� 

ఆ� తన� �� పరమ���ల �వ� ���క� అం�తం ��ం��� �స�� E K �� �ర�  

దర�కత��న, �స�� �ర����� ��� అ�స�ం�� అత�ంత ��� ప�� దల� తనవం� 

కరవ� ��� �ర��ం� �న ధన���. ���ధవ� నం� జ�� �ర��మ�� �క జగ�� � �ఠం 

�ర��ం� � �ర��మ�� �స�� ��� �� ఎం� సమర�వంత�� �ర��ం� ���. �రత �శ�న 

జగ�� � �ఠం ��ధ �ం��ల� జ�� �� �� �ర��మ�� �క, ���త� �శ�లం� జ�� 

�ర��మ�ల� తన శ�ర ప����� �� �క� �యక అ�ం�త ��� ��� � �� ప��మ సమన�య 

యజ��� జయ�దం ��ం�ట��స�� ��� తన సహ�ర�� ప��ర�� � అం�ం���.

�� �ధ�� �ం� సరస�� న� అంత����� వ�� �స�� �� ��� అ� గం� న�� బయల�� 

అమ��� ��ం��న� నల�� అ�ర�� య��న� వ� ���ం���. ఆ '��గ' దర�న� 

�� ఒక మ�ర�ౖన అ���.

 '���నసహం��' - అమ��� �స�� E K �� "�నస ��క" అ�న� అంద�� ���న 

�షయ�. ���ధవం నం� ఏ� సంవత�ర�� ��ష�� �స�� E K ��� �క జగ�� � �ఠ�న 

�స�� �� సందర��ర�� వ��న అ�కమం�� ��ష� �వ� అం�ం�����. ఆ� �స�� E K �� 

�క అ�కమం� ���ల ఆదరణ �మ �ం���. U. G. Krishnamurthy (Switzerland), భక�� �

మహ�� ��, స�� � ��నంద�� ���, ��� �ష�ం అప�����ల�� ఇ��� ���ల 

ఆ�ర�చన�� �ం� ఉ���. �ఖ��� ఈ� �ట� ప� �సత� �� �� ��, ��� ���� �� పట�  

��ష�ౖన భ� ��ప�� � క�� ఉం��. 

 �రత �శ సం��య�� తల��క�ౖన '��ంబ వ�వస�' �క� ��ఖ�� �స�� �� 

సహధర����� తన ఆచరణ ��� అంద��, �ఖ��� �����ల� ��య��న ఆదర� గృ��, 

ఆదర� �త. ���త� �దర�ద�మ�ల� అమ��ర�న వల���న అ��న�, �మ. �స�� �� 

దంప�� �� 'ఆదర� దంప��' �������. �� ప��మ సమన�య యజ��� �గ�� �స�� 

��� క�� �� ���  � �ద�ణ� �ర��ం� �న ధన� ��, యశ���. 

 'ధ�ష� ' సంస� ��న�� �స�� �� ��రణల �ర� ఆరం�ంప బ�న సంస� అ�న� 

అమ��� ��� �త�లగ� అన���� �ర��మ�ల� � �రం �ట� బ�ట ��ష�. ఈ��� �� 

�స�నం�� ఇం�వద�� �స�� �� ��ంబ స��లంద� క�� ఆ�ర ప�ర��� వం�, అన� 

సంతర�ణ� 'ధ�ష� ' సంస� ��� జ��� అంద�� ����� ������. �ల�ల�, మ�మల� ఈ 

�ర��మ� ��ట ��� �ం� తర�ల��� �� ఉతమ సం��ర�లలవర� �స�� �� �

దంప� అంద�� ఆదర���� �� �����. 
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అం��� చల�� త�� � చం� �ర�

 అమ��� �త అన��శన�, �మకరణ�, �� ప��, �మంత�, ��హ� ఇ��� ���ల యం� 

ఆ�ర�చన� �ం�న�� ధ���. ������ �� ఇ�వం� ���ల �శస�� � ����� �స�� 

�� �ణ�దంప� ఆ�ర�చన� �ఱ� �ర��ం���ట� అ�తమ� ఉ��హ� ��ం��ం��. 

అమ��� ఆ�ర�చన బల� ��ం� �స�� �� స�య�� ��� ఉ���. � �ండవ అ��� ప��ల 

�ం� �స�� �� ఆ�ర�చనం �ర�, '� కం� �� ఆ� ఆ�ర�చన�� �ం�ట ఎ��వ 

�యస�ర�'. అ� ��� ఉ���. 

సకల �గమ ��త చరణ �శ�త మంగళ �య�.

అంద�క�� చక�� త�� � �ర� �ర�

 ���ధవం � అమ��� మ�� లసవ�� ���ం��� ఉం��. ఆ� �మ� ��న ��� 

��ధ��ం��� ఉం��. �� �ర��మ�న ఆ� ����ం�న, ఆచ�ం� ��న �� ��న� 

అంద�� ����� ����ఉం��. అంద� హృదయ�ల� ఆ� �త� �మంగ� � ��ం�� 

ఉం��. ఆ� �తృ�త�ల�ం � ��న �� అంద�� ఆ�ర��ం��� ఉం��.

రవ�ల త��ల కళకళ ���ల క��ర �ర�
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మ�ర స����

అమ� అన� ప��� అంద� �వ��

 �ర�� ���� సహచ� �ౖ� వ��

 అ�� ం� � �� �డ అ�� ��ౖ�వ��.

అన��ర�� ౖ  అంద� ఆక� ���� �వ��

�స�� E K .�� కృప� �ం�� వ��

 కంభం�� వంశం� ��� �ం��వ��

ఆ మహ��� ��న �ట� పయ�ం��వ��

స�� ��ౖన భర �� సహ �వన �ందర�ం ���వ��

ఆ����కం,సంఘ�వ,�� �ల�ట� కద��.

 ��� ,���,��� , �పల �ర ��� వ��

 అంద�� � ��� ��ం�� వ��

 ����ల మన�� ���న త�� వ��

 � �మ ��� � ��� �� ��వ� ర��.

ఆదర� ��ం��� మ�� ���� వ��

ఆ��యత� అంద�� �ర ���వమ�

  ��ల వంశం�  ��� న ���వ��

అమ�దనం �� కమ�దనం ��� వమ�.

ఆ���ల మ�� �ల�న �వతవ��

����వమ�.

అమ� ,అక�,అత అ�� �� ��ౖ�వ���

 � �ంగత�ం ��క ���న ఆనంద వనం

 � ��న � మన�ల �క  ఆశల పల��

 �  స�ృ��  � మన� �ర��  ప�లం

 � �పం � �ం� ��� �ల�న �ౖవం.

అ��గం� అంద� మన��

A. ల� �సన�

�గ�నగరం
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�� �� అదృష�వం�లం 

� అంద�� ఎల���� ����  ఉం�ంద� ���� న�

 అమ�, అయ� �న�ం�న ��� �ర��మ��

 మ����ల దర�న�గ�ం తర� క���న�

మనమందర� �� అదృష� వం�లం !!!

 ఏళ� తరబ� �య� �ద�, భ� ��మ��ణల�

 అమ� �� ఆయన చల�� �డ ���ం��

�� �� అదృష� వం�లం

�� �� అదృష� వం�లం

 �� �� అదృష� వం�లం

అం��న� అమ��� మ�ర�ౖన కంఠధ��

�� �� అదృష� వం�లం

 ��� ��, అమ��� వం� వర�� �త�ౖన అ��త చ�� గల 

 కళ�� క�� ���న ఆ �ౖభవ�� ��న

�స�ం�� ��ౖ ����� కృ� దృ��

���� అమ��� అ��గ వృ��

 ��వ� ���� �క� ఆయన ���� ఉం�న�

� మ�� ఎల���� ��ధ���� న�ం��

 �� ఎప���  అదృష� వం�లం

���� ��� ఇక ����� ఐక�ం �ం�

����� �ద��� న �ౖవ�� ��

 ఎంద� మ����� అంద�� వంద��

�నం�� ల� 

�గ�నగరం
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ప��ర� �����

 ఒక �ద�  ఆ�స� �� ��� �అ�� కంభం�� �� ఇం� �డల��� ��ంబ �ధ�త� 

ఎం� ఆనందం� ��క�ం� �డ��, వ�న���, అక�య��, ��� ��, అ�� బం�ల� �ధ�తల� 

సమర�వంతం� �ర��ం� ��.

 ��ప�� �� ��ం� �ప�డమం� ఒక ప��ర � ��� ���ం� �ప�డ� !!

 అమ���/��ప���� ��ం� �� అ��ం�న� ఎ�� ఉ�� సపప� �ల �పం� ��� � 

�ం�ం����.

 ��హం జ��� ఒక � ఎ� ఉం�� మన� ��� ధ��� ఉ���. ఆ�  ����వడ� �క 

ఆచ�ం� ��ం��.  

ప�� �త�� �ౖవం

 ���� భర(� �����) క�� �ం� �వడం, ��� � �� ��ల� దణ�ం �ట� డం, ����� 

మన��� మస��ం�, �� ఆ�చనల�, ���� �కరణ ���� అ�స��� , ఆచ���  ��ం��.

అ�ం� � ��� �ర�ంచటం

బం� ��ల� ఆద�ంచటం

 ఇం�� ఎ��� వ�� �� బం��ల� ఇల�ం� కళకళ��� ఉం��. బం��ల�,  

స����ల� కష�  సమ���  ఓ���, ఆనంద సమ�ల� ���హ��� చక�� ������� 

����.

సహ�రం,  సహచర�ం

 పరమ���ల ఆ��లక��ణం� �స�� E K. ��� అ�స�ం� �శ��శ �ర��మ�ల� 

����� ఆ����క ��ణం �� సమయం� ఇం�� సంబం�ం�న ప�ల� అమ��� �ధ�త 

పడటం, అం� ��ం� ������ ��� ���� అ�� ప�ల�� సహ�రం అం�ం��. ఇద�� 

��� ���

�గ�నగరం
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 అడగం� అమ��� �ట� � అం�� �� ������ న��న ��ం��లన���� ఎం� 

క�ణ� అడగక �ం� �వ��న� సమ������ న ఈ �మ ����  � శత�� ����.

 ����� ���ౖ� ��ప���� అన��ర.�  ����� ఆ����� ��నం (ప� �ద�) 

��� ం� అమ��� ��వస�� (�కృ�� సంబం�ం�న �షయ�) ���  అంద�� 

సర�����వృ� (All-round Development) క��� ����

అర���శ�ర/ �కృ� ���ల తత�ం�

 �ం��య పధ�� �� ఆ��క ��ల� �� కలగ���ం� అ��ద��� మన�ల�, �

ఇ� �న��� మన��ల� ����ం� ����ణం� ఎ�వం� ���లవసర� ��� తమ� 

�� ఎ��  మల���� �శ�బ� ం� తన నడవ�క� ����. �� నగ��ం� ����� ��క 

����� బం���� �� అ��న�� � ����� �� �ర��మ��� అ���గ�ం� ��� ం�, 

అవసర�ౖన �చనల� తమ�ౖన ����� , మ�ంత �ం�� ������ ��� ��ం��.

పరమ���� - �స�� E K ��, �స�� K P K ��� ఏ సమ��� ఏ� ��� �రడగక ��� 

అమ��� , �� ఆ����క ��� �� ఎ�వం� అంత�యం క�గ�ం� ��� భ�� ల� ��ష���.  

ఆమ�, �శ� జన�, వ��క ��ంబంౖ

 �� త��  తన  �ల��� అ��పం� �ం��ం�ం�. ��ప�� ��  �స�� E K �� 

అ��హం, ����� సహచర�ం వలన తన ఇద�� �ల�ల� �క అంద�� అమ� అ���. ఎంద� �ల�ల� 

తమ ��ల��� అన��శన� అ����స��, ��ప��, ఉపనయన��, ��హ�� 

�ద�ౖన� జ��ం��, ��� �ల మం�� �తృ����  �లబ�� �. ��ంబం� �ధ�త� 

�ర��ం� ��ం� �మ��� ��ంబ ప��� �ం��ం� �శ���ల�� బృం�ల� అమ� అ���. 

అంద�� తం�� �����, అంద�� త�� � ��ప���� అవట� �క బృందం�� స��లంద� 

ఎవ� ��ంబం ��� అ� ప��� �ం� అంద� ��ంబం వ��క ��ంబ�� మ���.ౖ

ఆదర� మ�ళ/ ��� ���త
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అ��! �� వందనం 

 �మ� కృష���� అమ��� అం� �తృత�ం . � ����� పరతత�ం అ�� �మ� �

అమ��� �తృతత�ం.  �జ� � ����ల� �మ� అమ��� 'సహధర����' అన� ప��� �����  

�దర�నం. అమ��� �ంభ�� �ంభం వ� అం��� �మ మన అంద��ౖన ���ం���, �����  

�ం�� ��. � ��ం��� �జ� ��దంప� ���ధ�ం 1995 �ం�ౖ నగరం� ల�ం�ం�.  1996 

� �� ��ఖపట�ం బ�� అ�ం�. అప��� � �ల�� �� �న����. � ��ంబం 

���ధవం� జ�� అ�� �ర���ల� ��� ��ళ�ం.  అ��� �మ అమ��� �తృ �త�ల��� 

ప��రం� � అ�భ�ం��.  

 అమ��� ఏ ప���� ఒక �మపద��� ����. అ� �జల� ���� అలంక�ంచడ�ౖ�, 

�� � ��యణ�ౖ� ఇ�వం� ఏ ����ౖ� అమ��� ���కత క��ం��. అమ��� ��వంట �� 

��న ���వ��, ఆ �� ��� ఎప��� మ�వ�. అం� ఆ��యత� �స� �స� వ��ం���. ఇ� 

అమ��� ��ం� ఎంత ���� త���. అమ��� మన మన��,ఎల���� ��� �ం��. అమ��� 

స�రణ �ండంత ����� ఇ�� ం�.  అమ��� మన అంద� ��ం�ల� కల�వృ�ం �ం���. అమ��� ౖ

�మ, క�ణ, �త�ల�ం �� ఎప��� మ�వ��. అమ��� ఆ�ర�చన�� �జ� � ����� ��� 

 అమ��� � ��ం��� ఎల���� �� అండ� �ం���. ఇం��  అ�� �భ�ర��ల� � 

�జ� ��దంప� �ం�ం� అ�� దగ��ం� జ��ం���. అమ��� �� �న��ష��� ప���ం�, 

��� అ��లం� సల� ఇ����. అమ��� �తృ�మ ఎంత అం� శరన�వ�� �జల� ��� � 

��ం�లంద�� �� �� వయ�� త�న�ధం� వ�సమర�ణ ����.  అమ��� ��� ఇ��న 

��దం �� ��. అమ��� ఏ ప� ��� అం�� �ం�దనం ప��రం� � క����  �ం��. 

 అమ��� మమ��� ఎ��� �� �ల�� �.� �ం�, �.�ఖ� ల� స�స�నం� 

������. అమ��� �పట�  ��న �����ల� �� ఏ జన�� ��న �ణ�� అ� 

����  �ం��. �జ� � ����� ఆయన క�ణ� ఆయన �� ��� �స���  �ం�, అమ��� 

ఆ�డ �త�ల�ం, ఆ�డ న�� ���, �టల ��� మ�� అంద� క��� �ం�� అన��రమ� � వ� 

�స���  �ం���. అమ���� ఎ��� ��� కళకళ��� �� �ౖభవం�, �ం�� క��ం���.  

అమ���� ఎ��� స��ం��, క��� మన�� ఒక రక�ౖన ఆనం���� క��� �ం��. 

�జయ�డ

�ప��, ప��వ� 
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ఎల���� �ం��.  � హృద�ల� ఎల���� �మ� అమ���� ప�లప���ం�, ఇ�  

అమ���� ���� ''���ంజ�''.
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అమ���

 �న� ఉ�హరణ� �����లం�, 2001 � �� ��� అందరం బయ���న�� , అంత 

మం� ౩-౪ ���  ��� ���ంచ��� అమ��� ఏ��� �యటం, ఆ�� స�యం� �ద�  ���� ��� 

�� అం�� వ�� ల కట� � త�� � అంద� �సం సం�ద�  పరచటం ఆ�డ� �న� పర��ర� �ర��, 

�మ�త� ఒక మ�� �నక. �జ� �వల�న ��� అంత మం�� స�ప� ఎక�� ����� అవసరం 

��ం� అ�� �ం� ����బద�ం� ఏ��� �యటం �� అప���  �� �� ఆశ�ర�ం ��ం�. అ� 

అమ��� �ర�ద�త� ���త దృ�� � �దర�నం. ��రణ వ��� � �ద�  �ద�  ప�� �యడం� 

సఫ�కృ�ల�నప���, �న� �న� ప�� �యటం� �రబడట�, తడబడట� క�� . �� అమ��� 

ఇంత �న� �షయ�ల� �� ��న ��తత�� �� �గ దృ�� � �హ�� (�గస�ః �� క���).

 �మ� కంభం�� కృష� ��� ��, ��ప�� ��, అంద� ఎం� �మ� ����� 

"అమ���"! �జం� ఆ ప��� స�ప� �� అమ��� ఎం� క���� �� ఉం���. �ండ� అద�ం� 

��ంచటం కష� ం. అ�� అమ��� ��ం� � �� ప�� �� ��� ఇక�డ �� �త�ౖనంత  

�వ��� ���. 

 ��ప����� ��� �� �ర���ల� ఎ��వ� కలవటం, �డటం జ���. అ� �త��ం� 

��� �ర�����  ఎం� ����  ��� ం��, �ర ��క �ర�����  అ�� �ష��� చక�� 

���ం� �ం���. ఏ ఏ����  జ�����, �� �క� అ�� �వ�� అమ���� �� ��� 

�� అం� అ�శ�� ���. �� �న� �షయం �ం� ఎక�� ఏమర�� ��ం� , ఏ �షయం �� 

���, ����ట ��ం�� �ర���� �ౖభ��తం� జ��� ���� ��. అంత� అ��త�ౖన 

�ర��ర�హ� �శల� అమ���� క��న��డ��  �మందరం ����� ం� �ర�. 

 ���జ �ర�����  అ� ��� ��� �వల�న ఏ���� , ఇ� �ర���ల� 

సంబం�ం�న పర���ణ , వంట�ల� సంబం�ం�న �ష��, ��� న ��� వ���� వస� , �గ 

��ల ��రణ, ఒక� అ� �ప���. అ�� �ష�ల� �� �హ�త� ��న ప��లన , వ��న 

�రంద�� ఆ��యం� పలక�ంచటం, �ఖం� ��న�� �రగ�ం�, తన స�ంత ఆ�గ� ప����� 

అ�గ�ం� ����  ��� నటం, ఒక� అమ� ��� ��� ంద� �ప�వ��.

 అమ���� ఎవ�ౖ� సమ��ం�న ఫల�ల� అప��క��� అక�డ ఉన� �రంద�� పం� 

�గ�నగరం

�ణకం� ల����
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 ��మధవం � జ�� అ�� �ర���ల �ౖభవం అం� అమ��� ��� అ��ం��. ఆ ��క �� 

�� �వ� ��హం �� ఆ �ౖభవం �నవ���. అక�డ జ�� అ�� �� �ర����� �, అమ��� భ�,�  

�ద�, ��� ��నవ���. ����� �ంథ రచన� ��� నటం అమ���� ఎం� ఉ�������� అ� 

���� �ల ���  �ప�టం జ��ం�. అమ���� ఎ��� ఏ సమయం� ���, ఉ�హరణ� ��� �� 

4.30 � �� �� 10.30 �, ఎ��� అ� ��దనం� ���� ఉం���.

��� ���. అమ���� క��న ��� ఎవ��� వ��  ��ల� పం��� ��. ��� పం� ఫల� ���   

అ�� �ష�ల ��ం� ���ం� ��ణ �వ�� క���� , ��త� ��� పం���. ఇంతమం�� �

ఎం� ఆదరం�, �మ� క���� �� ఆ అమ� �జం� జగ��త తత��.

నమ��రం �స��!

 ����� ���న �గ ��� �� �.చ. తప��ం� ��ం���. �గ �ర�  అ��సం ��� , 

�� ��త�ల పర�ంత�, ���వ� అం�త�ౖన ��ప���� ధన� ���, మ�����. ఆ 

జగ��త� �ర�, మన�, ��, న��క��. 

ఈ అవ�శం క��ం�నం�ల� ధన��ద��. 
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����� �వ స����, అమ��� జగ��త!

 �ౖ��� �డటం �ధ�ం ��� అ��� ��� �� ���� అ����, అంద�� ఎ� 

�డవ�� ���� ���. �� ఇం� �డ� అ��న�త త���� తన� �రంతర� �����  ��ం� 

��� ఎవ� అ� �శ� ���ం�, ఆయన ����  �ౖవ� �క� వ�క �ప� అ� ���లంద�� �� �

�ప�క����ం�� ���� ం�. ఆ పక�� �రంతరం ఉం� ��ప���� మన�సం ఎ��� క��ం� 

అమ��� అ� ��యటం కష� �� ��. ��దంప�� మనం �ౖ��� ��న��� అ��ం� 

��� �� �� �ౖవ� అ�� అంద�� అ��త�.

 ��ప�� �� అమ��� స��పం  అ���� మన� సహజం� ��హలం ���ం�. �� 

�ట, న��, ఆ�చ� సర�, ��ధ �ష���  �� �వ వ��క� రణ ��నం �ం�� ప���ంచటం �� 

సహజం� జ����ం�. ఆ అమ� � పట�  ఎ� ��� ం�, ఏం ��� ��ం� అ� ��ల� మన� 

ఎ��� ���� ఉం�ం�. �� అ� ��� ��� అంద�� ��� � మన�� �� ఒక �� అ� 

�� పలక�ం�� న��� ���, “�c.. న�� ���. ఈ �� � పట�  �� దృ��� సం�త�” 

అ���� ం�. ����� �డక ��� ��ప�� �� ��,�  �� ఒక పం� ��� ��� సంతృ� �

ప���న ��� ఎంద�. ఎం�కం� ���� ����� ఒక�.

 చం�� ���ల చం�� కం� ఎ� అ�� �� �� ��� ��, ��ప�� �� అ� �ం� 

���� అ��� ��� ��� ��ంచటం �� అ�వం� �షయ�. ���� ఒక �వర ఉ�� ఇం� �వర 

వ�� శబ� ం �� ఆ ఇద�� క�� ఒక� తత�ం. అ�� ఇ���� ఇద�� �� �ం� ����. అం�� �

������ ఎ��� నమస��ం�� �� శ� �అ�న ��ప����� స� �వన �� నమస��ం� ���. 

గమ�� � ����� � ఉం� ధృఢ �వ� సంకల�� ��ప�� ���� �� ��� �� మన� అ��ం� 

క��ం��. ఆయన� �ద� ����� ఆ�� అన��� � ఆయన �ధన� �ద�� ���� ����. అ� 

�� �న�ప�� �ం� గమ�ం� ���.

 ఇం� �� చ���ం�న� ����  అ��� ��� - అమ��� ఏం �ం�ర��, ఇవ�� ఆ�డ 

ఎ��� �����  ���న� క� అ��� ���. �� ����� ఉప��సం �� ఇం�� �  ����� 

అ� ���  ���  �� �� ఏ� �రణం �త �పల� �ళ�టం తట��ం�ం�. అ���, అమ��� ఆ�� 

���న �ధనల ��ం� ఏ� ఆచరణ� సంబం�ం�న  �శ�� ����. ఆ�డ ��న �శ�� �� 

�ణకం� కృష�

�గ�నగరం
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 ���� చ���� ����  తర�  ��� �� ���� ������. ���  �ళం ఉం� ���� 

�ౖ� �య� �� � ��� అ� ����� ఆం�. ఒ���� మ� �క�� ��,�  ��� ఇం��  ������  

సమయం అ��� �ౖ� పం�ం� ��. �జ అ��� �ంద� ���  వం�ం��  ఇ��� �ం�� ��ం��న 

��� ఇం� ��� . ��� ���  ����� ��� � �జ��� ���  ��ప���� �� వంట ����. 

అ��� జ��న సం�షణ� ఆ��యత మ�����. �ద���క ��� ���  అం�� �సం �� ��� 

���. ���� ఆయ� �� ��� అ� � �న��� ���� అప��� ఇం�� �లవటం �� 

��య��. �పల �వన ��ం ��� అ� ఉం��. ��� అం� E K �� �� అం�� అం� �

��� ��, � వర�. “అం�� �యం�ం ��ం� � ��� � ��ప��  వ���� � ��� కృ�” అ� ��� �

ఆం� న�� ������  ఏ� �శ�� ���  క���  �����. ��� �శ�� ఎం�� ��� ���� ��. 

���� �ౖ� అ��ం�� �� �� �� ������ �� ���. ఎవ�ౖ� �ధనల�, ��� 

వ��� ��� ఉప��సం �� ��ం�, ఆచరణ పరం� ఇవ�� ఎ� �ధ�ం అ� �� ��ద�� 

�ం��, ��� అ�ం� �శ�� �డ��. ����� �ంట� ��� స���� ఇ����. ఆ 

స����� బ��  అ� ఎం� ��ౖన �శ�� అ� �� అర�ం అ���. అం� �శ� ఎ� ���� ఆ�డ� 

���, �� ��య�� అ� క�. ఎం�కం� �� ఎ� ��� �� ��� అ� అ��ం�� ��. 

అస� ఆ �శ� మన �స� ��� అ� అ��నం �� �� ���  వ���. ఆ�డ� మనంద� �ద �త� 

క�ణ. అం�� �� ���  ���ల తర�న ������ అ����. “�� అ� �� � అంద� ఎ� 

ఆచ��� �, �ల�ల� �రంత క�నం� ఉం� ఎ�”,  అం� �ౖ�� అ����. ��� ����� �� 

���  న�����. ������  స��న ప����. ��� ���  మ�స� ఉప��సం� త�న �వరణ వ���. 

����� క�ణ అర�ం ���ం� ఒ���� కళ���  ��� వ���.  ��ద�� సం�షణ ���� ఇం���� 

ప��ం� అ� దృశ�ం, �ట� ���� �  ఉం��. అమ���� ���లంద� �ద �� �త�ల�ం 

అ�వం��.

 �� �ల��, �� ఒ� బ�� చ���వటం వలన �న�ప�� �ం� �� �ళ�� ��హం ఉం��. 

అప��� ��� ��� '��� అం��' అనట� ���. ��ప�� �� 'కృష���� ఆం�' �� 

���. ఆ అ��నం చ�� ��� ఇ���. '���ధవం'� ఏ� ప�� � �న��� �� �రం� 

��� �యం�� ��� ఉం���. ప� ఏ�� �� ��యక���, ఆయన� �� ��� ��� ��� 

��� . �ంద ���ం��� ���  �ళ� �ల�ల� ఆ��ం� ఉం� ఈ �పల �ౖన �న��� ��� ��� ప� 

���� వ�����. అ��డ��� ఆం� ��� ������  ఏ� �శ�� ���  ఉం���, అం�వలన 

�న���� చ�� ఎ��వ ఉం��. అప���  ���� ఇంత� �� ��ల�. �� అంద�� '���ధవం' 

అం� �ప��నంత అ��నం. 
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బ�� �� ��తం� ఇం� ఆ��ంచ� �ష�ల� న���ం��� సం�ద�ం �య�టం 

అ��ండవ��. అం�� వ��� ఆయన �ళ�� దణ�ం ��� �� “ప��� చ���ం���� �� 

ఎక��� దం� కష� ం� ఉం�, అం�క� ఒక�� �� దణ�ం ��� �ం�ం అ� వ���” అ� ��� � 

ఆ���� ���� వ��� ���. “��తం� �ప� ప�� ���లం� క�పడ��� �ద�ప�� కృ�” � �

అ� ఆయన ���న �క�ం ఆ �� ఎం� ����� ��ం�. �� �ట� అసమ�� ల� �� సమ�� � � 

�ర�గల�.

 �� ��ంప� �ల��� � ఉ��గం వ� � �ం� �ళ� ఇం�� ���  ����. ఆఫ� �ట� ����� 

�ౖన �య� �� � ఉండ� ��ం��. అ��� ����� ��ప�� ��� ��� ఎం� �ం��� 

��ం��. ఆ�డ �� ఎం� సం�షం� ప���ం� న�� ఉ��హప���  ��� ��. ఆ �� ఇప��� 

మ�����. ���ద�� �టల వలన �� ఉ��గం వ��ంద� సం�షం �జం� అ��� క��ం�. త��త 

త��త ����� �ధనల� �న���� అర�మ��ం� ఏంటం�, ��� �� అంత���� ���  

��� తృ� � ప��ం�� ��  �య�� క��ం� �ధం� ��� � ��. అ� �� ఎవ�� క��� ��న 

�త� �ధన. �� దంప�� � �ద ఉన� �త�ల�ం �త � ���  �� �� దగ��ం� ��ం��. ఆ 

��న �� క��ణ �లకం �ళ���� �ం� ���ం�.

 � ఊహ ���నప�� �ం� ��� � ఉ���. ����� ��న �� ���, �� �ధన 

��ప�� �� �ద�� సమ��� ప�ల�� ��ం��� వ�� ����  ����. �� ��ంబం� 

అంద� క�� ���� ����. వ��న �ళ�ంద�� ఆ��యం� పలక�ం� ��. �� సంవత��ల 

�తం ఒక�� ���జ��  ��ప�� �� ��ం�  �వరం� ����� ���� – “కృష� ��� �� 

�మధ�ం� ��� రం� �� �� రం�ల� ��నం ���  ఎంద�� ఇబ�ం�� �రం �� �ధన 

���  ఉం��. ఆ�డ ��ం� అంద�� అస� ���” అ�. అ�� అమ��� ఎ���  �� 

��న�ం�� క��ం���. ఒక�� �� అ����ం� ఆ�గ�ం ��క �� ఆం�ళన� �� �� �

అమ��� �� �� �ంత �� అ�న�ం��. �ంట� �� �� అ��ం�ం�. త��త ����� 

��� ��.

 దస� �జ��  ��� న� జ�� �జ� ఎంత ��న�ప���, �యం�ం �ట అమ��� వ�� 

���� జ��ం� �జ �� ఎ��వ ఇష� ం� అ��ం��. ఎ��వ �� ��, మంగళ �ర��, �మ 

పద��� ���ం� �శ�� ల� జ�� �యం�ల� �జ ఎ� ఉం�దం�, మధ�� ��� ప���ం� 

మన�� ��� అం�న ��కర�ౖన ��దం �� ఉం��. అ� అమ��� ���న �� ��నం. 

అ��డ��� ఆ �జ� �ల�� ����� ����� వ� � ఆ అ��� వర�� �తం.
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 అమ��� ����� అ�� �ధనల� ఎంత� అవగతం ������ అం� �హం వద�� 

అ���� చ���న వ����. అం� ఎ�వం� �హ� �ద� క� అర�ం. అ� �యగ��� ఎవ�? 

అమ��� అ�న ��య� అ� ��ందట. ఆ�డ �హం వ���� అన�� �ం� ��� �ం�� 

�� �ధ క��ం�. �� మనం �న� �ధన� అ�� ఏ�ౖన�� ? ���� �� త���� గమ�ం�� మనం. 

ఆ �� ల�� సహ� �మం చ���ం� ఈ �ం� �� కం దగ�ర ��స ���ం� –

ఇం��� �� పద� ��ప�� �� పట�  �� అ� �ధం� అన�యం అ�����, క�! ఎల���� 

������ �������� ��ం�న త�� , అ�� ఉ��ల� త��ం� మ��  �� యం� �� 

��మండల ��� � ఉ���. ఇద��� ఉ��� అ� �య మన� ఇక�ౖ �ల�ం� ��� ��� ఉన� 

శ���  తన� ద��ంచమ� మన� ������. అ� అమ���� తనయం� క�� ఉన� ��� �� �వ� 

చర�ర�న� �ల� అ�క నమ��ర��!

స����-������, స��వ-ప��� ! 

సం���శ��, ���, ��మండల ��� !!
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���భ�ం�న �తృ�త�ల�ం

�� || నమ����ం నవ యవ����ం పరస����ష�  వ�ధ���ం

న�ం�క��, వృష�త���ం, న� నమః శంకర�ర����ం

-ఆ� శంక��ర�, ఉ�మ�శ�ర �� �ం

� కృష� హృదయ, ����� కృ�వతరణం

� �ర����ర �వ� ���హణం

� కంభం�� వంశ �వన అన��ర � స��పం

� ��� భ అ��ప మ� �లభ� సంరంభం-� ���ధవ �ందర�ం

2.   �స�� ఎ���ల కృష���ర� �వ�దర�నం ���వనం

 క��ం� సర�స��, �వ�ర��ల వ�క అవ�క �ప�. అవ�క �ౖతన� �క�త� �కృ�. �కృ� � � �

లయం ������. 

� ���ధవ ��ౖక గృహస� ధ��చరణం

అచంచల �����సనం, స�� � సమస � �వ� �� తత�రం

 ఉ�మ�శ��ల అ�ౖ�తం, � ల���య�ల అ�ౖ�తం, � ���రణ�గ��ల అ�ౖ�తం, 

అ�ంధ�వ��� ల అ�ౖ�తం, � ����ల అ�ౖ�త� మన �స�� �ర����� �ణ�దంప� 

అర���శ�రతత�ం.�

1.   �మ� ��ల (హ�తస ��) వం�ద�వ �కృష� �వ��రణం

��భ� �ం�న �తృ�త�ల�� అమ� కృష���� ��.

� సత���శ�ర �దస�ర�న �ల�ం�త హృదయం

సత�, ధర�, �ం�, �మ ��ర �� క����ం�

జగ�� � �ఠ ఆశయ ప��ర � �హ��� న అవ�హనం

� �ంత ���  ��శ దర�నం, పరమ����ద అ��హ � �య� ఆ�హనం.

�ం���

K. ��క� 
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Master C V V భృక ర�త �రక �జ �గ అమృతత����  �ధక, జన�ం�

�రంతర �మ�మ �ఖన � �మ�� �� ప �� ప� యజ� �ర�హణం

� అభయ ఆంజ�య కృ���త � ��� �ందర అవతర� �గ�ం

�స�� �ర����ర �హ��� న �వచన ����న �ష� �ఖనం

� కృష���ర� �గ �జ��య, ఆత��ధ� �� న స����తం

4.  �స�� �ర����� జగ�� � ఖం�ంతర �హ� �� న యజ� సహధర���ణం

వ�ధ� ��ం��, ఆ�తవత�ల �ర�క �మ����జ �తరం

స���

�శ��తః చరణం శరణం �ప��

3.  జగ�� ��ఠ ఆశయ�ధ�తత�ర �స�� �ర����� సహధర���ణం

�స�� � �ర�� ��� హృదయ కమల ��ర ����ం 

� ���మ సం�ర � అ��హ సంరంభం

అమ���� స� మన �స�� �� హృదయ పద�ం� కృ�రస �పం� స��ం���, ఆశయ �ధన� 

సంక���� ం, త��� ం

�రంతర ����త�వ �తన�� �మకరణ, అన��శన

�����స దంప� స��ర అన��న �ర�హ� ���ం
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నమస�� ౖ� నమస�� ౖ� న� నమః

 �తన�� పద�ం 'అమ�లగన�యమ�' చ��న���, ఈ క��గం� ఇ�ం� అమ� ఎక��ౖ� 

ఉం�ం� అ��ం�న��� ����ం� ఆ�చన� �� ఒక ఆ�రం �� దృ�� పథం� ���ం�.  

అ� ����� వ�క�ౖన �పం �తృ�� ��మ� కంభం�� కృష������. ఆ� �స�� �

కంభం�� �ర����� �� ��తం�, ఆ త��త మన ���ల� ���ం�డం మన అదృష� ం.

'అ���న మరణం, �� �ౖ��న �వనం

��ం� తవ ��జ�ం �� � పర�శ��!' 

“��� సర���� �తృ ��ణ సం���

 ఒక � ����, �ర��, త�� �, ��ప��� ఎ�� ��ల� క��ం�� అ��ం�� 

ఉన�త�� నం త�� �.  జగ�� ��ఠం�� సద��లంద� మన�ల�  �తృ����  అ��� ��� 

అం�����.  �శం�� ఆవ�య �ం� అ��� సభలవర� అ��ం� తన�ౖన ���  ��ం��.  

��సమహ��� గణప�� �స���� రచ� ��సంగం� సహక�ం��.  '���'  � మం� �ఠ����, 

�స���� �వచ�ల� ఒక మం� �త�, �� �ర���ల� ఒక ��వం���ౖన భ�� ���, �

���క ���ర���ల� �వ���� ఇ� ఎ�� ఎ���� �ర���ల� తనవం� కర�� ��� 

�ర��ం�న ఆదర���.�   తన సత�ంకల��� బృంద�ల� ������  ఆ సంకల�బల��త ఎంద�� 

అన�ం ��� న అన��ర.�  ఉ�� క��ం�న �వన���.  

 ఆ��� సత�ంక���� ��� �స�� E K �� ఆ���� �� ���.  �� �� �� ప�� 

�� ���� �ర��మం� ��ం�న ����.�  'అలసట“  అన� పదం ��యక� ఎ�� ��తర 

�ర��ల� �� ఆనందం� �ర��ం�న ఆదర���.�   ఇ� తన ��త�లం� ఎ�� ఆద��ల� 

మన� ��ం�న ఆ �తృ�� ��వ� ��ల� �� ఆదర�ం�� �లబ�� �. 

నమస�� ౖ�  నమస�� ౖ�  నమస�� ౖ�  న�నమః“

అన���  తన �ణ���� ఆ పరమ���� ���న ���స����.  ఆ� ��తం  పరమ�జ��ౖన 

'��చ��'. 

J. స�ర�లత

�ం���
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�����, ��ప�� ��� అ�భ��

 ఉ. �ద��, �ర� ద�త�, స�చ�త �ం�న �నస��, సం

 �ద�త, ఓ��, స��షయ �త�, �ర�ల�ౖన ఉల���,�

 పద���ౖన �వన�, ��� � ��� �వరన� ��, స�

 వృ���సం� ఆచరణ, బృంద��ౖ �న �� �మ, �

 ���� ���ం�  �ణ �ష� కృష� ��� ���� !!

 మ�న�త�ౖన పర�త�� �దతలం  �ద�, అనంత�ౖన జల�� ��� �, ఒక ఎ��న జల�తం 

వద�� �ం�న���� ఒక �ఢ�ౖన అ��� క���ం�. అ� �� ఔన����� , �క �� అ�ధ�ౖన 

��ల� అర�ం ���న�ం�వల�  క��న� ��. �� అపర�త�� ��� �� ప�చయం �� 

అ�బం��� ఏర�ర� మన�� ��ంతత�, అ�ర�చ�య�ౖన ఆ�� ��� క��ం�న అక�� �� 

�మ�ర�, �� �ంప�ల వల�  క��న�. ����� అ�వం� ఒక అనంత �గర�, మ�న�త�ౖన 

పర�త��, ఒక ఎ��న జల�త�ౖ� �� పట�  ఆక��ంపబడ���, ��� అ�బం��� �న���డ��, 

మన� �ౖమర����� �హదపడ�  �� ���ర�, �� �ంప�� ��ప����.

 ఎ�� ఖం��, ఎ�� ���, ��ల�, ���� �� ���  ఉన� ఎంద� �ధ�ల బృం�ల� �� �

�� �� �ల�, �� న సంతర�ణ ���  �ర�  దర�నం ���  ����� �ం�� ���ం�, �రంద�� 

�మ, అ��గం, �త�ల�ం పం�� ��ంబ�� క���ం�, ఇ�� �లమం� �దర బృంద�� 

��ఒక��� ���క�ౖన అ�బం��� ఏర�ర��ం� ����� ���న� �ర�ం� న��� ��� �

�ం�న� ��ప����.

�����, ��ప�� ��� అ�భ�� అ�కం.

 1995 జనవ� ���జ� ��� ����� వద�� శల����ం�మ� ��� �ప��ం� 

�����ల� �� �� ఔ���� అ� అ�� అ��ంతవర� �� ఇక�� ఉం� ��ం�ం� అ� 

 అం�� �ౖ� పద�ం �� � వ�ం� �న ల��� అ�� ������ �క  ��ప����� అన��� , 

ఒక��� ఒక� �� ప��న���  ఉం��. �దృ��కం� "�వ��� న� అ� ఆలయ�న� 

�ధ�� ఆ�హణ ��ట� వల�న �వర � ����" ఈ ఇద��� ����� � ��ఫ��� ం��.  

U.S.A

సన� ���
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�న���� అ��� �����. అ� � ����� ఒక �త మ��. ��, �గ �ర�, ���. ��� ర� �

�శ� భవ� ���� బస, ��ప�� �� �� వంట. �����ల వంట��  ఉ�� ��� ఉండ�, �� 

�న�� �ఖ�, �ం�� �� �� ఇక�� �ం�� �� అ�, �య�� �ం� వం�ం� �ౖ�� రం� 

����� ఇ��  అ�. ఒక� �ం�. ఎ���� �� ప��.  ఎ�� ���, �వ��� ఉ�� కృ��� ��� �

���క�నట అం�� �హ� �య��న��� ఏ �ప��� ఉం���, ఏ �వత��� �ం�� 

�ద�ౖనవ�� ����� � అ�� అ� న�ం��ట. అ�� ��ప���� ఎంద��� అంద�� 

��ఒక���� ���క�ౖన ����యత� పం���. సన� � ��� �ద �గడ అం� ఇష� ం అ� 

���కం� క���� �� మ� ��� ��.  

 అప���  కృష���హం �ం� �ల�� చ��  �ద ����� �� � జ�� సమయం� ఆ�డ 

ఇం��ం� వరం�� ���� సన����, మ��� �ల ���ం���. �� � సమయం� 

����, ����� ���� ���ం�ం� �క�� ఉన� �ం���ం� �న� మ��  �ళ� �� మ� 

������. "����� ��� మం� మం� �ష�� ఇక�డ ��ఖపట�ం ��ౖ�� ఒక��� �క�� 

ఒక��� అ�� ��, శ�����  �ం�ఉం��.. �రం� ఎక��క�� ఉం�� క� �యన. �క�� ం� 

అవ�శం అ��  �రక�. �రం� �� �ం� ��ం�ంద� ఆయన� ఎ��� అం� ఉం�. అ� 

వ��న ఈ అవ�శం ఎక�డ స����గం ����క��� అ� �ంగ. అం�� ����ం� �� �� 

ఆటంకం క��ంచ�ం� �ప��� �యత�ం ���  ఉం�" అ� అ���. �ల�� క���ం� ��ల� 

త�� ��క ��క�ౖ�.  తం� ఆ���� ఎప��� �ల�ల�ౖ ఉం�ల�, ఆయన అం�ం� �� ��� �ం� 

���ల� ����ల� ఆ త��  ప� �ప�యం �ర���కం, ఆ����కం. త���ం� ఆర�త� క�� 

�మ��� �.

 �ంతక� �ళ����ౖ� మ� ���కం. �ళ�ం�� ����� బం����� �������ం�. 

ఊ�� సలప� ప��, హ��� ఉం��. ������ౖ�, ��ప�����ౖ� �� �ద�  ��ం��. 

ఆ�ౖ �దరబృందం ���, ������. ఆ ����� ఒక ���జల���. అ�వం�� ��� అ�న, 

�� ��� �� బం��ల� �� ��ం��ళ�ం క�� 70-80 మం�� ఉ��ం ���. 

���ధవం ��� మ��హ� �జ���న� సమయం� ఎక�� పం���  ��రన ���న� ���ం� 

వం�ం���ం� వ���� న��ళ�� "���� �� ఆనప�య �క�� �య�ం� ��� ఇష� ం అ� 

����." ఎంత �� �  !! �వం� ���  ప�� ం��క��� త�����ం ��. �� అ� వదల��. 

దండ� �� ��� ���క� అమ� ���.

 ఎం.�.� �ర��  ఇం� ఏ ఉ��గం�� �ర�సమయం� ��ఖరమ���� �����. 
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��, �ర�, �హ�, ��, ���  అ���ర� ఒక �� ��ల�� �� �హచ����, 

అమ��� ఆ��యత� అ�భ�ం� అ��ౖన అవ�శం ల�ం�ం�. 1999 ల� అ��� అవ��� 

ఉం�న�సమయం '��� ��ం ఉ��గం ఇక�� ��� �యన ఆ అ����ం� �� �నక 

ప���పడ�. �� � కళ� �ం�ం�ం� త�� దం��� �� ��ం�ం�ం� అ���'. ఎంత 

సమ���ల�ౖన ��ర�ౖన �చ�. ����లల�� �న��� స�ర��� ల���. అప���యన� 

ఎ�వం� అస�స�� �� �� ఉ��గం ఇం� ల�ంచ� �రణం � ఇం�ప�� � ఉం� ఆయన� 

మ�ర�ౖన �వ� ��� �ల�/ ��� గడపగ���.

 �న��� స�ర��� ల�న �ంట� ���జ�, �����ల� �� �� ఉండటం� �ద� ��కం 

��� �దృ��కం � ����� �ౖద��� వ���. ��నల���  "�ళ�� ర��ం ��� �� �� 

ఉండ�, ఇక�ౖ ���ద�� �� తం��" అ� � ��ంబ స��ల� �ండంత అండ� ����.  

��ప���� "� అమ� అ�య���, ర��ం ��� �� �నక నడవడ� �� �ద�� ఏం 

��య�. �ౖ� �ంచం అస�సత�  �� అం�� �ఖ� �ం� �� �� �డ � �ల��” అ� అనడ� �� 

త�� �గ �� కష� ం ��, �� �ఖం�� అ�గ��� ��� �లబ�� మమ��� ఆ��ం� 

��� � ��� అవసర�ౖ� �న�� మంద���  మమ��� స�ౖన ��� �����.

 �ద��  ������ ఏమ�� �����లం� ��� � ఉం��. � నవ�తం ���, � �వశంక� 

��� �� ��, ఉతరం �� పం� స�ౖన సమయం �� ������ �ర�యవల�ం� అ� అ�����. �

ఎ�� ���  చ�� ���  ��ప�� ��� స�యం అ�� ���. ఒక� �ం����  ఇ��  అయ�క అ�ం� 

ఒక సందర�ం� "���ం�� �ళ���� �ళ���� ����వడం. ��� � ������ ఉతరం ��, �

ఆయన �� ���� అవసరమ��� � స��నం ��� �. అయనం�ం�� క� �.�.� ��� �ౖర�� 

�ౖ� అ�, � ������ �� �ౖర�� �ౖ�. �����లం� అ� �ౖర�� �� �ం� ��� �ం��యన�.. 

��� ఆ ��� ఎ� ఉం�ం� క� అ� �ౖర�� �� అడగ��" అ� భ�� ఇ���, అ� ����� 

సమ�ం ��. ఒక ��� �����  తన���  ����వడం �క �ౖ��� దగ�ర��� � అ� ����� �ధ 

ఇక�డ ఆచరణ�� ���ం� అ���� ం�. తం�� �ల��� దగ�ర��� త��  క�!! అ��� ����� 

"�రం �ం� అ� క���� � �� ����� దగ�ర� వ��న��� ���� ం� ఆయ�క ����, 

అంత �లభం ��, త�� ��� అ�. �� ��త � ఉం��" అ�. అం� చ����� క� అ� �

చంక���య���, ఇ��న అవ���� �����గం ����డ� అ� �చ��క వం��.

 ����� వృ��� , ఆ����క �వృ��� , ��ంబం�, �దరబృందం�, రచ� ��సంగం�, �� 

���� స����గప���  ఉన� సమయం� ��� మ���� మ�ర�ౖన ఘ�య� గ�� అవ�శం 
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 "అ��హ�న� ������క�డ"

ఉం� ����  అ� ���వడం ����  ��ర��.  �� సమ�ం� �శ�బ� ం��ౖ� ���� అవ�శం ఉం� 

అ���ంచం� అమ� అ� అ��. ఆ త��  �మ ఎంత��..  �� ప��� �ం� ఒక 10 ���� 

�స���� ��ం�� ఉం�� గం������ం� ఉం�� ఆ సమయం � వ��వం� �� 

�వల�న� ����ం� అ�. అ� ����� �ద�వ ���� మహదవ�శం �� అమ��� 

ప�చయం ��న�.

 �ర�న��� � ఎంద�� ఎ�� వందల���  అన��ర��  �జ���� ఏర����. 

శరన�వ��ల� ఇంతమం�� ఏ�� ఎ�వం� వంట వం�����, అంద�� అ�� వ��� �� అ� 

��� ��� �� మ� క���వడం �� � ఈ�డ ఆ��యత� అస� హ���� అ� అ��ం��. 

అస��వం�� �ధ�� అ� అ��ం��.

 �ల�ల ఎ��దల� అ�వృ�� తం�� గం�ర�ౖన �ౖన �� అ�� త�� � �శ�బ� �ౖన ��. �

త�� � �ట� టం � ఒక తృ� � ఉం�ం�, ��ం�న �� �న� �జయ� అ��ప�. ��� ��� 

�ష�ల� ఎం� సం��ంచటం. అ�� ��� ��� ప�ల� �� ఎం� ఆనం�ంచటం అమ�దగ�ర 

��� �. అ� �తృ �మ, ఆ��యత� ��� వందల �ట� � �తం �దరబృందం స��ల� �

���ంచటం, త��  �గ సల��, �చన�, వం�� ��� ��� �ష�� �� �డ� �డ� ���� � 

ఎ��ఆనం�����!! ��ప���� ఇ�వం� ఎ�� �ష�ల� ��� ���త.

 తల��ం� ఎ�� ఎ���� మ�ర �� ప�� అ��� ��క �న�� ��ం ఒక� 

అ�ర�చ�య�ౖన అ���. �స�� E K �� ఆచ�ం� అం�ం�న� బృం�వన �వ� ���. � 

త�దం�� �స����� ��� అ�భ�� � �� �� ������ �ండల� �మ��ం� మ��ల� 

త�� �ౖమర�ం� ��త��త� అ�భ�ంప�� ��� ప�ంత��� పం�న� �����, 

��ప����.

 � ��త� సంబధం��ం� ��ౖ వ��ం�న ఇంత� �మ�  గమ�� � అ��ం�� ఒక��... 

�స���� మం��ల�� అన��� �

 "��వ� �రంట�ౖన ఈ క�ణ�మనవ��"

 "�మ� హ�� �క�డ"

అం�� ��� భ� ��రస�ర�� ఈ పద� ��ంజ�
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ఉత�ల�ల (��క)

 అమ��! �ర� జన� ఫల��� ! స�� � సత��� �

 ర���న �ల��� మ� రం�ల; భ��� , �మ, �వ, ��ం

 త��న �ండ�, చ� �ద��న కంభ� �� �� వం

 శ��న �ర�� �మ� ���గ ! �య�, �ఙ�న��, క

 ర���ల, ��� వఱ� �స�� �గ ప��వ�� ��

 �మ���ౖన ���ల ������ ప��ర � భ� ��

 వ��ల �వ�� స���క ��. �. �. �� !�వ� ��

 న��� పం� �వ ప��మ �మ��ల�ద��ం� �

 ర��� �త��� �� పరంపర�� తమ �వన�� స

 ర��� సమర�ణమ�� తలం�� భర �మన���ం� !ధ

 ర���న �గ�ౖ చ� సమన�య ��ల �క��� �

 శ��� ���డయ�! �ధక బృంద��ల�  బం� వ

 ర�మ�� ఆద�ం�� �రంతర ��� ��! ���

� నమ�� �డగ�� �� ఆర�త �ం�న �మ �� ��

 ప��� �డగ�� �� భ�గ�  �క��ల�ం� కం�

� ఠ��� �ం���� ల� �క� ��� ద���  నన��

 రమ� �� �డగ�� � శరన�వ�� మ�త�వ��ల�

 ������� ���� ��� ���న �క��� �

 ష���లలంక�ం�ట, ��ద� ��ట, దండల�� , �

 ప��లమ��, ���� �ర� �ద� �� మంద �

 స��న �� న�� బ� చక�గ !�ష�ర �ళలం� వ

 ���� �న��� ���ల హృ�� ! ���జల�� �ం

 ���ల �లలందర� నన�� �శన, �� ప��, హృ

 ద���గ �ర��ం� ననయ�� �య��గ �తృ�� � !శ

 క�మ�� ��� గ��న��  �ణ���, �వ�కర��

 నమ�హ�య�� �క��మృత చర�� ��� �ంప�

 నమ��������! అయ��బంధ�! �త� బంధ�� !!
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��ప��, �తృ�� �  �మ� కృష����

       �దర బృంద� ఆనంద� �సం ��� క�� కష� � ��� ��� ���, అ���� ం�.  

        � అ� ����  పక� ��� అ���, �� అంత �ర� �ం� ఎం�� న�� �వటం,  ఈ పక�� 

���  ఎ�� ��నట� �� �ం�� � వ���� క� అ�.  ��� �� అ���,  అమ���� ఆ�గ�� స�� 

��,  �� ���� ���� ���� �ధ ప�����.  అక��� �� ��� � ��� అ�����, 

చ��� �న� ��శం ఎక�� �దట,  ఎ��  త��వ� �న� ��శం, అ��� �ం� �ౖ�� �ౖ�ల�  

���ం� �వటం తప� ���� �� అ���. 

 ��ప��, �తృ�� �  �మ� కృష���� �� �ద పద��ల� నమ��ర�� . అమ��� 

�నవత���, �తృత��� చ���న � ఈ ���  అ�భవ�� ఈ సందర�ం� పం���ల� ఈ 

�యత�ం.  

          �� ల��� ప�� �� foot over bridge ఎ�� �� ల��  ��� �� ����� �సం 

ఎ����� ���.  

             అ� బ��� � ���జల ��త�, మన �� దంప� బ���� ����న  సందర��.  �జ� �

��ం��� ��� ��ఖట� ణ�   బయ� �� ��న సమయం. 

          ��  �ప�ం� ఇం� ��� � �� ,  అమ��� platform �ద� ���. �� � ఎవర�� 

పలక�ం��� అం�� �� అ� �ం�ం� అ�����.  �� �ప� త��త క��ం��.  

Platform � ఆ �వర �ం� ��నం� న�� వ�� ��� .  అమ��� �ల�� అ��� అ�� 

���ం� �స���� �యం ప�� �� న��� ���.  నడవట� కష� ం� �ం��, తన �ధ� పళ� 

���న  ������ ,  పక� ��� న��� ��� �� న��� ���.  �� ���� ప�� న �మట�, 

�ంచం  ఆ�సం�,  ����ం� నడవటం క��ం�ం�.  

             �� దంప�� Hotel �ం� Railway Station � �� �  ���� ����.  �� మ� �ంద�  

��� �   ��  ల��� �ం�����.  అ��� ���ం� �� Train బయ� �రవల�న� �� 

��న ఈ  platform �ం�  ��,  అ� అ��ౖ�న �న� �ండవ నంబ� � వ�� ందట అ�. 

       ఆ �ట �� � కళ�� ��� ��న ����.  ఇంత �ధ �ట� ��� మనం ��� అంత �రం �ం� 

ర��ం��ం� అ� అ��ం�ం�. 

D. �మ��� మ�� ��ంబ  స���

బ���
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 ఇద�న ప� ��ల త��త ఒక ��  �� ��� � �ర� ������ �ల�� క��� న��.  

�టల మధ��   ���ం� �ళ� అమ� ��� � �ర��  �� � �ళ� ���లట .  �� �ల�� 

�ంగ�� �  ���ం� త��త ఇ��� ��ం� ,  �వ�� �వ�� � � �న���� అడగమ� ����.  

 త��త, 2015 బ�� � ���జల� వ��న��� ��దంప� � ఇం�� వ���, �� 

�క��  ఉన� �   దంప�� ఓ�ర����.  �ంత�న �చనం అ�న త��త, � �ర�  ఆ�గ�ం   

��ం� ���ం��.  ఆ� �ళ����ల ���� �ధ ప����� �� �లం�  అ� ����.  అ��� 

ఆ�గ�ం ��త� ���మ� �� ��త� ���,  � ��ం��� ఆ�ర��ం� ������.� �

  ���జ� ��ం���, ��ఖపట� ణం �ళ���� మన ��దంప� Railway Platform � 

వ���.  అక�డ  అమ��� న�� దగ��� ���,  �మ�� ���  � �ర�� బ��� � treatment వ�� , 

�ంగ�� � మం� specialist � ��ం� మం� treatment ఇ��ంచం� . �ంగ���  మన �దర 

బృందం సహయం ����  �యత�� �యం� అ���. అ�� అ�� అ��� ��. 

ఈ �త� �ర��మ� అం� అమ��� కృష���� �� �� చలవ మ�� ఆ���ద� వల�� �

�ధ�మ�ం� అ� � దంప�ల ��ఢ నమ�క�. 

  అప���, �ంగ���  �ద�  ��న� �క� దగ��  ���ం� ������.  �� ��� � �

��ం�, �� �ల� మం�� ఇ��న త��త, ఈ జ�� నయం ��, ఈ మం�� ��ల� � 

�డం� ��, మ�� � దగ��� �వల�న అవసర� �� అ� �������.  ఇ� ��� త� తన ఆ�గ�ం 

ప����. 

ఆయన� �� ��,�  �జ�నం� ఇ��� �� ����  ఉం� � �ర� ఆ�గ�ం, ఆ �క��� �� �

�మ���, ��నం� ��� ���, �� � �ర�� �� మం� confidence ఇ���.  ఆయన 

అ���ం��ం� �రకడం కష� ం.   ఆయన అ���ం��ం� �స� �యత�� �యం� అ� ��� 

�వ�� ఇ���. 

Namaskarams Master to your Lotus Feet. 

 ఆ �క� ��� క�� ��త� ��ం� ����,  ఇ��� � �ర� ఆ�గ�� ��ం�.�

 ఆ చల�� త�� � ఇ� � శత�� నమ���ంజ��.  
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���  �తృస�  ��

 �వత� ���� �ంట��� �� ��య�� దర�నం �సం �ౖ�ం��� ����. అక�డ �ళ�� 

కనబడ�  దృశ���.

ప��యతః ��భృతం స�జం

 అమ��� తన ��� ఒక ప���� ప�� �� ��� ��కం�� ��� న��. ఆ క�� 

���త�క�ౖన� �బ��  ఆ పద�ం �క��� న��. మ�� ��� చం�త�క�ౖన ఎడమ కం�� ��� న��. 

అ��� పద�ం ����ం�న��. ఆ �ధం� ఆ� ప� ప� ���  ����� ం�, ఆయన మంద�సం� 

���  ఉ���.

 �వ�దంప��ౖన � �ర����� ��, అమ��� కృష���� ��� ద��ం�న, ��� గ��న 

��ల� త���న���డ��  �� ఇ�ం� �� �� ��� � వ�� �.

 ఈ సత�ం ��యక, ������న ప���� � ��� ప� ఉం�, ���త�క�ౖన అమ��� 

దృ��  �స�ం� ఆ ప��� ���ం� ఉం��.

 �స���రకం� అ��ం� ఈ �వ��ౖన దృశ�ం� సృ�� �� ��సమం� అంత�ర�ం� ఇ�� 

ఉన��.

�న�స� �న�స� దృ�ః పద��ం

 సృ�� � �ల�ౖన భగవ� తత�ం ఒక� ఉన�ద� ��ంచడం �లభం. ఆ తత�ం సృ�� � � �

అంత���� ���ం� ఉన�ద� ����వడం కష� ం. అం��� �ంచ��క�ౖన ఉ��ల� �� ఆ 

భగవ� తత�ం ప��రం� � ���ం��� ంద�, అవ�రం� ��వ�� ంద� ��యడం మ��ంత కష� ం. మ� �

కష� �ౖన �షయం ఏ�టం�, మన �ంచ��క శ�రం��, �� �సనల� ఆ శ���� అం����న 

మన మన���� �� - �ధన �� � - ఆ తత�ం చక�� ���ం�ంద� ��యడం.�

ప��స�ం స��త ���ణం ||

 

��ం ��ధం చ ��ర�యం�ం

 తమ తమ �ంత సం���ల� ����న� ��ల� ఆ అ��హ ��రం ఎ� క���ం� 

����? భగవ� �జ� ���న� మ����ల �ంగత�ం వల� . �� ���ధ�ం �రకడ� అమ��� 

�� �స�ంచడం. 

�ం���

�ర� �డవ��
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 ఇంత కథ ఎం�కం�, ��దంప�� మనం గ��న ��� ఎంత మహతర�ౖన� ��ం� చ���, �

మ�క�� ���  ������.  

 మ�క �షయం. ��మం�� �ౖవ �జ�� ���న� మ����ల �వరన� � �� �నవ 

సహజ�ౖన �వరన�  �చ�ం� - �హం క���ం�. ���� �� �పం వ��ం�? �ఃఖం వ��ం�?  

అవ�ర ���ల శ��ల� ��� క��ం�? అ� ఆశ�ర������ �ంతమం�. అదం� �ల, ��� 

పర�త� అ� స�� ������ మ��ంతమం�.

 నవర�ల అ���� �ర�� స��వం కల మన�� పరతత�ం ���ం��,�  ఆ నవర�ల� �

�������� �క�ంచ�? �ౖన ���న �� కం� �వ��ౖన �స�ం ��?

  �ధ��� �ౖ���� ���� ఉం�, �ధ�� ఏ స�ంద� �� బండ��� ఏ� 

����. నవర�ల అ��� �� �ౖ��భవం� ప�ణ��� ం�. మ����ల �షయం� �హం 

�ంద�ం� ఉం�లం� ఈ �ష��� �� ���  ��� ���. 

  �ళ�� �ంతమం�� ఈ �పంచం ���రం� క���� ం�. ఎం�� బత�� ��య�, ఈ 

�కం� ఎం��ంత �డవ ఉన�� అర�ం ��. తమ� ఏ� ��� తమ�  ��య�. ఏ� నచ��. అ�� 

సం���. అం� గందర�ళ�.

  అ�వం� ����  ఒక తర� ��ల కథ ����. ��� స�హం �ం� తమ� �� ��� 

��ం� ���, వ��� �� కర� గ�� న���. �ంత ఆ�చన� �పం��� ప���ంచ��� 

���న����. 

 1994. 

  �ర�ం �ట�డ� ఎక���� ఉ���� ఉప��ం���. �� ���� �� �� వ��,�  అ� 

ఎక�� �� ఉన�ద� ����ం� �ట �డ ఎ���. ��� �� క��  �న�ల మ��� ఎగ����.

  'అ�త� � �దం' అ� ఒక అంద�ౖన ���త� తత��� ��� ంతం �ళ� �ధ� ��ం� చక�� �

�వ��� ం�. 

  ఒ��క� ���, అవ�ర� �� �ద సంచ�ం�న��� �� ���ధ�ం �� అ�కమం� 

��� ఉద��ంపబడ��. ఒ��క� ��� ఒ��క� కథ. �ళ�� ���ధ�ం ఒ��క� �ధం� అ���� 

క���� ం�. �ళ�� �వల�న ����, �����  క��ం� ��సం క���� ం�. అం��న��ళ�� 

అం��న�ంత.

  అ�వం� ఉ����, తమ� ��య� ఏ� వ�� � �సం, అ��� �సం �పంచమం� 

����, �గ� ��తమ� ��బండ� �య�క సతమతమ�� ��� ���.

 భవ���� అ��� ప�������. �ౖన ���న ��ల కథ చ��క, భవ���� ���కం� 
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  ఏ� అ��� ����ంద�, ఏ� ఒక ఆ����క�ౖన ����� ��ణం ��� మ�, �గ� 

��తం ��� �� వ���� మ� ���ౖన ఆశ. త�� దం�� �స���� �ర�ం� ఉన���� �బ�� , అర�ం 

����, ఓ�క�, సహనం�, �మ�, చక�� స����� , �త���� , ����, �� తప��ం� 

���ం� ఉ���.

  స���  �ద�ం �����న సమయం� అ�� ��� ��ద�గం క��న�� , ఎం�� �సం 

చద���న సమయం�, భ�ష��� � ��� ������న సమయం�, ��� సంవత��ల�� ���ౖన 

��ద�గం క��ం�.

 

  �శ�భవ� ���� ���త� �ద�ల� �� ��, ���, సన� ల� వస� ఏ��� ��� 

�����. ఉదయం అ��న�రక��  న���ం� ���ధవం �����ళ�ం. �య�, త��త 

�జ, అ���రం, ����� ����, మ��హ�ం అక�� ఆట�ట�, �యం�ం మ�� ����,  

�య�, �జనం, ఇం� ఒ���� ���త� బృందం��� ఎక�డ �ర��మం ఉం� అక��� �ళ�డం - 

 ఆ మ��హ�ం ఆ �షయం ��ం� సం�హ �వృ� � �య�డ� �క, 'చ�� ఎ� ఉన��? ఇవ�� 

చదవ��� �� సమయం ఎ��  ����న��?' అ� అ���. 'చ��� వ��� ఇ� చ�����నం�', 

అ� �హ�టం ��ం� ����. అ���యన, � �న����, '�ల���� ��ఖపట�ం పం�ంచం�. 

���జల త��త �� �����ల�సం తరగ�� �ర���� �, ��� పం�ంచం�' అ� ����. 

1994, నవంబ� 18. 

ప�చయం �����న అవసరం ��. ���ౖన ����� అ� భవ���� ��. �� చ�� �ద ఆస� �

న�ం�ం�. ��త�ం, �స���� �స�� �, ��స� - �రంతర� అ� ��స. �గ� ��తం పట�  

���ౖన వ���కత, ��శ.

 �జమం� ���జ� �రంభ�ౖన �యం�ం. �జ� ���� � �ర�� ��� �� 

�య� ��ం� �. ఇ���� � ఎవ��ౖ� �శ�� అడగమ���. ���ం� అవ�శమ�, ��� ��� ����  �

� సం��� ��� సం�ం�� ������. ఆయన చక�� �వ�ం��. �ర��మం ���క దగ�ర� 

��� �వ�� అ���. �న��� �� దగ�ర� ��� ఆయన� ��� ��. 

 మ��� మ�� ఉదయం అ���ర సమయం� ������ ఒక ఉతరం ఇ���. అ���య� �

�స�� ��ం� ��� సం���. '��� �' అ���. త��త �ర��మం ��క దగ�ర� �ళ���, �దట� 

�ంద ���న� � దగ�ర� వ��, '� ఉతరం చ���, ఇ�ళ మ��హ�ం �� ��� డ��' అ� ��� �

��క�ౖ� ����.

 1995, జనవ� ���జ� ���క, 14 - 29 వర�.
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1995, � �ల� ��� ���.

  �ం��� �ల�� ��� � ��ం� అమ���� ��� ఉం�� �����. �� మ� �� 

�� �గ� ���మం�లమ� అమ��� ��ం��. 'ఉద��� �య� � ��� �ం� వం�ం�� � 

వ��య�ం� �య�' అ� గ�� � ����. అ��న�రక��  ��సం ���కం� ��న �� ఇ����. 

 ����  అ� ���త� బృం��� �� వ��ం��, మమ��� �ళ�� �న����� ��. '�ళ�� 

వం�� �� చప�� ఉం��. మనం ��� ���� �ం��' అ� తమ� �� ������ �� 

���, �జన� ��� ��. సన� � �గడ అం� ఇష� మ�, ���కం� అత� �సం �గడ �� 

వ��ం���. 

 

  �� ����� �ౖ��� �స�� � ���� చ���ం� ఉం�, ఆ�డ కన�ంబ�� �ల 

క�� �చ�ట� ����. మధ�� ఏమ�� ��� �� ఉం���. �� �� ���ంద�, ��� 

ఎక��� ����, న�� �� �ంట ��������. '�� ఉం���నం�' అం�, '���� ����' 

అ��� అమ���. 

  �త���తం�� �వ����� ��ం��గలమ� మ�కరకం� ఎ��  ��ంచగలం? 

అ� � �ర��మం. �య� ఏ���� , �జ�ల ఏ����  ఇం� ఏ�� ప�� ఆ�� ��� 

���ళ�ం.

  ����� ��� �ర� మ�� ���  ��� �ళ� ఇం��  గ�� �గ�ం ల�ం�ం�. ����� 

���న �ష�ల� ��� త�� ���  ��� గ�����. �గ� సమయమం� ఆ�� దకరం� 

��దంప�� గడపడ�. అమ��� �త�ల�ం �ట��  �ప����.

  అప��� �� �� �ండవ సంవత�రం ప��� �� ఉ���. ��� ప��� ��� ంబ� � ��� 

  ఏ� అ��� అ�! జన�జన�ల� �ల�? ���ధవం �వ� ��వరణం�, ఆత�బం���ౖన 

�� �ధ�ల� ఆట�ట�. ����� �వ� �సం��, ఆయన� తృ��� � ఇ���� , చ�ర �

సం�షణ�. అమ� �మ. �ద�� �ఖ�, �ం� అక�ల ఆదరణ.  

  ����� ఇం��  �స�ం� ��� ��, 'మన ఇం��  �త అ��� ఉ���, �� అ� ��� �� �

కం�� పడ��' అ� �చ��ం���. ఆ�డ �న�ప�� క���  సర�� �����. 

 అంత� �� అ����� ��ం �వ��� ��న� అర�త ఏ��? అన� �శ�� �� ������ 

�� స��నం �రక��. అం�� ��న� ���క�ౖన అర�త ఏ� ��. అర�త� ��తం�� సహజ�ౖన �

�మ ���. అంద�ప��  అ� �మ ��ం��. తమ�� ���� ఏ�ధ�ౖన �� ��ం� అంద�� 

�రంతరం పం��. 
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'�� అ��క ఏ� ��� మ� అ��ం����?'

 ఆయన �ఖం గం�రం� అ���ం�. 

  'ఒక� �ం�� �� �తకడం ���, ��తం� అ�� �ౖమన��� �� అ��తం� ��ం��.' 

అ� ����. అ���, � �న���� ఆయ� �� ��, 'ఇక �ం� ���� అ�� ఫ��  �� �� వ�� �' అ� 

�� ఇ���.

1996 ��వ�.

  ����� �ట ఫ�తం�, చ�� �షయం� �ంచం �� ��� పడ��. ఆయన ���న�� � 

ఫ��  �� � ������. ��� ంబ� � ప��� ��, �స��క �తం పర�ం�� �� � 53. �న� ఇయ� � � ౖ

67 �తం వ��� � �� ఫ��  �� � ��. 

�� ���  వ���.  'ఫ��య� � �� ఎంత పర�ం�� వ��ం�?' అ��� �����. '48' అ���. 

  �యం�ం ఉప��సం అ��తం� �వ��� న��. ���� ఏ� గంటల�ంతం� అమ��� 

ఇం�� � ��� , న�� �� �పల� రమ�� �ౖగ ���. వం�ం�� � ������ �ౖ�ం� ��� దగ�ర 

���మ���. ��సం ���కం� ఇ��  ���. ఎ�� ఇ��ల�! 'అ��, �� ఇ�� �న�నం�' అ�� �న��. 

'��ం� ��ణం. ఇ��� �ందర� అ�����' అ� ��� ఒక ఇర�ౖ ఇ��� ���ం�� ఆ�ళ � 

�త.  

  అప���ం� అమ��� �� ��ౖన��డ��  �� �మ� �� ఉం���. 'చ����� �

�య�. �దట ��రప��. ఆ త��� ఏ�ౖ�' అ� ఎ�� ఉ�హరణ� �����.

 అమ���� ���, 'అక�డ �� వ��న �డ�� ఉం��, ����' అ� ����. ఒ��క�� �� 

��ం��. 'ఇ� ఫ�� అ��� �� వ��న �డ�. ఇ� ఎం. �ం. � ��వ��� ఫ��  వ��నప�� 

�డ�' అ� �వ�ం��. 

  ��క�ళ�� ��� మ� ఒక� అ�రం �� ఎ��వ చ��య��ం� ��త ప�, స���  �న� � ౖ

ఇయ� � 67 �తం ���� �������. �� ఫ��  �� �, స���  60 పర�ం� �.

 అమ��� �� సం��ం��. '� �ట �ల��� � �య�', అ� త��త �����  అ���.

 ��ఖపట�ం� ఏ� ప�� �య��� వ���. స�స� ����� ఇం�� ������. ఆ�� 

�యం�ం ���ధవం� ��ష�ం అప���ర� ����� �సంగం. ఆ �� �� ���� ఎ��� 

గంటల� � ��� ��ణం, బ���.

అ� సందర�ం�, మ�క సమయం� అ��ం��. ����� అ���. 

'ఏ� అ��� �దం�' అ���.
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'ఎం.�.� �� ఎం.�.� �� ��' అ���.

  ��, ఏ �ధం�� �� సం��ం��గలన� �ర�ం ��. అస�మ�� చ��� క�. స�, ౖ

����� ���ర� ఏ� చదవ�ం�� ఎం��� ���. ఏ� ���� �� వ��ం�. ఎం.�.ఏ 

అ�ంద��ం��. 

  అ��� మ�� � �ల�� అంద�� ��� �� ���ధవం రమ����. ఆద�ం�, ��తం� 

�ం�� �గమ� ఆ�������.

  మ�క��, �ఖ� ప���� ఉన���� �� ���ం�న ఘ�� �� ఒక� ����. ఎ�� 

ఇబ�ం�� ప�� � ఆ�డ ��తం�. ఎ�����  �ౖద�ం �సం ���� �క� �ద��ం��. ఒక�� �ం� 

అక�� �న��ల�� ఉన���� ఎ�� �� �స�� E K �� ���న��� మం�� ���రట. అంద���� �ౖ� 

� �లబ�� �. ��� గ��క, �స�� �� ��, '���, ��� �ౖ� � �లబ� �వక�ర��. �దగ�ర� 

��� వ����' అ� ���రట. అంత ��న�ం� �వ�ం� ��� ఆ�డ. 

  � ��తం ���ౖనం�� � అ��, ��� త��త మ�� అంత� సం��ం�న� అమ���.

 � ��తం� క��న మ�క అ��హం ఇంగ�ం�� ������  ��దంప�� గ�� అవ�శం. 

�ం� అక� ��� ఇంగ�ం�� ఉం��� �బ��  ��దంప�� ��� సమయం� అక��� వ��  

ఉం���. �� అవ�శం వ��న��డ��  ���, �ళ�� ������ గ�� వ��  ఉం����. అమ� �� 

�జనం �����. ప�� అన�ం�, బట� � క��ం� ��న ��� �� చక�� �జనం ��� ��.

  మ�క�� �జ�ల సమయం�, ����� సర�� ��� �� - 'డయ���, �ౖప� �న��. 

�ం� ����  ప�� �. ఇం�క ����  ఉం�, ����� అ�' అ���. ఆ �ట� అమ��� 

త�� ��క���. �ౖ� ఏ� అన�� ��, ఆ�డ �ఖం�� �ధ� గమ�ం�న �� ఇప��� ఆ దృశ�ం 

��� �� � �ం� క���మం�ం�.

  ����� �మ��ణ ��ం�, ఆయన �మ��ణ� ఆ�డ ఎ� ��త� �ల��� అల�� ��� , �

అ� సమయం� ���  ��� , అవసర�ౖ� ���� వ��� �� అ��డ��� �����. 

  2004 �� � ������ ��� �ం� అ�� �ళ� ఇం��  ఉం� అవ�శం ���ం�. �� 

 �� �� ��� . 1995 � �ల� ����� ���ధవం� ఒక �యం�ం కృ�� ���న �

ఘ�� �� వ��� �  అ��త�ౖన �గవత �వచనం ���. ఆ సమయం� ఆయన ఆ�గ�ం అంత� ����. 

��� �� ఉ���. ఆ ఉప��సం జ���న�ంత�� ఆయన ��ల�� అమ��� ���  ఉం�, 

మధ�� ఇక త�� ��క �ంద� ������.

ఎవ��� స�, ఏ కష� ం వ��� ఆ�డ �� తల���� ����. 'అమ��, �����  �� ఎవ�� కష� ం 

��డ�. త�� ���' అ��� �ద�� �ఖ�.
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 2005 � ఒక�� మ�� ��దంప� దర���� ����. లండ� �ం� ��� గంటల �ౖ� 

��ణం. �ల������ బయ���, �ౖ��  ��ర సంభవం చ��� ������. �ర�� పర�శ��ల 

క��ణ ఘట� ం �ర�� �స�� ����� ఇ��  ���. 

  �� ��� ��ణం అ�� ఉండ�, '�ల���� ఏమ�� �న��� ఇ�� పం�ం�' అ��� 

�����. ఆ�ట ఆయన ���కం� ����? ఆ�డ అప��� �� �� �జనం �ట� ం క��  ఇ���. 

  �ం��  అ�న త��త �ర�� క�� ���ధ��� ���న��� �� ఇద��� ఎం� ఆద�ం��. 

మమ��� ���� �������. ����� �త ��� � ఇద��� ��� రమ��, �త��� �

ఆయ�, అమ��� � �నక వ���.

  '�ం� మ��� �లబ�, త��త �ధన ���' అన�� �� �����న సం�శం. అ� �వలం 

�� �ట� ��ం�, తమ �మ, �����ల ��� ��� క��ం��. జన�జన�ల� స�ప� �����  

ఇ���.

  ��దంప�� గ��న ��� త���ం� ��, మన� ��కప� �ర�ల��ం�. భ�ల�� 

�ల�, ఎం� �ంత�న క���ం�. అం�� క� అ��� - 

 

�� � �తృస� ��, �� � �తృస� గ�ః |

ఎప��� మ����� అ��� ఆ ������ ��� గడపడం. ����� ��ం�, భగవ�� త ��ం� 

����� ���కం� �వ�ం� ����. 

  �� �ంగ��� త�వనం� ��ల��క ��, ఎప��క��� � �గ��� 

క���ం� ఉం���. 

  ఆ�� �యం�ం �� ఉ��� ��, ������ ���కం� ఏ� ��� డ��. ఆనందకర�ౖన 

��ల� ఆ�����  ఎ��వ �నం�� ఉం����. �యం�ం ������ సమయం దగ�రప��ం�, 

అమ��� అ���, '������ ఏమ�� ��� � ప� ఉం� ఇ��� ��� ��, �య�. మ�� �రం 

���� క�' అ�. 'ఏ ప� �దం�. ఊ�� ��� �� గ���మ� వ��� అం�' అ���. 

  2019 ��ంబ� �� సమయం� ��దంప�� ఇద�� � ఇం�� వ��, �ం�� 

ఆ�������. '��� �� � అ��హంవల�  � ��తం ఇక�డ ���ౖందం�' అ���. 'చక�� 

��ల����' అ���.

  ఈ�� � ��ంబమం� �ల��పల� చక�� ఉన�దం� అ� ����  �� అ��హ�. �� 

���ధ�ం �� ల�ం� ఉండక�� �ౖ�శ�మ� ఊ���ం� �� బయటపడగ�� ఉం���� ��.

�� � �తృసమం �ణం, �� � �తృస� �� ||
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త�� � �ం�న �వన �త మ�వ� ఈ సృ�� � ��. 

త�� � �ం�న �డ మ�క� ��.

త�� � �ం�న ఆ�యం మ�క� ��. 

 

త�� � �ం�న ర�ణ మ�క�� ��. 
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అమ���� � ��ణం

 ఇం�క�� �ౖ�� �  ��దం ఇ�� న����, �� ఇ�� � అం�, అమ��� �� అ� �� 

అంద� దగ�ర� ��� ఇ���. ఈ సంఘటన� �� ����న�� ��ఉన��. వంట �య�డం ��� 

�� వ��ంచడం �� �ఖ�� అ�, ఆ��యం� అంద�� వ��ంచడం �� �ఖ�మ�, ఒక�� 

వండడం, ఇం�క�� వ��ంచడం ��ం�, అంద�� మన� వ��ంచడం అ� �������. ఇక�డ అమ��� 

వ��ం�, అమ��� అంద�� ఇవ�డం అ�� �� ����న� �ఠం. ఒక త�� � అంద�� ���  ��� �� 

 ఎ��� �ౖ�� ���� ఆ��యం� పలక�ం���. ఎ��� వ���, ఎక�డ ఉ���, ���ట��� 

��� �ళ�ం� అ� �����. ���  ���  పం�ం���. � బం� ��ల� ఎవ��న ����  అం�, 

��� ��ం� �� ���ం�, ��� ��� ఫ�� ��న, ఫ�� �ౖ�� �� ఉం�� వ�� కలవమ� 

�����.  ఆ త��త �ం� �� �లల త��త క��న��� ���  ��� �� ��� ఎ� ఉ��� అ� 

���� ���ం���. ఇంతమం�� ���కం� ���  ��� �� అడగడం �� ఒక అ���. �జం� 

� మన� �ం����. ఇంతమం�� �� ��� ��� అ� అ��ం��. �� ���  ��� అ� �� 

ప�చయం �������. �� ఫ��, �� �ౖ�� �ం� వ��� అ� ��,�  "�� ���, �� 

��� ���" అ� �����. 

 �� �ద��� అమ���� 2012-13 సంవత�రం� జ��న �ౖ�� ���జల� కలవడం 

జ��ం�. �ద� దర�నం��  �� ఒక మ�ర�ౖన అ��� క��ం�. అ� ఎ��� అం�, �జ�� 

వ��ం�ట��� వంట �ష�� ��� �ట��� అ��� క��ం�. ఆ అ��� ఒక �య��ౖన 

అ���. అప�� �ం� �� అమ���� అ�భంధం ఏర��ం�. ఆ త��త �� బలప�ం�. 

�ఖ��� వంట ��� న���� అమ��� వ�� ఎ� ��� ���, ఏ� ��� ���, అ� అడగడం. అ�� 

��� ఉ��� అ� �����. �� �ద��� అమ��� దర�నం అ�న��� ఒక మ�ర�ౖన 

అ��� క��ం�. అ� ఎ� ఉం�ం� అం�, అ��� ప���, ప�� �క����, ���� ఒక 

అ��గ�� �న�� వర� అం� �జయ�డ ���జల� క��న��� �� ఎ� వ���, ఎ��� 

వ���, అ� ���ంచడం వర�. ఆ అ�� ��నం� ఒక అ��గం ఆ�ంగనం, సంర�ణ ఉం�ం�. అ� 

ఒక అ�బంధం. ఆ కళ�� ఉన� ఆ��యత ఇం�ంచం�� ఉం� ��ం�� అ� అ��ం�ం�. ఆ�గ�ం 

��ం� ���ం���. �� ��� ఎ� ఉం� అ� అడగడం�� ఒక అ��� ఉం��. �� �� ఒక� 

ఉ���, � ��ం� అ���� ఉ��� అ� అ��ం��. ఆ కళ�� అ�భంధం ఉం��. 

మమ� ����

���
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ప�క���  �ఖ��� �శ�త� �ద�ల� �� ���  ��� �� అంద�� ఏ� ��� ���ంచడం 

అ�� �� ఒక అ���. ఒ��క��� ఆశ�ర�ం �� ���.

 ఇం�క��, �ౖ�� ���జల� వంట�� దం�� �య�ం వ��ం��. ��� ��� 

ఏ��� అ� అ���. �ంట� అమ��� ఇ� దం�� �య�ం ��� మం�న సత���యణ�� 

అంద� ��� అ� ����� అ� అమ��� ��� � ��� ����. అ��� ��� ��� �� �ం�ం �

�ట� ం� అ� అ���. త��త �� అ���� ��� ఇ� �� ��మం�� అ� ����. అ� �� అక�డ 

�జనం ��� న��� అంద� అ� వ��ం�����. మ�స� ���� వండమం�� అ� అ��� 

అ�� అ� ����. �� ఆ�� �� సం�షం అ��ం�ం�. ��న �� వంట� �� ����� ��. 

వంట ��ట���  �ల ఆతృత� ��� ఆ�� వ��ం�న త��త  ��� ఉం� అ� ���, �� ఆశ�ర�ం 

���. అ� ఒక అ��తం. అంత ��� వ��ం� అ� అ��ం��. �జం� ���లం� అ� అమ��� 

��� ��� �మ వ��  వ��ం�� అ� అ��ం��.  

 మ�క�� అమ��� ��ల� నమస��ం�న��� ఒక అ��� క��ం�. అంత� �ం��� 

�� శంకర �జయం అ� �సక� ం చ���. ఆ �సక� ం� అమ��� ��ల� శంక�� ఎ� వ�ం� ��, 

�జ ��న అమ��� ��ల� నమస��ం�న��� అ�� అ��ం�ం�. బం�� �ం�� ఉన� ���, 

�వ��, ప��, �ం�మ� ��న అమ��� ��ల� ��న��� �� శంక�� ��� అమ���� 

వ�ం� �న వర��  ��� �వ��ం�. త��త తల ఎ� � �� � �� అమ��� కనప�� �. శంక�� 

�ందర�లహ�� వ�ం� �న వర��  ��� � వ��ం�. �ం����. ఏ� �ర� జన� �ణ�ం వలన �� �� 

��ల �ంత ఉ���� అ� అ��ం�ం�. అ� ఒక �వ��ౖన అ���.

 ఆ �� నవంబ� 7 �స���� ��� న�� . అమ����� ���� ఒక �ర�కర��   ప� 

���. �� ����న�ర అ�� అక�� ఉం� అ�� ������. �� ఏ���� ఎ� ���� 

���� ����వ�� �� అమ� �� ���� ఉం� ��ం��. మ�స��� ��� ���� �ర� 

ఇయ���� రమ���� "అమ��� ఎ��ం��?" అ� అ���. ��న� 5. 15 అ� ����. మ�స���న 

�ళ�గ���. అ� ఒక మ�ర�ౖన అ���. �స���� అమ��� �� �� వ��  ఉం� �స���� �

��న ��� ఒక ��� క��ం�ం�. అ� ఒక �వ��ౖన అ���. అందరం ��ల� ప�� �� 

ఉండడం, �ర� పట� డం ఒక అ���. అమ��� �ప�క �� �� ఒక అవ�శం ���� �� ��� అ� 

అ��ం�ం�. త��త అమ���� నమ��రం ���  ఆ�� అం� అ��� అమ��� "ఎవ� ఏ� 

���� ��. �ం�ం గమ�ం��ం� ఉం� స���ం�" అ� ����. �� �� అ��క� అ� 

అ��ం�ం�. ఆ �� �యం�ం ��� ��� అమ��� దగ�ర ఉం� అంద� �జనం ��� ��� �� 

అ� ���  అం�� దగ��� ��� అడగడం ఒక అ���. మనం అందరం �������న �షయం. ఎవ�ౖ� 
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అమ��� బం�� ��ల� � నమస��ర��

���క �� ఎం�� ����� అ� ���ం���. ఎవ�ౖ� �క�� ఎం�� ��� అ� 

���ం���. అంద�� గమ�ం��ం� ఒక త�� � ���. ఒక �క �త� కనప�� �. ల�� 

సహ��మం చ��ట��� అమ���� �క�తగ చ����. ఇక�డ �� అమ��� అ�� 

కనప�� �.
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అమ��� అమృత���

 మనంద�� అమ���, కంభం�� కృష������, ఎప��� పరమ���  Master C.V.V �� 

�దపద��� దగ�ర �శ�త��  ఉం�ర�, Master EK �� �ర�ం� ఒక అమృత�� �వ� ��� 

ఉం�ర�� � ��ఢ ���సం.

 పరమ���ల �ర��� పర�వ�� ��ం�, ఓ��, సహనం, �త�ల�ం �వన�ౖఖ�� 

����,  పర�త�� ��స� ��క�ం�,  సప � సంవత�ర�� పరమ��� MASTER E.K  ���, 

అ�� ద�బ��� MASTER K.P.K ��� అ�స�ం�న �ణ��� అమ���.

 తన ��త�� పరమ��� MasterK.P.K �� కరవ� ��న� అ��ణ�� 

�ౖవ�ర��న�, బృంద�వన�న�� మ�� �వ� అం�త� ��న మ���� అమ���. సమస �

�దరబృంద�� తన �డ��� ��క�ం�, ��ం�, అవసర� అ�� మంద�ం�, అంద�� తన 

�డ�ల� స�న�ౖన �� న� ఇ��న జగ�ౖక జన� అమ���.

 అ��! � �క� �మ �న��� మ�వ���, � క�ణ �� ���. ఈ �� మన� 

అందర� ��� � �� �ద�� దగ�ర ఉండగ��, మహతర �ర��మ�ల� �శ�బ��� �

��పం��గ������ అం�, అ� �వలం �తృ�� �అమ��� మన అంద� �ౖన ��న క�ణ 

– �త�ల�ంవలన ��� అ� �స�ం�చ�� �ప�గల�. 

 Master E.K మ�� Master K.P.K �ర� ���ధ�ం� త�ం�, ���ధవం అ�నంత� 

��� �వ�� �పం అమ���

 పరమ���  MasterK.P.K �� ��త�గ�����ౖ, హృదయ�న ���, Master E.K. 

క�� క���ల� �ం�, జగ�� �� �ౖ��� �క� అ��హ�� జగ�� ��ఠ� �దర 

బృంద�ల� �మ� ��ం�న �మ��.�

 Master E.K. �� కలలపంట అ�న వ��క ��ంబ��, ఆయన �� �ం�న జగ�� � ౖ

�ఠ�� అ�వ��క� �ం�న మహ���� అమ���.

 పరమ���  Master C.V.V �� ���పం అ�న Master K.P.K �� ���క� అ� 

�ఖ��ౖన భృకర�త �రక �జ�గ�� ��ళం �తం ���ంప�� మ�� �శ ���ల� �న� � �

జగ�� ��ఠం �ం��ల� అమ�� �శ�త�� ���న �వ��పం అమ���.

Y. V. నర�ం��� (�ర�)

����
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ఓం � �� నమః

 అమ� అం� �జ��శ��, అ��ండ�� ���ండ�య� అ�న ల���� స��ప�� �� 

ఎ��� ��న��� కనబడ��. అమ��� �జ �� �ర� ఇ��  ఉం� అమ� ��న��� ���  వ�� �, 

కనబడ��. అమ�� �� ఇ��న ��� �� అ��హం  �� అ��ప�ౖన�. అమ� �మ, అమ�� �

ప�చయం ఉన���, అమ�� ��న �� అమ�� మ�వ��. ���, అమ��� స���తం� ఎ�� 

�ష�� ��� �� ఉం���. �� ��ఖపట�ం ���న��� అమ� స�యం� వంట �� �జ��� 

రమ�� ��. ఆ��యం� �మ� ఆ�� వ��ం���. "���, �� �ల��� ��న �� అల�� 

క�, �ౖ� వ��యం�. �� ��క �ర�న� �ళ��" అ���. అ�� అ���ర, �జన ఏ����  ఆ�� 

����. అ�వం� అమ� �మ మ�వ���. మరల "�� ����� 10 ��ల కం�ప�� �� ��ం� 

���, అ� �� ���. పచ��� ఏ�ౖ� ��� అ�� అం�, ఇక�డ ���� ���, కం��� ��, 

ఎవ��త అ�� ��ం�, �� �ళ� ���� క� అ���. ఫర��ద� �� కం��� ����. 

 2006 సంవత�రం� ఈ �ష�ర భవనం �ద� అంత��  ఒక�� అ��ం�. ��� ���జ� 

��� � ��� ��. అంత� �ం� ��� ��ల �ం� �� అక�డ �ర�న� ������. అక�డ 

��� �� �క�న అమ� ఎ� ప�� �ర  క�� �� ������.ఆ�డ ��ల వద�  �ద�  �ం�మ ��� �జ 

��న��  �ర�న� �� దర�న���� అమ�. ఆ �షయం ������ ����. అ�ం�� �� � ఆ�డ 

�నం�ం� అ���. అ��� ���జల� �ద�జ. అ��� �ం�మ, �ల� అమ��, �ల� 

������ �జ ��ట�� � ��� ��� అ���. అ�� అ���. అ��� అంద� �త ��ం�న 

�ం�మ, �� క�� అమ� ��ల దగ�ర ఒక �చ� ��� �� ఏర��ం�. ఇప��� ఆ ��� 

�డవ��. ఇ� అమ�, ఆ అమ�� కనబ�� �హ�ం� ఎ�� ఆ��యత పలక�ం�ల��, క��రస 

��ల�� అమ� మమ��� ���� ��.

 అమ�, ��� �� ఏ �జల�� నడ� వ��  ఉం� �లదండల�, �దమం�ల�, 

�ర�� ంభం, మంగళ�ర�ల� నడ� వ�� న� ఆ దంప�ల� ��� ఉం�, � హృదయం �ం����. 

ఎ� ��య� ఆనందం . అమ� �� ఒక��� ��� , పలక���  వ�� న� దృశ�ం ఎం� ఆనందం� ఉం��. 

ఎక���� ���న���� �� �� ��, ఏ� ��� �����. � ��న��� ఎం� 

ఆనం�ం���. �� �న� ప�� ఏ� ఎ� ��� అ� అ�� �������. ఆ�డ అ� అ��� �� 

�� సం�షం� ఉం��. �ంద� �జయ�డ ���జల� ���, వ��  �జమం� � �� ఒక �� 

�జమ�ం�వరం

N. ���
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ఉం� ���ట � అదృష� ం. �ల�����న 4:౩౦ గం|| ల� �� ప�� � ���, �����, అమ� 

త�� �� న��� పలక�ం�� � జన�ధన�ం �� ��ం��. ఎ�� జన�ల �ణ�ం వలన �� ఆ 

���గ�ం, అమ�, ����� క��ం�ర� అ��ం��. �జమం� ���జల� వ��న��� అమ� 

అంద�� పలక��� , ఏ ఒక��� మర���ం� �� ఒక�� కష� ���, ����� అ�� పలక���  

ఉం� �� ఆశ�ర�ం క���. �రంద�� అమ� బట� � ��� పం���� ��. �రంద� అమ�� 

తల��ం� ఉం��. అమ� అం�� �వ� �ౖభవం. అమ�, ����� వ�� ఉం�� ఏ� ��య� 

�వ��ం��, ఆనందం� �ం����. అ�ం� అమ�� � అ�భ�� � జన� ధన�త� ���� , 

ఎప��� అమ� �� ప�ల� గ�� ఒక �న� �� ��.
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అమ�

 అంద�� ఆ���, ఆదరణ�, ��న��� పలక���  తన పలక�ం�� అంద� మన�ల� 

ఆనందం� �లక�ంప�� అవ���� ఆనంద���.

 అమ� హ�� ల� ఆ�ర����  అం�ం�న ప�� �ం�మ, వ�� � అం��న���� ������ 

�ం�ం�ంప�� �గ�త��. అమ� ��న���, �మ�, ��� న� ఏ�ౖ� స� అం��న� �� ����� 

సర� �ఖసంపదల� స�ర���రం ���న�� .

 ఆ త��  ఆదరణ, ఆ��యత� ��న న�� ఎంత��� త���ర��. ఏ ప��ౖ� అల�క�, 

 అమ� ��హ�� ల� ఏ� ఇ��� ఏ� ��� � అ� అం��న���� తరగ� సంపద. �� కరస�ర�� 

ఏ�ౖ� ��ద�ౖ చక�� శ��� , ఆ����� అం�ం� మహ�షధ��ం�. 

 �ట� డం� ����  అన���� ��. వం�న ప�ర�ం ఎంతమం� ఉ�� �ద��ం� �వ� వర� 

"��" అ� సం�గత�  ��ం� అందర� తృ��� , స�నం� అం�ంచగల అమృత హసం� . ఆ ��� ఏ 

మహతర శ���  అం�ం�ం� ఆ అన��ర � �త� ఎ�క.�

 "అమ�" ఆ ప�� అ�మ�రం. సృ�� �� అ�వ��� ఆనందలహ�� ����ం� 

అమృత���. 

 "అమ�" ఆ అమృత�ల��ౖన ఆ పదం అమ�� �ం��న� అ��గ ఆ��యత�, �మ 

�త�ల��ల� �ం�న �ౖవం ��క� �ద�, �ౖవమం� "అమ�" ఆ �వన అత�ం�నం����� 

అం��� ం�.

 ("అమ�" � క��ం�) �ం�దనం, �ం�తనం, �ం�ర�ం, ఆద���న��, �త�ల�ం, 

క�ణ అ��ం�� �ం�న సహనం, �మ, ఓ��ల� �ళ�ంప��న ���ల ��కల�క� ���ం� 

�త���ౖవం "అమ�".

 సం��యబద��ౖన క�� ��� � �ం�క�, ఆ�ర వ�వ��ల� ��� స�� ల� ఆచ�ం�� 

ఇం�� �ప�ౖ, భగవం�� క��క���ల� ��ం��� ���ంద ��� �ఖసం��ల� 

ఆ���గ��లనం�ం� సత�వరన� � ��చ��� , �ల�ల� ����, ��� ఆచ�ంప��� 

��� త�ల� వం���ల�, స��ర �ం���ల� ���ణం� ����� , తరత�ల� ��� 

అంద�� �రత �ౖ�క సంస���, స�తన ధ���� జగ�� � �ఠం� మ��స� ��� ���� 

���నం�ం�న ��� "అమ�".

S. �భ�

��ఖపట�ం
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ఆనందం� అందం� ���  ����� ఆశ�����, ఆ�� ��� క����  సృజ�త�కత�, శ� ��� �ర���  

�� భ���  మ�ంత� ఇ�మ�ంప���  �యగల, ��ంచగల సమ�� ��. ఆ త��  �జ ���  �వ� 

���ల� అలంక���  ���న� ����, �లదండ� అమ� �� స�ర�� �ల�ం� ఎక�డ ఎ��  ��� 

అక�డ అ��  కదలక అమ� భ���  క�� �శ�లం� ���ఉం��. ఆ ���� �� అమ���న� 

భ��� రవ���� ��� �ౖ �త�ల���త దృ��ల� అమ�� ����ం���� అన���  సర�క� 

�భల� ���ం��ం��. �జ అ�న త��త అమ� ఆ ����క� త���� ���ం�, 

ఎక�� ఏ �పం జరగ�� క�! అ� తర� తర� ��, తృ���  తన �ం�న మన�� హృదయ �ర�కం� 

కర�� ��ం� నమస���� న� అమ� �ఖవర��� �ర � చం��� ���ం�ట గమ�ం�న ఆ �వ� 

��� � సంతృ���  అమ�� ఆ���� ����ం� ఆ ��� అ��త�ౖన�. �జ అ�న త��త 

�స�� E K �� �ద పద��ల� నమస���� ం� ��దర�సం�, తన క�� దృ��ల� ఆ�ర����  

అమ�� ఎ��  అలసట, అ�� �� స��హన�ౖన మృ�మ�ర కృ�క�� స�ర�� అం��� ం� 

���త����� ఆనం����� పరవ�ం� అమ� Master E K ��� ఆంతరం�క భ�� �� ��, 

"�నస ��క."

 సకల ���ల� సర�సంపదల� ���ం�న ధనల�. �రంతరం వ��న �రంద�� తృ��� � 

క��, మన�ల� �ం� సంతృ���  ���న �న�ల�. ఏ �షయం��, ఏ ప�����, ఎవ�� భయపడక 

�ర�యం� �ంద��� ��న �ర�ల�. ౖ

 అమ� ఆచర�త�క�ౖన ��స����. ల�, సరస��, �ర����ల కల�క� �శ� �స����. 

��రమ�ల �ల�టమ�, �ల �ద�మ�. 

 దస� పండగ ���� ��� "అమ�" అపర శ� �స����. అ���� ఆ�ధన� �ఖం� 

���ం� �జ���అంద�� ��న��� పలక���  వ��న ����వల� �ం�మ� ఆ�� చ�ం� 

స����  ఉం� ఆ స�ర� మన� ��న� ���� ద��ంప �యగల శ�వ� ంత�ౖన�. ఆ ప� ��� 

�జ��శ��, ���, ���, అన���� ��, ల���, సరస���� ��రమ�� ��ప� 

���ం��ం���.

� అమ� అ��శ���ల� �న�భ���  అంద�� పం���� అంద�� సం�ష��� 

ఆనం�ం�న �త�సం���.

 సకల సంపదల� ఆల�ల�ౖన ల���. ఇ��ట� ��� ట� �� హసం�  కల�వృ�ం� 

స�స�న�ౖన�. న���, �ట�, ���, �త� అ��� అంత� అష� ల��� ఏక�ౖన �ల�, ��ల 

ల�, మ�ల�.

 అమ� ప�� ంద��  బం�రం, ��� ంద��  బం�ర�. అమ� మన�, �ట, �త, న�� సర�ం 
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 అమ� గ�� � ఒక�ట అ��, అ� మన�� � �పల �న� జడ���� �����, సృజ�త�కత� 

�ం� �� న �ధ. అం�� అమ� శ���.

 అ��ణం ������ అ�స��� , ��� కం�� �ప�� ఒక� �ణం �� ��వ�ం� �� 

�ద�� ���ం� �� త��� �� అ� �త��� �వ� ��షం వర� ఏమర�� ��ం� 

�ర��ం� �న �త�� ప��త. ఆ �� ��� ������� ��క. అ�� అమ� పంచ��ల�, 

 అమ� సం��రవంత�ౖన సం���� తన ఆచరణ�� అంద�� అం���  స��ర సం���ల� 

��భ� �ం�న ఒక ఇ�� �� ��త నడవ�క� �ల�ట� ఎ��  న��ం��గల� అన� �ష��� 

�� అ�స�ం� అంద�� �ర�దర����ౖ �నం�� ��ం�న ���ల�. తన ద�� ��న అంద�� తన 

�డ��� ఆద��� , ఎవ�� ఏ� అవసర� అ� అం��� , అంద� ఉన��� మన�� �ం��� , 

ఆనం�ం�న సం�నల�.

 ఆదరణ, ఆచరణ ఈ �ం�� ఉ���స, ���స� � తన ����� �వ�వర� 

అనంత�ౖభ��తం� ��ం�న �ౖభవల�.

 అమ� గళం��� ప��� న� �ద����, �� ��, ���రం�, ��వ��ౖన, అ�మ�ర�ౖన 

�నలహ�� అమ� కంఠధ�� �ం� �����ం� ����� ఆనంద భ��� రవశ� అ���ల� 

����ం� అపర సరస�� ��. ఆ స�రం ఎవ�ౖ� ఆ�� �ంచగల గం�ర�ౖన� ��. అమ� పలక�ం� 

మృ� మ�ర �����ల� �ణ��ట� ���త� పలక���  మన��, హృద��� �

ఆనంద��కల� పరవ�ంప�� �ల����ర� హ�� �ం�ం�. ఆ ��ం �ం� ��వ� సపస� ��ల 

�నలహ� ఎంత� �రం� ఉన� ���ౖ� స�ం�ంప��� , భ�త� న�యత�ం� ఓల��ంచగల 

శ�మ� య�ౖన�. అం�� అమ� ���� �ం� ��వ�న ���, �ద� ���, �ద� ���. 

 ఏ �ర������ అమ� వ��� , అమ� ఉం�� �ం�తనం. ఏ మ�త����� అమ� 

�ం�ం�, �ర���ల� ఫలవంతం �� ఆ�ల�.

 కర�� ��రణ�, �ర�హణ�, ���లత� అమ� శ�స� �����ౖన ��� ���. అమ� ఏ �జ 

��� ం� ఆ �వ� శ�,�  కళ అమ� �ఖం� ���టం� ��� దర�న��� �. ఆ త��  ��� స�� ల�, భ���  

�� ���ధవం� ��వ��� అ��ం��.

 తన 49 సం|| �ౖ��క ����� �త�క��ణం పచ��రణం� ఆనం�ల హ���� �, ఆ����క 

�ౖభవం�, �గ �ధ� ���ల� అ�����  ఉన�త �ఖ�ల� ���న� క��ణల�.

బం�ర�. ఒక అన��శన ���, �మకరణం ���, అ����సం, ��� న��, �మంతం, ��ప�� , 

ఉపనయనం, ��హం, గృహ��శం, శం��� పన�, �రం�త���, ��లయ �ర�హణ ఇ��  ఏ ప� 

��� ఏ� ��� అమ� హస�� � �జయ�. అంద�� �జ��� ����న �జయల�.
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సకల�వతల�, సర� ��పరంపర� ���ం�, ���త�ం� �� ������ జన� జన�ల� 

���ఉం�� అ� అనం��శం� ఒక న���ౖ ���ం�����.

 ఆనంద���� ���ధవం� ����, అంద�� ���� పం��, మన�� ���� 

������  అమ�� హృదయ�ర�క అంజ�� ఘ��� ���.

 

 ఇప��� తర� �� � ���ధవం ఆ�వ�� అ�� �ం�ఉం�. ఒక ప�మ�� �దజ��  

�ష�ం� � కృ�� ��ల�ంత� ��న అమ�� కృష�య� "�� � ��ల�ంత ��" అ�, అమ� �

��న��� తన �ద�ల�ౖ �ం��� మ�ంత ఆనంద �స�ం� అందం� �ర������. అమ��� 

�డ� ��ల� ���� ���� మ� అమ��� �ంత� �� � అమ� �మ��త దృ�� � అమ��� తన 

క�ల� ����� అంద��ౖ క�� క��ల� మ�ంత �స�ంప ��� ���. (��� ����ం� క�! 

అ� ��ర�ం) 

 తమ ఆ�శ ఉప�శ సం��ల� �ణం �� మ�వక, అ���గక ఆచ���  కర�� �చరణ 

���జయం� ��ం��� ద���న తమ �డ��ౖ ����త�ల�ం� ��� �� తమ ఒ��� 

ఉప������ �� అంద�� కరవ� ��ర�హణ� ��� �� �� �ధ�త� అమ�� అం�ం� Master E K, 

Mater M N, Master C V V ప��ర � తృ���  తమ అభయ హస�� �� అం��� ���.

 �వ�����

 (అనంత�ౖన � �వ��� వ� అం� అం�ంచ�క ���. ఇ� ఒక ఇ�క ���. ఇ� ఆ�దన, 

ఆ�శం� ��న� ��. ఇ� అమ��ౖ ��న� ఆ�ధన. ఈ అ�ర ��� ��ం� ��వ�, ���ం�, 

ప�మ�ం� న�� ఓ��� �ద����.)

 �� న���� 

 పరమ�� పరంపర తమ ��ల హృదయం� అమ�� �ం��� అమ� ఆదరణ, ఆచరణ మన� 

స� �ర�దర�కం అ� ����� , స�ందన� మన� ఆ�����, అ��హం� అమ� �త 

అం�ంప��� ���.
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����న అమృత��� �మ� కృష� ��� అమ���

అయ���, అమ��� �ద పద��ల� శత సహ� నమ���ంజ��.

   �ల�ంబం�న ��� జృంభణ�� ��� � �శబ� ం� �

  �ల��� �!  సరస��!  భగవ�! ���� �  �ం�న�!

� ��స����,ద�ర�హృద��, ప�ప�ర ప�య��, ఆర �జన ర���, � �����. 

� అయ��� �స�� �ర�� ��� �� �వ స����. అర����త ���ల� స� ��న �మ���ౖ 

�ం��.  �స�� �.�.�. �గ �ర�  �వర�� �ౖన �� �ర��మ�� �క���మ�లం� బ� 

సం��క��ౖ �రంతర ��హ��ౖ, సర�జ�ద�రణ��ౖ �ం��.

 �� సహధర����, మంగళ స����, మంగళ�య�, ప�� �� �  �మ� కృష� ��� �� 

� అంద�� �తృ��.�  ����� అ�� �ర���ల� �త� శ�.�  అయ��� సంక��ల� అమ��� 

��శ�.�  అం� �ర���ల�� చక�� �ర��ంచబడ��� �ల �రణం. 

 మ��ల� అంద�� తన �ల�లవ�  �ర��  � ఎద��ల�  ప���� ��ౖ,  మ�  �ం�, 

��ం�, ��ం�, ప���ం� , ������న �� ���. ����.

��� �- ఆదర��� �

  �ల�� ప��� �� ���న� సం��� జగ����! 

 బ��ఖ��� ���ౖన అమ��� అవస���ర�  తన శ� ��మర���ల� బ�రంగ 

పర�న��� �� ��� � , � ధృక�ద�� �స�� �� ��యక� జ����. అమ��� �షణ�, 

సం�షణ�� �క, తన �తల� � �తన� ���� ������. అమ��� �శ��ప�� ద��ం� 

�మర��� � క��ల� ��. ���న �షయ�ల� వ�ం� �ట� �� �� ��. అమ� �� �రం� .   

అ�రబద�ం�� � �వన� అసం�రం� . ఇ� � ��� , ప����.

 1984 � �ద��� అమ���� ��రణ గృ���� ���. అయ���� �� & ��� 

ఆ�� ఫం��� � ��� ���ర�. త�ప�   ���ధవం� అయ��� స���  ��ంబ �ద�త� 

  త�� ! ��� తలం� �సక� � �త� ���� �� �

కం�ప�� ���స �ద��

�గ�నగరం
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 �� జగ�� ��ఠం�  స�చ�ంద �ర�కరల� �ౖనప�� �ం� అమ��� �మ��ణ, ���� 

�బద�త, �ర��మ�లయం� అం�త �వ�, �ర��శలత, ఊ�శ���  గమ�ం� అవ�శ� �� 

క��ం�. ద��� లతరబ� ���జ�� వందల సంఖ�� ��� � ��� �ద�ల వస�, వ�, �జన 

స��య�� ఏ �� ��ం� అమ��� ���క �ద� ������. ����� రచ� ���క� 

�యస����� �క, ��� �సప�క పం��� స�  ���ధవం� జ�� అ�� ఆ����క 

�ర���� �మబద�ం�, �కర�ం�, �లభం�  జరగడం ��క అమ��� ప�న తపన, కృ�, 

సహ�ర� ��న���, అమ��� �� ఆదర� ��ప��� అ�ంధ�, అన�య �తల వ� 

క��ం����.

అన���శ� �� - అ�య ��  

 అడగం� అ�ౖ�� �ట� ద� ��� ��త.  �� � అమ� ��  �జన�ౖన, ��ద�ౖన, 

మ��ౖ� ఎం� �మ�, �ద�� అ�� అ�� మ� �డ��. అంద�� అం�ం� �� ��, అ��నంత మ� 

�డ��. 

 అమ��� వడ�న ��� న��� ���, అమ� ��� ఆ వడ�న �� అ�య ��� ����ం�.  

��క మం�� త�� ��న ��దం �� మం� వ��� అంద�� తృ���  సం�రం� � స���ం�. ౖ

వంద మం�� త���� � �ం� వందల మం�� స���ం�. �ౖ�� � �� ���  ఒక�� ��న��  

����, �� గత ��ౖ�ఆ��� � ఇ� �� ���ధవం� ����భవ� మ�� ఏ��,  ఏ ఒక��� 

�� ��ద� అంద�� అ� �ట �� �న��. కరవ� � �ర�హణ� �న� �ర�కరల� � ���  

��� �� �� ��న ��� మ� �డ��.  అంద�� అం�నద� ��పణ ఐన త���,  అమ��� 

అక�� �ం� �ష���� �. 

 ఇక అమ��� "�ల�త �వ��� సర��మ�" అ� ఆల���  అయ���� �ర���� న������, 

 అమ���, � అందర�,  ఒక ��� �ఎ� ఉం��, ఎ� న�����, ఎవ�� ఎ� 

ఆద�ం�� అ�� �� ��ం��.

��� న� అమ����  గమ�ం�న��� ��  ఆదర�గృ��� క��ం��. 

స�చ� �ద� ����, �మ�న �యద���

 అమ��� �జ ���, అ��కం ���, �మం ��� ఆ� ��ౖ �ౖ�ధ�ం� ఉం�ం�. 

అయ���� సమ�కం� ఉం�ం�. మం�ల�� �ం�ర �దం�, �రద �నం�  �స�రం� 

గం�రం�,  �ల�� ��హం� �స�ష� ం� ఉం��. 
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"����ఖ�న పగ�� ��ం� � త��  ల�� క� ��జనం" అ� �నం ���  శరన�వ��ల� అమ� 

��� ��జనం ప��న������, సరస�� �ణ ��న�� , ��� ��� ��న��  �ం� స���త�ౖ, 

��వరణ� మం��ౖ, శ�ర�� ��క�ౖ,మన�� క��, పరవశ�ౖ, ��న���� ��య� 

ఆనం����� ��తడ� �ం���ర�. ఇ� అమ���� ���క�ౖన ���ంశ�.

అలం�ర �యద��� - అంద�� ఆదర� �� �

 అమ� �� �వ� ��� ల� అలంకరణ �� �  ����  �ౖవ� ఆ ��� �� ��క�� ����! 

అ���� ం�. ఆ ��� ల� ద��ం�న��� మనసం� �యత�� �క� �ౖ� �వ�� �ం���ం�. 

అయ���  ���ప�ర�� చ��� ఉం�, అమ� �� భ�,�  �ద�ల� ��� ఆచ���  ఉం�, ఆ 

��శమం� �రణ�య�, �రణ�య� అవటం శరన�వ��లం�, �వణ ���ర�లం�,  �� 

అ�భ�ౖక�ద��.

అమ� �� �����

 సహజం� అమ��� ����� ��న��� ఉం�ం�. �� అమ��� న��� ఒక���� ఆ 

�మం� చ���న ��శవంత�ౖ, �రచ� ం��వ� ఆ ప�సర�లందంత� ���� �ర����,  

�కందఱ� ఎం� ఆ�� ���, �ప��� ఆనం��� ఇ���.  అమ� �� పద�ప� ����! మ�ర ���! 

����  ��ర�దృ�� .  

 ఎవ��ౖ� తన �ంత �ల���� ��� �. అమ� �� ��ల వల�  ��� వృ��  �ం�� ఉం� 

��, ఎం� సం����  ఇం� వృ��, సమృ��, సంతృ� � �ం�ల� ఆ�ర���� �. �న��� �ం� ��  

అం� న��� అన�ద��లం, ��� , ఇ��� � �ల��, అందరం అమ� �� ��ల�� ���మం� 

అ�శ���� �. అ�� ఇ� సత�ం! � �షయం� �����, ఇ� �ల మం� అ�భవం. ఆ క�� 

క�����ల� ఒక బలం, ఒక స�రం, ఒక �దం, ఒక సంర�ణ, ఒక �చన ఎన�� �ప�గలం!  అ� �� 

ఎ���� సంస�రణన� ���� �ప���� �ట� �ల�. � ����� , � త��ళ� చ��సంధ��, 

ఉ���� అ��, అ�� అమ��� అయ��� ఆ�ర�చ��. � �ల�� ����న�. �ల�ల�మకరణ��, 

 ఇక అమ��� అలం�ర �ష��� వ� � ,  అస� అమ��� అలంకరణ� ���కత��� �? ��? 

�ప�టం కష� ం.   ఎం�కం� అమ��� ఆ�ర�ం అం� ��రణం, స�తనం, సం��యం, �ర�యం.  

అ�నప���,  సహజ �గంధ ప�మళ భ�త �ష��ల� ���క అలంకరణ� అవసర� అన���   ఏ 

�ర��మ���ౖ� అమ��� ��ప��నం�, �ౖభ��తం�,  ���క ఆకర�ణ�, ఆదర�ం� ,అందం� 

క���� �. �ర�య ��� �అలంకరణ� అమ��� ����� టద��.  
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 అమ��� ���� �ఱ� �య�ౖ��. ��� ��� క�� నం ఆ�శం. ఆ�శం అనంతం. 

అం�వలన అమ��� �ర��ట అ�సవ� ం. మన� ఆ�శం� ఎల���� ఉ���. అవసర�ౖన �ళ�� 

దర�న��� � ఉ���...

శర�� �యంబ� �� ��య� న��� �||

అన��శన�, అ����స�� ��  అమ���, అయ��� ఒ��� జ���.  

 అమ���, అయ���� అ�స�ం� ��న� నయ�నందకరం, �మబద�ం, ��బద�ం, 

లయబద�ం. �ర��మ�ల� ����� ����న�� �� �వ�ర��లవ�, ����లవ� 

క��ం����. �� మ��ల� �� పలక�ం� ��న� స��హన�.  జత� �� ఆగమన�, 

��గమన�, ��గమన��,  ����, �ం�� �� ఎం� �మబద�ం�, ��బద�ం�,  లయబద�ం�,  

��య�నం�, నయ�నందకరం� ఉం��. చ�వ�� ఆ అ��న� �వన� ఊ�ంచగల�.

సర�మంగళ �ంగ�� �� స��ర� ��� | 

 అయ� �� ఒక�� వ� �  �� ఏ�� ఎ� ��య� ���. అమ���� కల� క��� � ఎం� 

తృ�,�  సంతృ� � .  అమ��� ఒక�� క��ం�న, అయ��� �ంట ఉన���  ప��ర � �వన...అం� అమ��� 

తన ఆ�దమసక� ం అయ��� ����  �ం��� �����  ఉ���.

 అమ��� వదనం �సన�ం, దృ��� ���తం, అభయ�దం, సర� ర�కరం. ��న�� 

ఆహ� దకరం, సం�ష�రకం. అమ��� చరణ స�ర� సర� �� హరణం. 

�మ బద�ం, �� బద�ం, లయ బద�ం
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అమ���

 � MCA �� �అ��క �  ��� Sanath, Raju & Kishoreల �  �����ం��  3 ��� 

�ం� అవ�శం వ��ం�. అ��� ����� ��� ఉ��గ ��� West � ��� ���  ��ం��, 

ఎక��� ���� మన� కలవ�� అ� అ���. ఆ� అన���  ��  ఇం� �ం� ��  ఉ��గం ��న  �� 

��శం � �� దంప�� క�� అవ�శం  (Mumbai, Dubai, London & America �) ల�ం�ం�. 

�ం�ౖ � �న��� ��� ��, అమ� �� ��� ���న��� క�� అవ�శం వ���. అ�� 

లండ� � �న���  �క� కృష� ���, �ం� ���ం�� , అ���� ��� మ�� ������ � �

���జల� క�� అవ�శం వ��ం�. 

 మన� �� మం� �న��� తం� క��, త�� � అ�� �ష�� భయపడ �ం� ��� 

�ం��. ఈ �షయం � అమ��� �� త�� � స�నం ఎం�కం� ��� ��� అవ�శం 

���న��డ��  �ల �షయ�� ���� అ���� భయం వల�� �క �హ�టం వల�� ������ 

సంద��ల� ��  అమ��� దగ��� ���  �ర ��� �ం� ����� దగ��� ���� ���  �� ఆ 

�షయ� ��  �ప���� �హ�టం ప����� అ� ��� అస� �షయ� � �త ���ం���. 

 �ద� �� �� అ��� �ళ�మ� అ� ఆఖ� ��ష�� �ళ��క �ర�ం� ����. 

�ం� సంవత�ర�� త��త 2008 � మరల అ��� �ళ�మ� అ�� �� ���� ��� �� 

అ���� ���ం�మ� �ౖ�� �� ��ష� � ��� ��� అమ� ��� క���. ��� ��� �ౖర�ం 

�� ���, ఇ��� అ��� �ళ�డం ఎం�� � ఇక�� �ం� ��� అ� అ���. అ��� అమ� �� 

�న� ��� � అ��� �ళ�� సర� ప��ం� ఎం�� ��� వ��  అ� అం�� �పం �ళ��వం�, 

�� సర� ఎం�� వద�ం�� అ� ఒ��ం� పం�ం�� 

 అమ��� ��న� ఎల��� అంద�� ఉం�� అ� ���ం� అమ� �� �ద పద��ల� 

నమ��ర��.

�హ� గ�డ

U S A
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माँ क� याद

अ�नल कुमार होसम�न

U S A

भगवान कॆ �प मॆं  हर पल याद आती ह � ।

सब मॆं  बसा भगवान के चैत� कॆ �प मॆं  

 
हॆ माँ ! आप सदा ममता सॆ भरॆ �ए

आप का अपरपंार �ार सदा �दखती ह � ।

आप द�नयाभर कॆ लाखॊं साधकॊं कॆ कुशल मंगल का खयाल �नरतंर रखती ह�ु

आप और मा�र पाव�तीकुमार जी के दश�न कर  

वॆ सारॆ काम राई (Mustard seed) ह � तॊ आपका �ार पहाड (Mountain) है

�आप और गु�जी नॆ हमॆं जॊ सुंदर ��णम माग� (Golden path) दश�या, उसी पर चलनॆ 

का खुशी सॆ, हर पल और पूरॆ मन सॆ कॊ�शश करतॆ ह � ।

 
जनम जनम मॆं भी आप और गु�जी कॆ दश�न �मलॆ, यही भगवान सॆ हमारी �वनती है

�हम सब भाई - बहन �मलकर सॆवा काय� करॆ,ं जीवन आपकॆ �ीचरणॊं मॆं सम�पत करॆ ंतॊ 

भी कम ह ै।

हमारी ��� मॆं दॆवी - दॆवता और कॊई नह� 

आप दॊनॊं ही हमारी दॆवी – दॆवता  ह � ।

यह मन हर पल आपकॆ �द� चरणॊं मॆं जीनॆ का �यास कर रहा ह ै।

(यह छॊटी सी “वण�माला“ (Garland of Letters) मातृ�ी �ीमती कृ�कुमारी जी कॆ चरणकमलॊं पर 
�सम�पत ह)ै
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Sapadi charanayOste matarastu praNamah

At your feet, O Mother ! I offer my obeisance! 


